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Commissioning Parchment
Why is being an Officer in the Armed Forces
considered a solemn responsibility, and not merely a
job, one might wonder. Here, we tell you all why.
An individual, after the completion of his training,
receives the President’s Commission. No one lesser than
the Supreme Commander of the Armed Forces of the
Union of India signs the Commissioning Certificate,
which encompasses the gist of what it is to be an Officer
and bear Arms on behalf of the Union of India. The
President ‘reposes special trust and confidence’ in each
and every Officer’s ‘fidelity, courage and good conduct’.
These are solemn words. Fidelity means faithfulness –
and the quality of being trustworthy. Courage means
physical, and more importantly, moral courage – to
do what is right, and resist the hard tug of ‘wrong’, and
Good Conduct, vague and all encompassing it may
sound, literally means conducting oneself in manner
befitting the Uniform, and the solemn trust which has
been reposed on the individual.
In effect, all three are interlinked. It is only when
an individual has the physical and moral courage to
discharge his duties, is ethically and professionally
competent, can he or she be trusted – and an
amalgamation of the two – fidelity and courage – give
rise to Good Conduct.
It is every Officer’s responsibility to live up to these
tenets. The last line is so very telling in this regard. It
reads, ‘I do hereby charge and command the officers
and men subordinate to you to conduct themselves with
all the respect and obedience to you as their superior
officer’ – thereby putting to words what is at the heart
of Ethical Military Leadership – to Lead by One’s
Personal Example.
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Oath of Allegiance
The Profession of Arms is not a job. It is a noble calling. The trainees, on completing their training, take the Oath of Allegiance. If
the Commissioning Parchment grants an Officer the moral and legal sanctity to exercise the authority vested upon him/her by the
Supreme Commander or a Superior Officer, then the Oath of Allegiance delineates the limits and scope of that authority. At the
heart of the Oath lies the concept of unlimited moral liability that is incumbent upon the Officer in the discharge of his duties - for
it is to be understood that the Military Profession can be quite challenging, and the expectations from an Officer, ever compelling.
An Officer is trained to take decisions in immensely stressful situations, but he/she must also be trained to not be brutal; while
he/she must be adept in reacting in combat situations almost automatically, lest hesitation be fatal or harmful to the mission, but they
must also be able to deliberate, reason and decide if a command is unlawful; while they must be impartial, they must also know right
from wrong and to be firmly committed to the ethical pursuit of their mission.
The Oath of Allegiance then, brings to fore and amalgamates, the fundamental expectations from an Officer – a deep sense of
duty, unquestioning loyalty to Supreme Commander and to the Superior Officer, honesty and moral courage, and a sense of honour
in one’s calling – to all of these, and more, does each and every Officer ‘solemnly affirm’ when he or she is entrusted with the coveted
Nelson’s Rings.
Each Officer must endeavour to live up to these ideals.
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PRAYER
Oh God, help me through this day, in work and play to keep myself
Physically strong, mentally alert and morally straight.
Reinforce my quest for knowledge, integrity and leadership.
Help me uphold the honour and dignity of the Academy and the officer corps.
Kindle in me the loyalty to the principles of the academy that places all issues above
Personal considerations and eschew any compromise with vice and injustice.
Guide me to live my life to the fullest in realization of my true self; to always measure
up to the high ideals of my chosen profession of arms.
Inspire in me to triumph as a considerate victor in every game of life, be it mere
sports or life’s higher struggles and help me sight opportunities even in the failure.
Give me the physical strength for those who need protection, strength of character to
lead the men I have the honour and privilege to command, to be concerned for those
who have led their faith in me.
Let me know no fear when truth and right are in peril. Imbibe in me the courage to
suppress all seeds of cowardice and fear in my heart.
The courage to face and overcome my own doubts and prejudices; the fortitude to
defend the right and shun the wrong.
Grant me the courage for honest dealing and clean thinking to spurn hypocrisy and
all pretense.
And above all the courage to preserve the honour and dignity of my country against
external aggression and internal disorder, even to the peril of my life.
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the

HONOUR

CODE

As a cadet of the Indian Naval Academy, I
• Act with honesty, integrity and respect for
others with the highest standards of moral
and ethical values.
• Do not lie, cheat, steal or slander nor
tolerate those who do.
• Do not engage in any activity that will
unfairly improve my results or dishonestly
improve or hurt the results of others in all
aspects of training including academic work.
• Am bound to report any breach that comes
to my attention.
• Do not countenance by inaction any honour
violation; if were to, I become a party to such violation
and find myself as guilty as the original violator.
• Have sworn to do the ‘Right Thing’,
always, and live with Honour,
Courage and Commitment.
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Reaching New Horizons

Scaling New Heights

I

Commandant’s Message

t gives me great pleasure to pen this message for the AHOY magazine Spring
Term 19. ST 19 has been significant for more ways than one. The early part of
the term saw a visit by the three Chiefs, who went away very impressed by INA’s
world class training infrastructure and were bowled over by the performance of the
cadets in the Inter Squadron Declamation Competition. The high point of the term
was when INA retained the Bakshi Cup 2019 in a closely contested event that went
down to the wire. The difference between the teams was much too close to call
and notwithstanding who won, the fighting spirit and skills of the players was most
heartening.
The term saw further steps being taken towards subsuming the 1TS time into the
INA BTech programme and implementation of the revised syllabus has commenced
wef 101 INAC. Similarly, the first batch of the NDA cadets who would have finished
three years of the BTech programme at NDA will join the INA in AT 19. With this the
NDA and INA programmes will be fully aligned and hereinafter a fair comparison of
the two entries will be possible.
Early in the term, we were witness to the IAF attack on Balakot following the
Pulwama terror strike. The incident was significant from the INA’s point of view
because it brought home to the cadets many lessons that are essential to their
growth as officers, and leaders of men.
The exploits of Wg Cdr Abhinandan are clear evidence of the adage that in the
end, it is the man behind the machine that counts. This will always be the case,
even though the immense combat power and great versatility of the Indian Navy
is underpinned by technology. I have no doubt that Wg Cdr Abhinandan will
acknowledge the role played by his alma mater in shaping his character and in giving
him the reserves of strength, resilience and courage that enabled him to weather his
travails with poise. As you look back at your time at INA you will increasingly realise
how much you have internalised these attributes which are represented by Indian
Navy’s core values of Duty, Honour and Courage, and how much these have fortified
you.
Our primary role in peace time is to deter conflict and if that fails, to win the war
emphatically and unambiguously. This will require you to be ready and prepared at
all times - to carry the battle to the enemy and to have the necessary professional
skills that will assure us victory, come what may. We deter because we are well
equipped, well trained and have the resolve to wage and win wars.
The aim of the Academy is to prepare you for challenges you will face in your
quest to become good officers of the Indian Navy, capable and fit for purpose. In
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joining INA, you have committed to the profession of arms, where duty comes first, always and everytime
- duty to your ship, to the Navy and to the nation. We will expect you to go into, and later in life lead
your men into, harm’s way. This is a most onerous responsibility and it is the one singular aspect that
sets us apart from the others. As a member of the Indian Armed Forces, you will be a leader of men, first
and always. Your men will follow you, even unto the perils of the their lives only because they hold you
in high esteem and have confidence in your abilities. You would therefore need to earn their faith, trust
and respect and this can happen only if you set a good example. So make excellence your watchword
and put yourself in the van to lead from the front.
Before ending, I will reiterate that the INA is a world class institution, where in addition to a sound
engineering education, you are given a very wide exposure to different facets of life, not only to expand
your horizons but also to equip you to deal with any situation you may find yourself in. You are set
to join an Indian Navy that is a very potent force with cutting edge capabilities and an expanding
operational footprint. You are at the starting blocks of an exciting journey and much will be expected
of you as you make your way through naval life. You have the potential to serve the Indian Navy with
distinction; the only things that matter are your will to succeed and your resolve to stay the course. We
will watch your progress of the sidelines and delight in your accomplishments. I am confidence that you
will always keep the flag of your alma mater flying high.
I wish you all the best. Sam no Varuna. Jai Hind.

Vice Admiral RB Pandit, AVSM
Commandant
Indian Naval Academy
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Training to Excel,
Striving to Succeed

I

Greetings! Spring Term 19
took over as Deputy Commandant and Chief Instructor in Mar 19, and I can personally say that it
has been as delightful as it has been challenging, steering the training processes in Asia’s largest
Academy. Three months at the helm of this premiere institution and I can unhesitatingly state
that it gives me great pride to be associated with this fine institution and be part of, and witness to,
this almost magical transformation of young boys and girls into refined men and women in uniform.

From Dep Com’s Desk

As we bid adieu to the Spring Term 2019, it remains etched in our memories as one of great
significance. The 96 INAC, 27 NOC (Ext) and 28 NOC (Reg) Courses will soon join the corps of the
Indian Navy and the Indian Coast Guard as flag bearers of the INA. I say it with great certainty that our
two maritime services will reach great heights and benefit from the charisma and motivation of these
fine, able Officers.
The term gone by was one of change and consolidation. All training processes that were
comprehensively revamped over the previous months were closely monitored for any shortcomings.
Further, all processes governing training were revised and fine-tuned to ensure that the Academy’s
final output i.e. the officer being commissioned, is worthy in every respect of being bestowed the
President’s Commission. Be it the revision of PT tests and PT tables, or reviving sports skills among
cadets by directing that all four major sports are played every term, ensured that our trainees are able
to not only participate in a host of troop games, but are empowered to foster camaraderie and espirit
de corps among their men in the future.
Retaining the Bakshi Cup 2019 proved to be a major feather in INA’s cap, thereby proving INA’s
superior training methods. It stands to mention that it was heartening to see officers and trainers so
personally involved and invested in the training of Academy teams, motivating them, and speaking
to them at length on the importance of winning – and to do so, in a gentlemanly manner. In essence,
today our cadets not only know how to win, but they also know that, for a legitimate fighting force,
means matter as much as the ends. The results and our performance at the Bakshi Cup was a sweet
testimony to our training methods. What also needs to be mentioned is that cadet to cadet, the INA
contingent stood out for being the best turned out, best equipped, best muscled, best behaved onand-off the field and gave every visiting team a run for their money, admitted with some admiration
by the Commandants of participating Academies. This was complete vindication, if any was required,
of the success of the processes in place. And each and every officer, cadet and instructor was proud of
what they saw of the josh, sportsmanship and commitment displayed by the INA contingent.
The term also witnessed the inauguration of the MARINERs Bay, MARINER in this regard being an
acronym for Machine Learning Artificial Intelligence Electronics and Robotics, which will add an edge
to the technical and intellectual endeavours and prepare our BTech graduate cadets to cope with an
AI-powered future. Faculties were busy with teaching, evaluation and extra-curricular activities such
as Debate, Public Speaking and Declamation and fine-tuning of internal processes.
Towards diversifying the intellectual endeavours some very engaging guest lectures were conducted.
Among these, the ones by Professor Datesh Parulkar on India’s Foreign Policy in the Middle East and
by Admiral Arun Prakash (Retd) on Challenges of Leadership Faced by Young Officers in 21st Century
Paradigm merit attention.
This term was also utilised to build bridges of friendships across oceans. Delegations from the
Sri Lankan Navy, Vietnam People’s Navy and Qatar Emiri Naval Forces visited the INA, while a team
comprising one officer and three cadets visited the Vietnam Naval Academy.
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Cadets, as is their wont, surprised us all. Physical fitness of cadets, especially junior courses, showed considerable
improvement with a much higher percentage of cadets clearing not only PT tests but also higher tests. Standards of
Drill Competition were clearly much higher than hitherto. Numbers of first term and NOC cadets suffering injuries, as a
consequence of overloading of their bodies, had also come down drastically. Credit is due to the Instructors who made
this possible.
INA also made its presence felt at the Bangalore Horse Show – 2019, organised by the ASC Centre and College,
Bangalore. The high level championship provided an excellent opportunity for maiden participation of INA horses
in an equestrian championship. Team INA won a total of 12 medals (three gold, two silver and seven bronze) in the
tournament. The INA Sailing Team also emerged victorious in the Biangular Sailing Regatta, securing Gold and Silver
medals in the Fleet Racing Competition.
Ahoy is not just a compendium of articles or a checklist of accolades. It is a symbol of our sustained excellence, a
symbol of our ‘tradition of continuity’. Cadets come and go, and while we surely miss their contributions, the standards
of Ahoy never fall. The baton is always passed to the next set of fiery young writers. And these young writers who
form the Editorial Team are perhaps the most (un) recognised set of talented individuals. Despite inflexible deadlines,
the team has very poignantly reflected on each and every facet of a cadet’s life at the INA. Rummaging through old
documents, eking out time form an inexorably jam-packed schedule, refining (and yet respecting the writer’s rights)
works from nascent writers, this group of unsung leaders have ungrudgingly succeeded in bringing out yet another
edition of our much awaited ‘Ahoy’.
To conclude, the Spring Term 19 has been an exciting period of progressive changes, training activities and stellar
moments of joy. To archive it all in the Ahoy and down the annals of history is the most apt way to pay tribute to the
154 days of honest toil.
I would once again bid adieu to the Passing out Courses, wishing them ‘fair winds’ and ‘following seas’ in all future
endeavours whether in peace or in harm’s way and many an Ahoy’s for significant landfalls in their journey in the
Indian Navy.

Rear Admiral Tarun Sobti

Deputy Commandant & Chief Instructor
Indian Naval Academy
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Striving for Excellence

Through All Round
Development
A

Principal’s Review

s we look back Spring Term -19 with passing out of Midshipman of 96 INAC, 96 ICC and
cadets of 28 NOC (Regular) and 27 NOC (Extended) courses, the Academy has laid new
benchmarks and set fresh milestones for setting up the tempo for the technical training
of INAC. We remain committed as team of trainers to leave no stone unturned, in developing
our young cadets into future naval leaders with sound technical education, structured focus
on soft skill development and renewed emphasis on physical fitness and endurance.
The current term in a way will go in the history, since the new BTech curriculum with
subsumed syllabus of 1TS in B Tech(AEC) for X cadets and internship for E/ L cadets has
been implemented wef 101 INAC. The revised syllabus has been patterned on AICTE model
curriculum-2018, wherein the professional core subjects have been completely aligned with
NDA BTech programme for naval cadets. The electives have been very carefully chosen to lay
foundation on future technologies viz Robotics, Machine Learning and AI etc. The Handson-Skill modules and Oral Board for E/ L cadets are aimed to drill the skills and technical
appreciation for technical branch cadets.

The guest lectures by experts from field and academia, visits to ships, naval facilities for
appreciation of concepts and consolidation of theory learnt, have been standardized for cadets.
Visits to fleet ships, naval/ industrial facilities like, NPOL, NSRY, CSL at Kochi, GTRE, ADA, BEL,
HAL, CAIR, DEBEL, MTRDC, LRDE, Zeonics System Defence (P) Ltd and IIT at Bangalore, NSTL
at Visakhapatnam, M/s Resistoflex at Noida, TCS, HCL, Wipro Technologies, BHEL, OCF, MAPS,
PRP, IGCAR and CVRDE at Chennai, Tata Motors, L&T Defence Aerospace Ltd, Bharat Forge
Limited, Mahindra & Mahindra Ltd, Symtronics Automation Pvt Ltd at Pune were conducted
during the term. A maiden heritage visit to Calicut was conducted to appreciate the rich and
vibrant maritime heritage of the Malabar coast. In addition, guest lectures from INSMA, SEG,
NEU, SAC, Ahmedabad and M/s Holzapfel Engineering and talk on Big Data Analytics(BDA)
and Artificial Intelligence(AI) by IBM R&D Labs Bangalore and INS Valsura were also conducted.
Further, workshops on ‘Basic Electronics’ and ‘Matlab and Simulink’ have been standardized
in the curriculum to aid in project development. These workshops are now planned to be done
in house from AT-19. The National Knowledge Network (NKN) Studio was optimally used to
conduct live/ recorded subject oriented lectures. Mids (L) participation in live discussion on
topic Block Chain Platform conducted by IIT (Bombay) and workshop on Maritime History by
IIT (Mandi) through NKN Studio are worth mentioning.
In addition to the 45 state of the art laboratories already existing, augmentation of training
aid resources is a continuous process. Setting up of High Voltage and Electromagnetic Bay,
MARINERs Bay, Battery Work Station and augmentation of Power Systems Lab are new additions.
Augmentation of Instrumentation Lab, Power Electronics and Drives lab, Computer Network
Lab, Project Bay-II and Mechatronics and controls labs are in pipeline. The Inter Squadron
Public speaking competition, Quiz Competition, Declamation and Debate Competitions
were conducted to improve the communication, oratory and intellectual skills of the cadets.
It was matter of immense pride that the three Service Chiefs witnessed the Inter Squadron
Declamation competition during their visit to INA and expressed jubilation on the oratory skills
of the cadets.
Knowledge resource worth Rs 3.0 Cr was added in ‘Panini Library’ in FY 2018-19. Under
the Indian Naval Digital Library (INDL) project steered at IHQ; every trainee and trainer has
access to a large repository of centrally procured e-knowledge resource. The access to Moodle
based Learning Management System (LMS) to cadets ensured availability of study material at
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all times. The exercise of Book Review by cadets has been institutionalized and Commandant Reading List with
57 titles has been carefully made to develop the reading habit and horizon of the cadets in their next 10 years of
professional life.
Faculty Development Programmes are conducted regularly to keep the trainers abreast with latest
innovations and technologies in various fields and to inculcate the habit of continuous learning. A paper by
cadets under the guidance of Cdr MK Tiwari on ‘Development of Electromagnetic Rail Gun” was presented at
Government Engineering College, Kannur. A Poem by Lt Cdr Ankush Banerjee titled ‘The Monsters we make’ was
published in Korean Literary journal. FDP titled ‘Contextualising the self and other in the Work-Life Paradigm’ by
Lt Cdr Ankush Banerjee was also planned. Lectures were organised on ‘Electrical Safety’, ‘Actions in case of fire’,
‘Evacuation plan’ and Demonstrations on ‘Fire Fighting’ for the faculty members along with display of Kill Cards
at each compartment. The maiden Inter-Faculty troop games having teams formed from officers and Defence
civilian staff of three faculties were organized during the term.
It was heartening to witness the stellar performance of our cadets in “Bakshi Cup”, held during the term
at INA. Despite the daunting academic rigours of a technical curriculum, the scholar warriors’ performance was
at a high pedestal in the playing fields also, who emerged champions for the second time after its inception.
To conclude, we would remain focused in our endeavours towards continuous improvement in our
processes to make delivery of technical education effective. At the end, I would like to convey to the passing out
courses that we feel satisfied, that training imparted at INA shall give you good start for next phase of training in
making you worthy leaders on our Navy. Let the Navy’s core values of ‘Duty, Honour and Courage’ always guide
you.

Sam no Varuna, Jai Hind.

Rear Admiral Amit Vikram

Principal
Indian Naval Academy
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“Man is most nearly himself
when he achieves the seriousness
of a child at play.”

Chief Editor’s Note

A

SLt Anupama Thapliyal
Associate Editor &
Expert Idea Executor

nother term comes to an end. Another set of trainees, the swashbuckling 96
Sagarshauryas pass out of the portals of the Indian Naval Academy, moving
on to their next phase of training. The term draws to close. The monsoons
clouds have begun appearing on the edge of the horizon. Very soon, the cadets of
the INA will be on the INA Special, trudging to their homes, for a well deserved term
break. INA too will rest, unwind, recollect, and regroup for the next term to come.
If Ahoy is the repository of our collective memory, then Spring Term 19 was
that time which filled those pages with infinite colour, verve, achievements and a
hundred new memories. Who can forget the teetering-on-the-edge Bakshi Cup
Basketball finals, which Team INA clinched from an equally competitive NDA, or the
performance of the INA cadets during the Inter Squadron Declamation, that dazzled
the Chiefs of the three Services.
Continuing from last term,
Ahoy AT 18 was a concentrated
effort to nudge, push, evoke,
provoke, induce, and thrust
the ‘cadetly mind’ towards
creativity, towards reflection,
towards articulation, towards
taking their first, and how
much ever, tottering steps,
towards mastering, or at least
developing a liking, for the
‘written word’. Feedback from
all and sundry suggested that we
were on the right track.
And hence, this term, we
set our sights higher. This
term, we endeavoured to
not only push cadets to
think and write clearly
and effectively, but also
to delve in that tricky zone
of self-criticality, wherein
they edit, correct and perfect
words on paper. The famous
American author and Noble
laureate Ernest Hemingway
had once remarked, “there
is nothing to writing. All you
do is sit at the typewriter and
bleed”. In short, this edition is
special because it has been conceived
and edited by our able cadet editors
themselves. Further, Creative writing and
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poetry sessions were conducted for the cadets of the
103 INAC – sessions which demystified poetry, undressed
the short story in to its basic components, and wherein
they were made to read from carefully selected lists, and
reflect, analyse and then write their own pieces. The results
dazzled us – some of which you’d see in the Creative Writing
Section. We also wanted to emphasise the importance of
reading and studying Military History, considering that
sowing the seeds of ‘Strategic Thinking’ in young minds
still nascent in the domain of all things maritime certainly
involves exposing them to the curious arc of history and
how it interacts with technology, religion and demography.
In short, the importance of Military History is has been
duly emphasised by including a Military History Quiz and
a paper titled, The Indian National Army and its Tryst
with Submarines by our guest columnist Commander
Yogesh Athawale. Heartfelt gratitude is expressed to
Cmde Manish Bhandari, Principal Director (Training), INA
for writing succinctly about ‘NAVAC-then’ and ‘INA-now’
and shining a light on the changing dynamics of training
in the ensuing years. Bearing in mind the recent Balakot
strikes, we considered it imperative to mark the ‘strategic
shift’ in India’s posturing by including an article on the
Strategic Role of the Indian Navy, and also a Leadership
Case Study on Wing Commander Abhinandan, the IAF
pilot who, after downing a PAF fighter aircraft in a fierce
dogfight, landed on the wrong side of the border in Feb 19,
following the Balakot strikes. Lastly in this triumvirate of
contemporary articles is a piece by Cdt Advaith Rajendra
commemorating the successful testing of A-SAT by India
in Apr 19. These three articles stand testimony to the Ahoy
Team’s commitment towards initiating conversations
around contemporary issues of military relevance.

Continuing our zeal towards fostering reading habits
among cadets and officers, the Department of English
conducted a module on Book Review for the 103 INAC and
officers of INA. It was a hearty affair inviting conversation
for, about and over books. Keeping this in mind, we have
introduced a Book Review Section which will not only aid
readers come across some wonderful literary gems, but
also help our dear cadets understand how to critically
analyse books and write insightful, incisive reviews. We
are also delighted to resurrect the Hindi section, titled
Leher, steered by our very talented Hindi editor SLt Akshi
Panwar.
Lastly, these pages also commemorate and remember
Lieutenant Commander DS Chauhan, who, attending to the
highest call of duty, lost his life while fighting a fire onboard
INS Vikramaditya in Mar 19. We realise it is important
that cadets get a sense of the challenges, adversities and
obstacles that await them, once they embark on their
journey across the seas – thus further underpinning the
importance of training effectively and sincerely.
In the end, I would congratulate the passing out trainees
and wish them all the very best for their future. I would
also wish and implore all cadets to pick up reading, shall
that be novels, non-fiction or academic journals, and also
to hone their writing skills.
Happy Reading. Sam no Varuna. Jai Hind.

Ankush Banerjee

Lieutenant Commander
Chief Editor, Ahoy ST-19

THE AHOY TEAM

Cdt Abhinav Kr Singh

Primary Thought Provocatuer

Cdt Advaith Rajendra
Devious Word Wizard
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Cdt IS Siddharth

Lead Imagination Guru
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Ahoy There... Shipmates !!

NAVAC to INA Musings From the First Course

T

he institution of the Naval Academy of the Indian Navy has evolved over the years from its humble
beginnings in Kochi. My present appointment at INA, Ezhimala evokes a deep sense of pride and
kinship as I watch the young lads shape up into the future leaders of a 21st Century Navy. This
article recounts some personal musings of my journey from NAVAC to INA. A journey across three decades.
Then
My desire to join the Navy was conceived during a family visit to Bombay (now Mumbai!) in 1985. I
clearly remember as we all stood on the flight deck of INS Vikrant watching a ship enter harbour and
go alongside some jetty (I didn’t know these terms then but I do now, hence their usage!) She was a big
ship, with a lot of men standing about on her upper decks. She was a magnificent sight to behold for an
impressionable 15 year old, who was anyway fascinated by machines and engines and cars! The picture
lingered in my mind.
Later, much to the consternation of my ‘army’ oriented family, I joined the Naval Academy (NAVAC) at
INS Mandovi, Goa in Aug 1987 as part of the first course of 10 + 2 (X).

Across Generations

The experiences at NAVAC, over the three years that it took for the Navy to ‘turn us boys into men’,
would be pretty much the same as in any other military academy – ‘katora’ haircuts, 40 winks anytime/
anywhere, some particularly memorable ‘ragda’ sessions, PT, parade, camps, boot polishing, ‘jam sessions’
and the likes – amongst others. NAVAC though had an interesting blend of subjects that constituted
BSc (Spl), where besides PCM, we were taught ‘exotic’ things like Operations Research, Boolean Algebra,
Oceanography and Meteorology. (Exotic = don’t remember much now!). Kennedy and Skolnik were the
Bibles for us and, frankly, still remain my favourite techno-professional reads.
An irritant, however, was the near constant absence of water. The roof top tank was a singularly common
RV point in the evenings!! And of course, there were no astro turf/ FIFA fields. So the football sessions
continued unabated on the ‘laterite stone topped with soil’ fields, bruised knees notwithstanding. ACL tear,
hip fracture, lower back ache were unheard of but ‘shin bone fracture’ did strike a couple of course mates
(I fractured my clavicle whilst playing basketball but thankfully no major setback). And of course we only
had a 25 m pool, which was considerably easier to cross than the 50 m setup here at INA.
The good point about NAVAC was the location - Goa. In my mind it couldn’t get better, being as it
was, the country’s favourite holiday spot! Sadly, for us, NAVAC might as well have been on another planet
for liberty days were few and far between, and always came with strings attached. However, on that odd
occasion that we went ashore it was a simply terrific outing. Great beaches, great food, choice of movie
halls and Kingfisher beer! I still recall someone ordered Kingfisher by the “peg” during our initial outings!
Of course those who drank paid a heavy price for it and the payment process started from the Guard
Room (the place of muster on return) itself.
One particularly memorable Goan experience is worth narrating. We were awaiting the Commanding
Officer’s arrival for Divisions on a typically warm morning, dressed in No 2s, with the GI in close company,
when suddenly the faint notes of a familiar song could be heard. It definitely wasn’t our band, for these
were the opening notes of ‘Hotel California’!! This music was probably being played on Miramar Beach and
the sound had waffled across the Mandovi River and reached the parade ground to soothe the tired minds
of the sun baked cadets. And soothing it was. And oh so sweet! Only till the GI bellowed “Stop Moving”, for
we all were swaying and tapping to the beats of Hotel Cal even as the CO was reaching the parade ground!!
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The Author Cmde Manish Bhandari , of the first NAC with Lt Cdr Prahlad Singh of 84 INAC
(the first NAC to start at INA) and the100 INAC, with the historic Mt Dilli in the background.
Now
Being appointed at INA, three decades from my joining
NAVAC, was therefore a special feeling. Entering the gates
of INA evoked a sense of poignancy and uncertainty (not
the bad type but the unsure variety) as I had never had the
opportunity earlier of visiting the new ‘avtar’ of my Alma
Mater. But I had interacted with INAC, and other graduates
of INA in the field, including some who were my Midshipmen
(as I insisted on calling them even though they were doing
the Sub Lieutenants Afloat Phase or SAP), on board INS Beas.
These officers were strong, talented, motivated, courteous
and well-mannered way beyond what I could have ever
envisioned. This past year at INA has made it amply clear
why things are the way they are!
For starters, the infrastructure at INA is centuries ahead
of what we had at NAVAC, what with FIH and FIFA certified
fields. A plethora of indoor and outdoor courts. The Olympic
size swimming pool. Just being inside one of these makes
me feel like a seasoned athlete! And not to forget the four
score plus labs and demonstration rooms that includes ship
handling simulators.
The B.Tech itself evokes a sense of respect. A B.Tech
degree is a paradigm shift from the BA/ B.Sc of yore and
will translate into a different capability for the Navy. My only
grouse with the ‘Mids’ on board Beas was their hesitancy
to apply their knowledge, and I recount an incident in this
regard.
One night at sea the Navigation Light Control Panel
(NLCP) in the Bridge started flashing an alarm. Equipment
failure. Can happen. However, I was slightly upset when the
‘Mid’ on watch routinely announced for the LEMP (to come
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and see to it). Well, the LEMP was told to lay off and the Mid
ordered to identify and rectify the problem even as the ship
continued to steam under a star lit sky. It took three hours
for the NLCP to be repaired and the B.Tech honour badge
to be earned at sea!
I must share that we, the 10 + 2 (X) at NAVAC, were
slightly wary of the 10 + 2 (Tech) at INS Shivaji. Rumours
abounded that they too were immensely capable like ‘us’,
training as both did over an extended duration. Things did
come to heat several times when I was in NAVAC but all
that is now in the past as both the ‘10 + 2’s take equal pride
in their heritage. Or rather the lack of it, since both were
singularly uprooted with the inception of INA!
However, on the flip side, the B Techs of the Navy are
now being trained under one roof at INA. Along with all
other types of officer entries. One can only imagine the kind
of synergy this will produce in the field as course mates and
shipmates are spread across dockyards, ships, squadrons
and HQs.
Having seen the INAC train, fight and persevere at
Ezhimala I have reason to believe that they are amongst
the toughest lot of officers out there. And definitely the
smartest!
So a special hoorah for my shipmates and - cheers to
the courage, fortitude and fighting spirit of the INA, the soul
of which are the INAC.

Cmde Manish Bhandari
The author is presently serving as Principle Director (Training) at
the Indian Naval Academy.
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LEADERSHIP CASE STUDY:

WING COMMANDER

ABHINANDAN

Leadership Case Study

The Narrative

In the first video, we see an alarming scene of the injured pilot in a pond, surrounded by a mob. We know
the story until then, from an eye-witness account in Dawn – of Mohammad Razzaq Chaudhry, a 58-year-old
political and social activist from Horra’n village.
The first thing Wing Commander Abhinandan Vardhaman wanted to know after he landed was which
side of the border he was on. The piece of land on which he fell did not have any distinguishing marks. The
people around him looked familiar. They could have been from his own country. This familiarity puzzled
Abhinandan. India and Pakistan are like a mirror cut into two, facing each other.
It was the political division of this familiarity that led Manto’s Toba Tek Singh to be overcome by
schizophrenia. Singh’s schizophrenia was born from the impossibility of distinguishing this nation from that.
People who understood the difference failed to make him understand. To him, the reasons for Partition
lacked rationale. Toba Tek Singh’s character raised a striking question: Is it madness to refuse, or accept
Partition? It is both. It is madness to refuse or accept this madness.
Returning to the story, someone among the crowd of young boys, presumably identifying the pilot’s
true nationality, told him he was in India. The boy’s mischievous response to Abhinandan’s confusion is
reminiscent of Manto’s story. His act of deception was grounded in un-disguisable familiarity. People from
across the border were the same people, divided by political realities that proved costlier than cultural ties.
Abhinandan raised patriotic slogans, allegedly ‘Jai Hind’, perhaps to ascertain where he was, thereby
breaking the spell and any possibility of humanity between them. Someone from the group shouted, ‘Pakistan
Army zindabad’. Abhinandan asked for water, but it was too late for the crowd to reciprocate humanely.
Emotions were unraveling beyond the Line of Control. Maps were redrawn. The pilot had to run for his life,
firing his pistol in the air, as the crowd of boys chased him with stones.
After Abhinandan came out of the pond, destroying all evidence of his mission, the boys tore upon him.
Someone among the security forces, taking the bleeding pilot away, was heard shouting, “Don’t beat him,
enough, enough.” The men who controlled the map put a leash on the surplus emotions of nationalist rivalry.
After having a taste of the brutal violence that characterises the excessive paranoia of borders, it was time
for the enemy to face the political authority of power.
In the second video, there is an obvious degree of excitement and activity in the room. Yet, the men in
uniform appear restrained. The enemy has to help fill the form to register his sudden, unwelcome arrival.
Abhinandan politely asks the men, “May I request a little bit of information: Am I with the Pakistani Army?”
The question reverberates with genuine concern in the face of extreme vulnerability. Namelessness is
frightening. Names enhance intelligibility. The way Porus demanded to be treated like a king by Alexander,
so did Abhinandan, from soldiers of the Pakistani army.
In the third video, the apparatus of power appears palpable in contrast to the intended message of the
video that the pilot is in good hands. By fixing Abhinandan’s bruised nose, Pakistan wanted to save its own
- fix its image. The invisible voice of an Army Major asks questions from Abhinandan to let Indians know he
is being treated well with a, ‘fantastic’, cup of tea. Two enemies sounded close to friendship.
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The Situational Dynamics of Battle

The invisible Major comes across like a college senior
gently ragging you. When asked to specify his aircraft and
mission, Abhinandan declines with firm politeness. Like an
Abbas Kiarostami film, you see and hear one side of the
frame, while you can only hear the other side. Power is
exercised through visual imbalance. The captive is exposed,
while the captor is behind the camera. It’s a little game to
showcase a polite boss who’s treating the enemy well. The
message of the video undercuts the presumption of brutality
that is expected of the Pakistani military.

Discussions

Putting oneself in Wg Cdr Abhinandan’s shoes seems
daunting, almost impossible.
Imagine this - a dogfight, followed by a hit – aircraft
nosediving at 9.8 ms-2 before one ejects, only to land in
enemy territory, amidst god-knows-where; and suddenly
a throng of angry, unruly locals are baying for your blood
and you run, hurl abuses, fire your pistol in the air and are
seized by uniformed personnel you know aren’t friendly –
and while they take you in their jeep, you see crowds jeer at
you, you suddenly feel the creeping uncertainty of whether
you’d be alive or not tomorrow – the faces of your loved
ones flashes in your mind – and you wonder, even if death
does come to you, what sort of ignominies and humiliations
will it come with – such may have been the questions which
would have come to Wg Cdr Abhinandan’s mind – we don’t
know, we weren’t there, we weren’t him.
However, what we do know from the four videos and some
rare, honest, unbiased reportage is that Wing Commander
Abhinandan’s conduct from the time he engaged the
Pakistani aircraft in the air until he walked back to cheering
crowds through Wagah border, are the stuff that Military
Leadership textbooks are made of.
In the ensuing paragraphs, we highlight situational
and psychological dynamics, which become imperative to
discern, especially keeping in mind the ‘combat aspect’ of
our calling, which, when the time comes, will demand us to
be more, much more than ourselves .
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The first is danger—personal danger and the danger to
the unit as a whole.
The second is exertion – functioning to the limits of
human suffering.
The third, uncertainty, is the lack of knowledge of what
lies in the dark.
The fourth is fear, or its grandchild, apprehension.
The mix of the above three is bound to give rise to fear,
or apprehension. It is important to take cognizance of this
aspect. Fear, or any emotion for that matter, has tremendous
potential to hamper good judgment and rational thinking.
Hence, to feel fear, but thereafter, to keep it in check, while
keeping our head over water is most important. Remember,
how Wg Cdr Abhinandan calmly asks his captors, “Am I with
the Pakistani Army?”, or when he firmly puts down difficult
questions by saying, “I am afraid Sir, I won’t be able to
respond to that!” – those are the hallmarks of a man who
has got a firm grip on his fears and lies beyond it!
Combat scenarios are inherently fraught with danger
and risk of physical harm – it is important to understand
that ‘routine life’ does not prepare us to face this. Therefore,
one needs to see training exercises such as Camps in the
proper context. Camps are a simulation of conflict, of being
caught in the bone-tiring strain of war. Abhinandan, from
the moment he engaged with the Pakistani aircraft was in
the realm of physical danger – and the only mindset which
helps individuals is that of steely grit and resolve – it is
not something that can be bought in a shop – but rather,
cultivated over time, through training and orienting oneself
to the right sort of mindset – during exams, while making an
academic project, or even while firing.

The Psychological Dynamics
What if Wg Cdr Abhinandan had panicked and shot one
of the locals who had come to capture him? Would he have
been alive to tell the tale? What if he had broken down in
front of Pakistani authorities, and pleaded to go home?
Would we have written this case study for him?
We must understand that the psychological dynamics
which come at play in a conflict situation are very,
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very different from normal situations. Fear, panic,
apprehension, hatred, excessive loathing – all these
somehow propel one to do something, that he or she is
likely to regret tomorrow.
From this perspective, controlling our emotions,
especially which arise in high tension situations becomes
very important. If one looks at Wg Cdr Abhinandan
and his stellar poise while he sits in the mouth of
adversity and effortlessly sips his chai, or assesses our
own training regimen – camps, cross country, pulling,
quadrathalon, taking challenging exams and excelling in
them while having such a strenuous physical regimen –
all these activities, to varying degrees, are designed to
affect Stress Inoculation in individuals so that they can
withstand extreme amounts of stress and deliver results
in physically and emotionally challenging situations.
Likewise, as evidenced from Wg Cdr Abhinandan’s
conduct, an individual must actively ensure that dignity
and respect are maintained in environments where
substantial linguistic and cultural barriers exist between
soldiers and the local population. A failure to attain and

maintain respect with corresponding cultural sensitivity
can lead to the degradation of discipline, and in turn,
negative incidents.

In Summary

Being a military leader entails a whole set of different
obligations and expectations. Wg Cdr Abhinandan didn’t
really have to chase the Pakistani F-16 beyond the LoC.
But he did so. He did so propelled by a fundamental
call of duty. Likewise, the stoic bearing he maintained
in an immensely stressful situation sheds light on the
value of sound training and experience. While the latter
comes with time, the former is very well in our hands to
achieve. Thus, train hard, and be sincere towards any
and every task. You never know when all that you have
learnt will be demanded of you and tested in the most
difficult of circumstances.

Lt Cdr Ankush Banerjee
The author is presently serving as Instructor at the
Indian Naval Academy.

In Memoriam

L

t Cdr DS Chauhan was fighting a fire that broke out
onboard the INS Vikramaditya. He suffered loss of
consciousness owing to smoke and fumes during the
firefight. He could not be saved. The reason for the fire is yet
to be ascertained and an inquiry has been ordered into the
incident. One of the persons at the scene of fire, recalls the
following about him, “He did not care for the steam

and fire in the engine room. He entered the room
to fight the flames and ensured the fire was
brought under control. He fell unconscious
and when we found him he had no pulse.”
The courage, devotion to duty and
professionalism shown by the officer
is in keeping with the highest
traditions of the Indian Navy, and
we, the cadets of the Indian Naval
Academy earnestly mourn the loss
of this braveheart.
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PATH BREAKING MILITARY SCI-TECH MILESTONE

INDIA'S TRYST WITH A-SAT

Context

India announced to the world that it had
carried out a successful anti-satellite missile
test, becoming only the fourth country to do so.
With Prime Minister Narendra Modi
himself coming on television to make the
announcement, the test was seen as a giant
technological and strategic development
for the country. Today, we use space and
satellites for all sorts of purposes, including
agriculture, defence, disaster management,
communication, entertainment, weather,
navigation, education, medical uses, and other
things. In such a situation, the security of these
satellites is extremely important.

What is an anti - Satellite
missile Test (A-SAT)?

It is the technological capability to hit
and destroy satellites in space through
missiles launched from the ground.
Scientists and engineers at Defence
Research and Development Organisation
(DRDO) launched a missile from the Dr
APJ Abdul Kalam Island launch complex
near Balasore in Odisha that struck a
predetermined target: a redundant
Indian satellite that was orbiting at a
distance of 300 km from the Earth’s
surface.

Significance of

Mission Shakti

Satellites are used by countries for
navigation, communications and also
for guiding their missile weaponry. The
ability to bring down an enemy’s missile,
therefore, gives a country the capability
to cripple critical infrastructure of the
other country, rendering their weapons
useless. Though the United States and
the then Soviet Union both tested antisatellite missiles way back in the 1970s at
the height of the Cold War, never has any
country brought down the satellite of any
other country, either during a conflict or
by mistake. During the tests, countries
target their own satellites, those which
are no longer in use but continue to be
in the space.
A detailed statement by the Ministry
of External Affairs (MEA) confirmed
that an Indian satellite had been used
for the test, but did not specify which
satellite it was. The Indian Government
also emphasised that India’s test was
a “defensive” move, aimed at securing
its space infrastructure, and does not
change India’s strong opposition to
weaponisation of space.

other small fragments. Over a thousand
of them are operational satellites.
Besides these, there are estimated to be
millions of other smaller objects that
have disintegrated from these and keep
floating around in space.

Anti - Satellite Missile
launch adds to the
Space Debris

When China carried out its first antisatellite missile test in 2007, destroying
its Fengyun-1C weather satellite, it
created more than 2,300 large pieces
of space debris, and an estimated 1.5
lakh pieces of objects that were larger
than 1 cm in size. Each of them could
render a satellite useless on collision.
With countries launching more and
more satellites, each one of them being
a strategic or commercial asset, avoiding
collisions could become a challenge in
the future. According to the European
Space Agency, there were an estimated
7,50,000 objects of size one cm or more
orbiting the Earth.
A satellite that is destroyed by a
missile disintegrates into small pieces,
and adds to the space debris. The threat
from the space debris is that it could
collide with the operational satellites and
render them dysfunctional. According
to the ESA, space debris is one of the
principal threats to satellites.

Why is space debris such

a big problem ?

Anything launched into the space
remains in space, almost forever, unless
it is specifically brought down or slowly
disintegrate over decades or centuries.
According to the September 2018 issue of
Orbital Debris Quarterly News, published
by NASA, there were 19,137 man-made
objects in space that were large enough to be
tracked. These included active and inactive
satellites, rockets and their parts, and
24

Countries do not want to complicate
matters by creating more debris in space.
The Ministry of External Affairs, in its
statement, said the Indian test was done
in the lower atmosphere to ensure that
there was no space debris. Any debris
that is generated will decay and fall back
onto the Earth within weeks.

Did India Violate
any International
Agreement or Treaty?

A-SAT missile will give new strength to
India’s space programme. India assured
the international community that her
capability won’t be used against anyone
but is purely India’s defence initiative for
her own security. Some analysts saw this
in line with India’s credible and longstanding posture on Nuclear weapons
i.e. No first use.
The test was timed according to the
degree of confidence that the country
could build, to ensure success in the
mission and with no intention of entering
into an arms race in the outer space. The
test does not violate any International
law or treaty and also supported UNGA
resolution 69/32 on No First Placement
of Weapons on Outer Space

So What we understand

A strong India is necessary for
the security of the subcontinent. Our
strategic goal is to ensure peace and
not create an environment for war.
While the government has conceded
that India has long had ASAT capabilities,
this is the country’s first demonstration
to the world.
It has shown that it is capable of
bringing down a satellite, and disrupting
communication.
Targeting satellites in the higher
orbits, however, is only a matter of scale
of powering the rockets enough to go
deeper in the space.
India stressed that it always been
against the weaponisation of outer
space and support international efforts
to reinforce the safety and security of
space-based assets.
Many of the most strategic satellites
are placed in orbits that 30,000 km from
earth’s surface or even higher. DRDO
scientists claim India has the technology
to target these as well.

Cdt Advaith Rajendra
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triumphant, yet again

BA KSH

It is not the critic that counts or the person who points out how
the hero, the strong man stumbles, or where the doer of deeds done
better. The credit belongs to the man who is actually in the arena,
who face is marred by dust, sweat and blood, who strives valiantly,
who errs, who comes short again and again, who spends himself in
a worthy cause, who at the best knows knows in the end the triumph
of high achievement and who at the worst, if he fails, at least fails
while daring greatly so that his place shall never be with those cold,
and timid souls who neither know victory no defeat.
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he Bakshi Cup 2019 was held at the Indian Naval Academy from 12 – 16 Apr 19. The tournament witnessed
the six premiere Defence Academies, namely, Indian Military Academy, National Defence Academy, Indian
Naval Academy, Air Force Academy, Officer’s Training Academy(Gaya) and Officer’s Training Academy
(Chennai) respectively, competing in six disciplines – Football, Basketball, X-Country, Volleyball, Tennis and Squash.
The INA witnessed some of the finest standards of sportsmanship displayed on and off the field. A total 374 cadets
competed in the competition, their stellar performances bore witness to the months of hard work, dedication and
focussed efforts that went into making champions of each of them.

POINTS TALLY – BAKSHI CUP 2019
X-country

Football Volleyball Basketball Tennis Squash Overall

INA

08

10

12

12

04

05

51 (I)

IMA

10

12

08

10

06

04

50 (II)

NDA

12

08

10

08

05

06

49 (III)

AFA

06

06

04

04

03

01

24 (IV)

OTA (G)

04

02

06

06

02

03

23 (V)

OTA (C)

02

04

02

02

01

02

13 (VI)
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B AS

L
L
A
B
KET

Sitting (L-R): Lt Rahul Kathuria, Cdr
Raghavan Rajesh, Lt Cdr TM Joseph,
Lt Sachin Mor
Standing R1 (L-R): Gurcharan
Singh (LS), DCC PK Shaw, Cdt
Hariprakasam VM, Cdt Sushrit
Khatri, DCC RK Singh, Cdt Keshav
Sharma
Standing R2 (L-R): Mid Deepankar
Yadav, Cdt Alan VP, Cdt Gaurav
Yadav, Cdt Mukesh Chand, Cdt
Pramod Jakhar, Cdt Rohit Dagar,
Cdt Siddhesh K

FOOT
B

Sitting (L-R): Lt Rahul Kathuria,
Cdr Raghavan Rajesh, Lt RP
Singh, Bappi (Sea I)

A LL

Standing R1 (L-R): Cdt Vishal V,
Cdt Eric Emmanuel, Mid Chris
P John, Cdt Swapnil Kumar, Cdt
Sooraj V, Cdt Mudit Malhotra
Standing R2 (L-R): Cdt R Hari
Teja, Cdt Abdaal Ahmed, Cdt
Abhishek Mishra, Cdt Dhananjay
Singh, Cdt Suman Routh, Cdt
Dheeraj Varma
Standing R3 (L-R): Cdt WGDL
Wedikkaragedara, Cdt KS
Chauhan, Cdt Ashish Sepahiya,
FCC RS Negi, Cdt Sanjay Sharma,
DCC Nitish Sahni

y
e
k
c
ho

Sitting (L-R): Lt Rahul Kathuria, Cdr
Raghavan Rajesh, Lt Vinodh K Vijay
Standing R1 (L-R): Cdt Mandanna KP,
Cdt Rishu Kumar
Standing R2 (L-R): Cdt Kartikey
Aggarwal, Cdt Vishal Singh, Cdt Amit
Shukla, Cdt Jesin Alex
Standing R3 (L-R): Cdt Piyush
Sharma, Cdt Sanchayan Roy, Cdt AK
Mohanty, Cdt Himdeep Kumar, Cdt
PV Rishivanth Vel
Standing R4 (L-R): Cdt Sachin
Dahiya, Cdt Vishan Pratap Singh, Cdt
Shivam Kumar
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L
L
A
B
Y
L
L
O
V

Sitting (L-R): Lt Rahul Kathuria,
Cdr Raghavan Rajesh, Lt Cdr
Sandeep G Nair, Lt Ankush
Jasrotia
Standing R1 (L-R): Cdt Ankit
Rathee, Cdt Abhishek Kumar,
DCC Saurav Sharma, Cdt
Karanveer Singh, Cdt Sanjeev
Kumar, Cdt Amit Kumar, Cdt Udit
Gangwar, Cdt Vivek Rai
Standing R2 (L-R): Cdt Nandana
Krishna, Cdt Nikhil Sunda, Cdt
Nishant Kumar, Cdt Karambir
Singh, Cdt Peeyush Yadav, Cdt
Abhishek Sharma

CROS
S CO U

Sitting (L-R): Coach, Cdr Raghavan
Rajesh, Lt Cdr Ashwin Bhoge, Lt Rahul
Kathuria

N TRY

Standing R1 (L-R): Cdt RS Rawool, DCC
Saurabh Dwivedi, Cdt Gaurav Kumar,
Cdt Amar Prem, Cdt IS Dhariyal
Standing R2 (L-R): Cdt Sreedev E,
Mid Abhimanyu Sharma, FCC Jishnu
Alokkan, Mid Ankit Gaur, Cdt Akash
Gangwar, Cdt Sanchit Kumar

TENN

H
S
A
U
Q
S

IS

Sitting (L-R): D/C Gaurav Verma, Cdr Raghavan Rajesh,
Lt Cdr Kartik Sachdeva, Lt Rahul Kathuria

Sitting (L-R): Lt Rahul Kathuria, Cdr Raghavan Rajesh, Lt
Siddharth Negi, Majid Khan CPO (PT)

Standing (L-R): Cdt Prabhav Pant, Cdt Gaurav Pratap
Singh, Cdt Puneet Kumar, Cdt Kaustubh Patil, Cdt
Shubham Awasthi, Cdt S Aditya

Standing R1 (L-R): Cdt Mohit Bhuraria, Cdt Shubham
Vatsa, SCC LK Joshi, Cdt Siddharth Kumar
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Biangular Sailing regatta

again, but better

I

ndian Naval Academy emerged victorious in the Biangular Sailing Regatta (BSR),
Spring Term – 2019 conducted from 14 - 16 Mar 19 at Kavvayi backwaters of Indian
Naval Academy, Ezhimala.
The sailing team from INA secured Gold and Silver medals in the Fleet racing
competition, comprising Enterprise and Laser Radial class, and won the Team Racing
competition, (double hander Enterprise class) – the main event with a score of 3 1 against the sailing team of NDA.
This is the seventh time in a row that INA has won the Biangular Sailing Regatta

titi ultra

INA
SHINING

runner extraordinaire
lt cdr amit kumar's stellar 250 KM FEAT

T

iti 250km is one of the toughest road
ultra marathon in Malaysia. The route
is a 100 km loop which runs through a
natural landscape along the Malay village Hulu
Langat Batu. Runners to run across terrain of hills
and lakes.
A total of 705 runners from 18 countries
participated in race categories of 50km, 100km, 200km and 250km.
Among them, Lt Cdr Amit Kumar, from Indian Naval Academy,
representing India, participated in the 250K race category. Of a total of
19 runners who started along with him, only five crossed the finish line.
He recounts, “My first attempt in this race was in March 2018 wherein I
had an injury at the 160 km mark and had to quit the race. I then decided
that very moment to go back for the race again. I’ve trained for this race
for six months which involves couple of warm up races in India namely
Solang Sky Ultra (60km) and Vagamon Ultra (90km). The training involved
three basic aspects running, diet and recovery with strength training at
the gym. The key was to be consistent - with my training, diet and routine.
250 Km is really challenging on the mind – it’s a long distance, and one
has to continue running for a long time – its ultimately a mind game
wherein you have to tell yourself to put one step ahead of the other. In
the background, your fitness, your body, and your training support you.”
28
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bangalore horse show

raining medals

F

ive cadets and two instructors astride six INA horses participated in Bangalore
Horse Show (BHS)-2019 held at Bangalore from 15-25 Mar 19. The competition
was origanised by ASC Centre and College, Bangalore. Major Anshul Reothia,
Equitation Officer, INA was the Officer-in-Charge of INA team.
The championship provided an excellent opportunity for maiden participation of INA
horses in an equestrian championship. INA team comprised of mix of instructors and cadets
who competed with well trained and reputed riders/ horses of Army, BSF, 61 Cavalry, TN
Police and ARPA with most of them having previous exposure to equestrian sports.

INA
SHINING

Individual Events

Team INA performed exceedingly well in the BHS-2019
winning 09 individual medals including 02 Gold. The details
of performance in individual events are given below:Ser

Event

Medal

(a) Open Show Jumping (60 cm)

01 Gold

(b)

Show Jumping (105 cm)

01 Bronze

(c)

Cadet Dressage

01 Bronze, 01 4th position

(d)

Young rider top score

01 Bronze

(e)

Hacks open

01 Gold, 02 Silver and 02
Bronze

Team Events.
The details of performance in team events are given below:Ser

Event

Medal

Teams Competed

(a)

Open Show
Jumping (80 cm)

01 Gold

ASC C and C,(A&B), ARPA,
BSF(A&B), 61 CAV

(b)

Open Show
Jumping (60 cm)

01 Bronze

ASC C and C, ARPA,
BSF (A&B)

(c)

Elementary
Dressage Open

01 Bronze

ASC C and C, BSF, TN
police

BHS is a senior rider event and there is tough
competition amongst the participants. The performance
of INA is creditable especially since this was the first time
ever that INA horses participated in any equestrian event.
Further, the INA team competed with riders and horses
of other institutions of repute including ASC, ARPA, BSF
and 61 CAV, TN Police which have far better equestrian
infrastructure, longer tradition of horsemanship and more
numbers of riders/horses.

Team INA won 12 medals and two 4th positions as below:(a)

Gold

03

(b)

Silver

02

(c)

Bronze

07
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almost there...

midshipmen stripeshipping

O

n 24 Dec 18, the cadets of the 96 INAC took their first tangible steps towards officership
by donning the ‘sardines-on-toast’, or the Midshipman epaulettes. A milestone in
the lives of the future naval leaders, this was the first step towards disengaging from
squadron activities and learning to study, work and function towards individualistically honing
their competencies and pursuing their goals. This is also the time of when trainees are groomed to
transition from cadets to officers.
30
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The ceremony was presided
over by Rear Admiral Puneet
Chadha,
VSM,
Deputy
Commandant
and
Chief
Instructor, INA who shipped
the stripes for Mid Md Amjad
Khan. Other officers including
divisional officers, similarly,
shipped stripes for other proud
midshipmen.
Introduced in AT-17, the
concept of putting together
all 8th termers in a separate
quarters, has come a long
way since. For the first, and
perhaps the last time, do all
the coursemates get to share
living spaces, thus increasing
their camaraderie. The coming
together of the entire course
ensures that rivalries arising
due to the competitive nature
of the Championship Banner,
are forgotten in the jokes that
are cracked together and the
hardships that are endured as
brethren.
Besides, the idea of a
separate wing to groom the last
termers as they transition into
young officers, has eased and
facilitated this transition. With
access to the Officers’ Institute,
the Midshipmen get to acquaint
and realize for themselves the
life of an officer, even before
they become one. This ensures
that all mistakes are made
in the learning phase and all
embarrassments are avoided.
Thus, the Midshipman phase
is eagerly looked forward to by
all cadets and serves as a huge
motivation for them to excel
and perform beyond their
capabilities.
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the KIND OF OFFICER

I ASPIRE TO BE
W

hen someone asks me what kind of an officer
one should become or what kind of qualities
should one posses as an officer, without
a second thought, I believe my life to be governed by
Navy’s core values of Duty, Honour and Courage.
The dictionary defines an officer as a “a person who
holds an office of authority, command, or trust”. But in
my opinion, an officer is much more than that. The word
itself has evolved from a noun to an adjective. As one of
my mentor officers once said, “There is nothing called a
good officer or a bad officer. It’s just officer”.
Personally, I believe one must respond as per the
situation he is in – firm and supportive with his men,
devoted and dedicated towards the service of the
nation, and an example for all.
I must be technically competent in my branch. Learn
patience as this comes in very handy while being a good
listener to your subordinates and superiors.
You should not ask people to do more than you
are willing to do. Knowing that your accomplishing
your mission may mean putting your subordinates into
hardship, danger and even death, and yet not stinting
in that mission, but rather including, even if required,
sacrificing your own self in its accomplishment – is the
measure of selfless devotion demanded of each one of
us.

32
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You lead from the front, not the rear. You take on
more than your fair share of the risk. You cherish people
as you would your children and you don’t risk their wellbeing needlessly. They eat and rest before you do.
If you do all of this, your people will place their trust
in you. When you stand up and move into harm’s way,
they will, without question, follow you. And if you fall,
they will defy Hell to finish your mission.
Here I would like quotes some of my favourites lines
from the poem, If by Rudyard Kipling
“If you can talk with crowds and keep your virtue,
Or walk with Kings—nor lose the common touch,
If neither foes nor loving friends can hurt you,
If all men count with you, but none too much;
If you can fill the unforgiving minute
With sixty seconds’ worth of distance run,
Yours is the Earth and everything that’s in it,And—
which is more—you’ll be a Man.”
Or an Officer in the present case , I know there will
be such times when the tides cannot be tamed and all
odds are against us but only in that time the true spirit
of an Officer, and the strength of a man’s character, is
tested.
By Mid Md Parvez
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Military History Quiz

2. The US, France, Netherlands, and
Spain declared war on Great Britain
during which war?
A.The French and Indian War
B. The Crimean War
C. World War One
D. The War of Independence, or
Revolutionary War
3. The CIA has frequently offered
which of the following as a reward to
Afghan tribal leaders for information on
Al Qaeda and the Taliban?
A. Green Card
B. Gold
C. Viagra Pills
D. Money

4. Sometimes described as the world’s
first machine gun, the Puckle Gun,
invented in 1718 by London lawyer
James Puckle, had which additional
novel feature?
A. A rotating mechanical bayonet
B. Two separate 
barrels firing
cylindrical and square - shaped

bullets respectively
C. It was made entirely of wood and
so could be used for no more than 20
seconds before bursting into flame

5. When Alexander the Great marched
his army close to the Caspian Sea
en route to invading Persia, he was
harried by fighters from the region now
occupied by the post-Soviet republic of
Azerbaijan hurling pots of what?
A. Burning Oil
B. Caustic Acid
C. Putrefying Fish Heads
6. During the last-ditch defence of
Baghdad at the start of the Iraq war
in 2003, Saddam Hussein’s loyalist
Fedayeen soldiers appeared equipped
with which other-worldly item of kit?
A. Darth Vader Helmets
B. Klingon facemasks
C. Poisoned daggers

7. When the Aztecs first fought the
Spanish conquistadores in 1520 they
were initially baffled by which novel
Spanish tactic?
A. Protecting themselves with metal
armour
B. Trying to kill their opponents
C. Obeying the orders of officers
(instead of each man fighting for
himself)

8. The real-life Dracula, Romanian
Prince Vlad III, spent most of his life
resisting the expansion of the Ottoman
Turks into the Balkans. He tortured tens
of thousands of his enemies to death
by impaling them. However he devised
other, less famous t ortures, including
which of the following?
A. Force-feeding captives dried grain
followed by water until their stomachs
burst open.
AHOY - SPRING TERM 2019

B. Skinning the soles of their feet,
adding salt and bringing in goats to lick
it off
C. Inserting their heads into a cage
of bats until driven insane from the
ultrasonic squeaking
9. The elephant was the main battle
tank of the classical world. What animal
weapon did the Romans come up with
to counter the threat?
A. Lion
B. Mouse
C. Pig

10. In 1961, the Soviet Union tested the
Tsar Bomba, producing the biggest
nuclear explosion of all time (more
than 3,000 times more powerful than
the blast that destroyed Hiroshima).
They originally planned a bomb far
larger still, but downscaled the design
because:
A. They wanted to keep it secret
from US spy planes
B. It would have used up the
country’s entire nuclear stockpile
C. They realised that a large part
of Russia would become a nuclear
wasteland
11. Despite being theoretically neutral
throughout the Vietnam war, Laos has
earned the dubious distinction of being
the most intensively bombed country on
earth. Per capita, how much ordnance
was dropped?
A. One kilogram
B. One tonne (1,000 kilograms)
C. One hundred kilograms
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Answers:
1:B; 2:D; 3:C; 4:B; 5:A; 6:A; 7:B;
8:B; 9:C; 10:C; 11:B;

1. The Defenestration of Prague started
what war?
A. King William’s War
B. The 30 Years War
C. Franco Prussian War
D. Greene - Jones War
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grim, gritty yet lived through
camps varuna and samudramanthan

T

raining camps for IV and VII term cadets of the Indian Naval Academy (INA), ‘Samudramanthan’ and ‘Varuna,’
were conducted from 06 - 09 Mar 19.
A total of 168 cadets participated in the camps with action spread out over four days. The camps are aimed
at developing esprit-de-corps, camaraderie and leadership qualities whilst testing the physical endurance and mental
strength of the cadets. The camp activities comprised route march, endurance runs, small arms firing, stripping and
assembling of weapons, obstacle courses, Whaler boat pulling (in Kavvayi backwaters) and sailing in open seas along
with other seamanship evolutions. The cadets also participated in a highly challenging Quadrathlon comprising a 25
km run in full battle gear, 1500 m swim, obstacle course and weapon firing. The four day camp culminated with a
camp fire. Cheetah Squadron won the Camp Banner for camp ‘Samudramanthan’ and Braveheart Squadron for camp
‘Varuna’ for Spring Term 2019.
Vice Admiral RB Pandit, AVSM, Commandant, INA awarded the camp banners to the winning squadrons.
34
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What I Learnt From My Camp

am a fourth termer. I have run two camps in my academy
tenure.
While one would think that the emphasis before camps
should be on building physical strength, I would disagree.
Before my first camp in 2nd term, I would often question
the point of making us stay in tents, go through a gruelling
regimen, and pushing us to our limits – and the answer would
always be some senior telling me this – to make us mentally
strong and condition us for harder times ahead.
In my first term, when my seniors came back from their
camps and shared their experiences, it was very shocking to
hear and believe them. I had always held this glossy picture of
camps. perhaps deriving from what we used to call a ‘summer
camp’ way back in school. I realised I was just not mentally
prepared for camps. But by second term, with the guidance of
my seniors, things began to change. We were told that Camps
are just like a war. We have to survive everything, keep our
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heads together and complete our tasks as a team. We were
made to practice, not only the runs, but also tent pitching and
various other seamanship evolutions.
In hindsight, I would say that the camps play an essential
role in militarily orientating each of us and make us realise the
‘sweat and tears’ involved in the profession of arms. General
Douglas MacArthur had once said, “No good decision was
ever made on a swivel chair”. He was correct.
It is only after one has tasted the dust, ran with his brethren,
functioned in a team, perspired, won and lost together, pushed
to the limits, and practised, practised, practised hard for the
adversities to come – can one be sure of tasting victory in war,
or any other challenge that is thrown by life.
In the end, I would say that adversity helped me understand
myself better and gave me the opportunity to improve upon
my weaknesses. That’s exactly the point of camps, right?
Cdt Lovepreet Singh
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hell, thy name be camps
CAMPS BARRACUDA AND ROOKIE

36
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C

amp Barracuda, which was held from 3 - 6 Apr 18 is unique in
its own way as it sees the cooperative efforts of the 102 INAC
course as well as the 27 NOC Extended courses, thereby seeing
a mix of complementary talents, skills and seniority.
The first day is often the pace setter for the camp experience. After
the muster at the PT shed, we were briefed about various procedures,
familiarized with CP sheets and set out on a well paced run along with
the divisional officer of the squadron, which in our case was Lt Anurag
Pandey. Along the way, Lt Pandey give us advice and tips to get our
way through camps and also initiated us to the various practices to be
followed during camps. This was followed by a hearty breakfast at the
firing range which was the terminal point of the route march of Day 1.
Firing at the Arjun Baffle Range followed, where we got the opportunity
to demonstrate the skills acquired by us in SAT classes with the INSAS
5.56 mm rifle. Evolutions such as swinging derrick and jackstay were also
carried out at their respective sites which made us start working together
as a team, especially under stress. Keeping calm in such times proves
essential, we learnt. The day concluded with the tent pitching practice,
Gharonda followed by an evening, wherein all coursemates cooped up
in the tent telling fun anecdotes to each other before falling asleep into
the silent night.
The second day began with a navigational run at 0400 h. This was most
gruelling run in terms of distance and terrain as we had to keep our wits
about and endeavour to keep going despite physical and mental stresses
and strains. This challenging run was concluded at the campsite and was
the beginning of the point when we started to push our running limits.
This was followed by ‘Prussik Knot’ and ‘Parbuckling’ evolutions at the old
obstacle course where the practice we had done over the weeks came in
handy. The timed obstacle course which followed, certainly fuelled the
competitive spirit in us and compelled us to put our best foot forward
to give excellent timings for the squadron and for our course; aiming to
break the record set by our predecessors. The day ended with tug of war
which made all of us put in maximum josh despite the weary day to show
the fighting spirit of the Dragon squadron.
The third day started with a 15 km endurance run through 5 different
check points followed by various exercises at MWTC. These complex
evolutions required extensive coordination and understanding of
seamanship. The day ended with a light-hearted entertainment session
at the campsite with various cadets from all squadrons displaying their
talents. Maybe I now realise the importance of those scenes in war films
when soldiers in the trenches laugh after a day of fighting – humour helps
us unwind and forget the difficulties we face during the course of the
day.
The fourth day started with the Quadrathalon – the mega event in camps.
It consisted of a 10 km run, 50 m swimming, obstacle course and firing.
This event showed the raw perseverance and willpower of the course as
we all put in our heart and soul and ran despite various injuries to make
it to the finish point in the best time possible.
Camp Barracuda taught us that mental strength can overcome physical
limitations and that it isn’t the strongest link that decides the strength of
the group but it is indeed the weaknesses that needs to be worked upon.
It also taught us how to live well even in dire circumstances and to enjoy
heartily even when dead tired. Lastly, it taught us the importance of sound
planning, focussed practice and training hard.
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What I Learnt From My FIRST Camps
The ground beneath you is unaccommodating
and full of sand. You roll over, try to find a more
comfortable position, but it makes no difference.
There’s no getting around it. You are cold and stiff
and your entire body aches. With a sigh you look
to the stars. If only this were a ‘normal’ camping
trip, you could just pack tomorrow and leave this
entire nightmare behind. But there is no escape.
You are at the INA and this is Camp Barracuda
and the sweat and fatigue is your life now for the
next four days.
During my first camp in my second term,
everyone in the squadron infused josh in us so
that we give our best. Navigation runs, evolutions,
etc. were being practised day and night. And when
finally the day came, it made us realise what it
meant to be in the armed forces; what it meant
to push our limits!
But once we were at the campsite and got
adapted to the environment, the camp showed us
our real limits and taught us many lessons that
hold us in good stead, even today. For instance, the
Camps taught us how to be gentlemen. It taught
us how to play fair, compete with integrity and be
‘nice’ to each other, including our competitors,
even when we lost and they won.

38
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It taught us the importance of hygiene as we
hardly got time to take care of our bodies which
were always drenched in sweat or dust. It taught
us chivalry, brotherhood, respect and the most
importantly, how to plan and work hard without
thinking of the results. In true terms, it instilled
in us the principles of Nishkama Karma, or work
for work’s sake. For a while, we gave in our sweat
and tears for winning each race, it didn’t matter
if we won or not – we would pick ourselves up
and prepare to fight the next one.
It turned us into true gentlemen.
Obviously, Camps is an experience no one
forgets. We hate it when we are there and then
miss it when they are gone.
In these camps we have learnt to realise
our potential and push way beyond our limits.
I have learnt to deal with decision making under
extremely trying circumstances. I have also learnt
to handle extreme pressure and take my team
to their true potential. As a navigator of my
team, I learnt not only to go in and out of alien
territory, but also find directions – literally, and
metaphorically.
Cdt Abhishek Kumar
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ATTENTION!

'Dilli SERIES' SEA POWER Seminar AT-19
6TH EDITION

N

amed after the historic Mount Dilli located within the INA premises, the ‘Dilli Series’ Seminar
is conducted at the Indian Naval Academy every Autumn Term, with an aim to expose young
trainees to the vibrant maritime history of the subcontinent and arouse in them a curiosity that
will motivate them to explore further. However, after conducting four editions of this Seminar on various
maritime history topics, the need was felt to provide adequate exposure to cadets on the significance
of Sea Power for a nation, which is felt necessary for future naval officers. Keeping this requirement in
mind, the seminar has been rechristened as ‘Dilli Series’ Sea Power Seminar under the banner theme
of ‘The Significance of Sea Power’.
The theme of the sixth edition of the seminar to be held at INA on 17-18 Oct 19, is ‘Role of Sea
Power in Shaping Nations’. Papers are invited from serving as well as retired officers, academia, miliary
enthusiasts and cadets on the following sub themes:
(a) Sea Power versus Land power: A historical perspective
We would request participants to delve into the tenacious, somewhat cyclic, push-and-pull relationship
between Sea Powers and Land Powers and how competitive and collaborative engagements between
the two at various junctures have contributed to the wider course of history.
(b) Sea Power and Geoeconomics
We request our potential authors to delve into the various nuances of geopolitics, geo-economics
and its interlinking dynamics with State Power, preferably manifested as Sea Power, and how complex
interactions between the three have affected, and are likely to affect modern day International relations.
(c) Centrality of Sea Power to Global Politics
Sea power, global leadership and world’s politico-economic history have been closely related.
Therefore, it’s fascinating to understand how Sea Power has shaped the destiny of nations and the world
we live in today. We urge our potential authors to focus on the centrality of the Sea Power in shaping
global politics, particularly in the ‘post Westphalian’ international world order.

Queries maybe addressed to
Guidelines to Authors
Soft copies of synopsis (250 - 300 words) and final
paper (3000 - 5000 words) along with the author’s
biodata, passport size photo and Author’s Certificate
(for Serving officers) are to be forwarded by email at
inaseminar-navy@nic.in by 10 Jul 19 and 25 Jul 19
respectively.
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theahoyina@gmail.com
Inaseminar@Navy.gov.in
on 04985-225084 (0900 - 1330).

For submission guidelines,
please visit www.ina.gov.in
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Across
1. On December 4, 1971, the Indian Navy launched Operation
_______ and attacked the Pakistan Naval Headquarters in Karachi sinking a
minesweeper, a destroyer and an ammunition supply ship.
2. INS _______ is the first ballistic missile submarine to have been built by a
country other than one of the five permanent members of the United Nations
Security Council . (5)
3. _______ missile, a surface-to-air missile has been developed by India and
Israel, is one of the most accurate missile system. It is fitted onboard INS
and and INS --- .
4. After the terrorist attack of 26/11, Indian Navy came up with patrolling units
known as______ to keep a check on India’s coastal waters.
5. Indian Navy uses a multi-brand communication satellite called ______.
6. Indian Navy was the first navy in the world to send a submariner to an
expedition to Mt. Everest. The expedition was led by Lt. Cdr ________ in 1965.
7. There are only three naval aerobatic teams in the world and one of them
is Indian Navy’s __________.
8. Weighing nearly 2,650 kg, this was the first military communication satellite
developed by the Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) for the Indian
Defence forces, with the Indian Navy being the primary user. Built on September
29, 2013, it is also the last of ISRO’s seven fourth-generation satellites which
has at least a 2,000 nautical mile footprint over the IOR. This capability gave
India a major push in the domain of maritime security. Which satellite was this?
9. India responded to call for aid from the Maldivian President Maumoon
Gayoom who was facing the prospect of imminent coup d’état in November
1988. The name of this operation was ___________.
Down
1. This ship belongs to the Teg class of guided missile frigates. These are
modified Krivak III-class frigates built by Russia. These ships use stealth
technologies and a special hull design to ensure a reduced radar cross
section. Much of the equipment on the ship is Russian-made, but a significant
number of systems of Indian origin have also been incorporated. The main
difference between this ship and the earlier Talwar-class ships is the use
of BrahMos missiles in place of the Klub-N missiles in the earlier ships.
2. The Indian Navy has been playing a key role in humanitarian operations as
was seen during Operation _____ and evacuation of Indian nationals from
Libya and Aden
7. The Indian Navy launched Operation _____ during the Kargil War as part
of the larger Operation Vijay
5. The largest Naval Academy in Asia and best in the world!
6. __________, nicknamed magarmach, are the special operations (very
secretive) unit of the Indian Navy. They are widely feared by terrorists who
call them ‘ Dadiwali fauj ‘ because of their bearded disguises in civil areas. They
played a huge role during the rescue mission of the hostages during the 26/11
attacks of Mumbai.
7. These attack submarines are mainly intended for anti-shipping and antisubmarine operations in relatively shallow waters. Originally christened
Project 877 boats, these are equipped with Rubikon MGK-400 sonar system
(with NATO reporting name Shark Gill), which includes a mine detection and
avoidance sonar MG-519 Arfa (with NATO reporting name ‘Mouse Roar’) In
addition to Arihant, Chakra, and EKM class of submarines, these form the
mainstay of the Indian Submarine arm.
8. Operation _______ was the code name of a naval attack launched on West
Pakistan’s port city of Karachi by the Indian Navy during the Indo-Pakistani War
of 1971 After the first attack during on the Port of Karachi, Pakistan stepped up
aerial surveillance of its coast as the presence of large number of Indian Navy
ships gave the impression that another attack was being planned. Pakistani
warships attempted to outsmart the Indian Navy by mingling with merchant
shipping. To counter these moves, this operation was launched on the night
of 8 - 9 December 1971. A strike group consisting of one missile boat and
two frigates attacked the group of ships off the coast of Karachi. While India
suffered no losses, Pakistani fleet tanker PNS Dacca was damaged beyond
repair, and the Kemari Oil Storage facility was lost. Two other foreign ships
stationed in Karachi were also sunk during the attack.
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Inter Squadron Drill Competition

chest out, stomach in

B

raveheart Squadron won the Inter Squadron Drill Competition for Spring Term 2019 held on 23 Apr 19. Cadets from
the six squadrons dressed in their crisp and clean uniforms competed vigorously for the coveted Drill Championship
Trophy. The cadets were judged based on the synchronised movements of the platoon, Power Of Command of the
Platoon Commander and turnout during the competition. Rear Admiral Tarun Sobti, Deputy Commandant, INA awarded
the Inter Squadron Drill Championship Trophy to the winning squadron.

Position

Squadron

1

Braveheart

2

Fighter

3

Cheetah

4

Achiever

5

Daredevil

6

Eagle

42
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Alcohol Is The Solution
To All Your Problems:

The Drill Com Story
(minor exaggeration hereafter)
Winning the ever-so-unreachable Drill Com Trophy was perhaps the
biggest high for Braveheart Squadron this term. But how we got there is
a rather peculiar story.
Somehow, everyone focuses only on the ‘Drill’ and no one quite looks
at the ‘Com’(mon sense) until it is too late. Thankfully, our appointments
had more ‘Com’mon sense than most, and realised the simple fact: anyone
can do the drill, it is the dress inspection that makes the difference.
So while others leeched every drop of sweat from their bodies digging
for crude oil in the drill square, we stood our ground. While others
screamed at the top of their dying voices, we stood our ground.
Literally, we just stood there. In the Quadrangle. With our No 2s. (we
were practicing our standing drill). We stood with our heads held high
and our hands held higher, lest our shining uniforms should fall down .
And it was somewhere amidst all of this standing drill, faced with the
most impossible yellow stains and blue spots, someone had an epiphany:
“ALCOHOL IS THE SOLUTION TO ALL YOUR PROBLEMS.” (Or, technically,
alcohol is the solvent to all your problems) Since pure alcohol was a little
difficult to come by, we made do with aftershave – turns out that it is 95%
alcohol. And that was it - we had a magic chemical on our hands. And
our whites were spotless, our webbings glistening, and peak caps shining.
And then came D-Day. In our sparkling whites we stormed the Pereira
Drill Square, with so much of josh and energy that our SLC-to-be knocked
the very shiny peak cap right off the head of our SLC-who-is. It must
have been a sight to behold, as the following 24-strong NOC platoon
then marched very smartly over the no longer all-that-shiny peak cap.
Of course, we still won by a big fat margin, despite being one headgear
short. The astronomical effort put in by my seniors ensured stellar turnout
for Braveheart squadron. This gave us such a big leap forward that the
entire Destroyer Squadron could practically march with a topi utaar and
still take the trophy home, the cool breeze in our hair.
Cdt Advaith Rajendra
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Racquet games bring out a cadet’s mental and physical stamina,
and are a true test of his/her capacity to keep going shot after shot,
while simultaneously strategising upon his/her own strengths and the
opponent’s weaknesses. The INA Open witnesses some of the best
squash, badminton and tennis one can catch in the region. It is truly a
competition that pivots upon skill, strategy and stamina.

INA OPEN
44
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Squash Championship
The final of Open Squash Championship for
Spring Term 2019 was conducted on 18 Jan
19. A total of 25 cadets from six squadrons
of the Academy competed in knockout
rounds for the championship medals.
Cdt Shubham Awasthi won the Gold medal.

Badminton championship
The
final
of
Open
Badminton
Championship for women trainees, for
Autumn Term 2018 was conducted on
19 Jan 19. A total of 14 women trainees from
six squadrons of the Academy competed
in knockout rounds for the championship
medals. Cdt Alima Siddiqui was declared
the overall champion.

Tennis Championship
The final of Open Tennis Championship
for Autumn Term 2018 was conducted on
21 Jan 19. A total of 18 cadets from six
squadrons of the Academy competed in
knockout rounds for the championship
medals. Cdt Shubham Vasta won the Gold
medal.
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INTER FLOTILLA

ATHLETICS
CHAMPIONSHIP

1st Flotilla won the Inter Flotilla
Athletics Championship held at
the Indian Naval Academy (INA).
The two day event, was keenly
contested by the cadets from both
flotillas.
Vice Admiral RB Pandit, AVSM,
Commandant,
INA
presented
the
Inter
Flotilla
Athletics
Championship Trophies to the
winning teams and also gave away
individual prizes to the winners.
The event brought out a
deep sense of team spirit and
will to win among the trainees.
Not only were they prepared,
but also quite focussed, with
stupendous amounts of stamina
to back their thirst to win at any
cost.
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Position

Flotilla

1

1st Flotilla
(Achiever, Braveheart and
Cheetah)

2

2nd Flotilla
(Daredevil, Eagle, Fighter)
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Inter Squadron x-country

BLood, sweat and glory
If Cross Country was easy, it would
have been called track running. Cross
Country is the closest a man will ever
get to flying. The Inter Squadron
Cross Country Championship was
conducted on 29 Jan 19.
Eagle
Squadron
emerged
victorious in the Inter Squadron
Cross Country Championship for
Spring Term 2019.
This 12.5 km run, designed to test
the endurance of cadets, includes
running on road, fields, hill slopes and
the sea beach. Rear Admiral Puneet
Chadha, VSM, Deputy Commandant,
INA flagged off the event participated
by 533 cadets from the six squadrons
of the Academy.
Cadet Inderjeet Singh Dhariyal
secured the first position. Rear
Admiral Puneet Chadha, VSM, Deputy
Commandant, INA congratulated
all participants and presented the
trophies and individual prizes to the
prize winners.
There was indeed something to
celebrate for everyone! The event
witnessed exemplary determination,
fortitude and fighting spirit displayed
by all the participants. It was most
interesting to see how, even after the
long, gruelling 12.5 km, the cadets
sprinted towards the end to save an
enclosure, or ‘pulled’ a lagging junior
in the effort to bring out the best in
him. The event indeed brought out
the best of everyone and remains as
one of the most prestigious events in
the term calendar.

Position
1
2
3
4
5
6

Squadron
Eagle
Braveheart
Fighter
Daredevil
Cheetah
Achiever
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Inter Squadron
I

nter-squadron troop games comprising Basketball, Hockey, Volleyball and Football were conducted from
22 Mar 19 to 01 Apr 19. The Academy witnessed keenly contested matches by all six squadrons, fiercely fighting for the
championship trophies. Cheetah Squadron won the Hockey championship, while Achiever Squadron won Basketball and
Daredevil Squadron emerged victorious in Volleyball and Football championship.

Position
1
2
3
4
5
6

Squadron
Cheetah
Braveheart
Fighter
Eagle
Daredevil
Achiever

HOCKEY

Position
1
2
3
4
5
6

VOLLEYBALL
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Squadron
Daredevil
Braveheart
Achiever
Cheetah
Fighter
Eagle

TROOP GAMES ST-19
Position
1
2
3
4
5
6

Squadron
Daredevil
Cheetah
Braveheart
Fighter
Achiever
Eagle

FOOTBALL

Position
1
2
3
4
5
6

Squadron
Achiever
Braveheart
Daredevil
Eagle
Cheetah
Fighter

BASKETBALL
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Backwaters and Beyond

Inter Squadron Sailing
Championship
Having the capacity to ‘read the winds, assess tide, and gauge general
environmental conditions’ is deemed to be the hallmark of any spirited
mariner worth his salt. At the INA, this aspect i.e. Watermanship training
is strongly emphasised towards inculcating the ‘spirit of the seas’ among
cadets.
Cheetah Squadron emerged victorious in the Inter Squadron Sailing
Championship held on 12 Apr 19. The five day event comprised two fleet
races, namely Barracuda and Piranha at Kavvayi backwaters. 12 races were
held in both Enterprise Class and Laser Radial Sailing categories over five
days. Rear Admiral Tarun Sobti, Deputy Commandant, INA presented the
prestigious trophy and gave away individual prizes to the winners.
The event witnessed cadets displaying their flair in watermanship
and sailing, thereby standing testimony to the high standards of training
imparted at the Academy, especially in the field of watermanship and water
sports.
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Position
1
2
3
4
5
6

Squadron
Cheetah
Eagle
Braveheart
Daredevil
Achiever
Fighter

Inter Flotilla Rowing
Regatta And Pulling
Championship
If Sailing is all about nuanced reading of the winds, then Pulling is
an exercise of technique, fortitude and team work. The championship
tests the cohesion, resilience, endurance and morale of the cadets.
Each of the two flotillas of the Academy fielded a team in eight
different categories competing in rowing over a distance of 2 km in
Coxed 4, Coxed 8 class and 27 feet Drop Keel (DK) whaler boats. A
total of 12 races were held during the championship.
The first flotilla or the ‘Rhinos’ emerged victorious and were
felicitated by the Commandant.
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1
2
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Squadron
1st Flotilla
(Achiever, Braveheart, Cheetah)
2nd Flotilla
(Daredevil, Eagle, Fighter)
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Festival matches offer an ideal platform for the passing out cadets
to compete with the officers who are directly involved in their training.
The aim of the festival matches is to develop bonhomie, sociability
and to elevate the sporting interaction between officers and cadets.

Festival Matches
Basketball, Volleyball, Football, Squash, Tennis and Badminton matches were played by
teams comprising officers and cadets of the passing out courses. The entire stadium and
sporting venue wore a festive look with squadron banners and decorative flags enriching
the event Commandant, Indian Naval Academy, all Senior Naval Officers of the station and
their families were present for the event.
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Inter Squadron Debate
Competition
“Without debate, without criticism, no administration, no country can succeed and no republic
can survive.”
John F Kennedy

The topic for the much awaited Inter Squadron Debate Championship for ST 19 was ‘Gender Parity in recruitment will not
affect military superiority ’. The event was held on 01 Feb 19. It witnessed sharp views and equally incisive repartees between
12 debaters from all six squadrons who spoke for and against the topic.
The competition not only provided the cadets a platform to air their opinions on this topical subject but also test their
nerves and skills at speaking in public in front of a packed house. Braveheart Squadron won the Inter Squadron Debate
Championship for Spring Term 2019.
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O

ne of the recent issues of the National Geographic
brought out that in today’s era, an individual may
identify with either of the 54 ‘genders’. Unlike the
concept of ‘sex’, which is biological, the concept of ‘gender’ is
social, psychological and cultural. What is permissible in one
context for one gender, may not even be recognised, or even
be criminalised in another socio-cultural context. Further,
developments such as social media, openness in society and
growing awareness has brought about an epochal change in
the manner in which we as a society understand and address
gender issues. The honourable Supreme Court of India’s
landmark judgment on 06 Sep 18 was demonstrative of this
paradigm shift. On the other spectrum of the debate lies the
question of ‘military superiority’ – and how the shift towards
gender heterogeneous environments will affect – whether
positively or negatively – the ethos and functionality of the
Armed Forces. History, in this regard, has proven to be a
contentious teacher. On one hand, we have the likes of the
Rani of Jhansi regiment of the Indian National Army lead by
an enigmatic Captain Lakshmi gallantly marching through
the forests of Burma, or the deadly German assassination
squads, during the end of WWII, nicknamed ‘Werewolves’,
mostly comprising of women, and lead by the likes of Ilse
Hirsch – it is difficult to arrive at any clear-cut, ‘right’
answers. Indeed, it s a complex issue meriting deep thought
and an open, objective, logic-driven debate – which is exactly
what we witnessed during the proceedings.
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I

for the motion

t is said that never send a woman to do a man’s job.
Well said! But, what if it’s not just a man’s job?
Good evening, ladies and gentlemen. Today, I,
Cadet Khushwant Singh of the Braveheart Squadron,
stand before you to present my arguments for the motion;
that ‘Gender Parity in Recruitment Will Not Affect Military
Superiority’.
Now, to begin with, what exactly encompasses military
superiority? It’s superior intelligence and technology,
superior logistics support and of course, well-trained and
combat-ready troops on the ground.
Sequentially, when it comes to superior intelligence
and technology, we all know Agent 007. But a real world
espionage is less of bullet-proof Aston Martins and
flipping license plates and enough ammunition to fight
the entire Third World War, and more about modest
and unsophisticated groundwork. It’s devoid of all
embellishments. We’ve all seen Raazi, haven’t we? The
most advanced piece of technology Alia Bhatt had was
wired headphones!
Let’s move on. Now, we have superior logistics support.
I think each one of you sitting here in Kautilya will
undoubtedly swear by the unparalleled knack of logistical
management skills that your mother possesses. You know
she’s second to none. A top-notch exchequer, she is!
Having established the prowess of the female brain
takes our train of thoughts to the only relevant sphere of
discourse this evening: Women in Combat Roles.
The initial inclusion of women in military was fairly
restricted to the support arms, the medical corps,
education branch, signals, administrative desk jobs and
staff appointments. But the inclusion of women as fighter
pilots in the Indian Air Force has ushered in the winds of
change. And, the women snipers of the Russian Army, with
pin-point accuracy, have shot down all doubts regarding
their capabilities or the lack thereof.
But some of my worthy opponents may argue that
women lack rudimentary muscle strength and bone
density required to undertake physically intensive tasks
like throwing grenades, digging trenches et cetera. So, let
me ask you this: How many of you were able to complete
a 12-km run, within an hour, before joining the Academy?
Most of you, right? I know, I couldn’t. But now I can go
longer, faster and further. I’ve learnt the ‘technique’, as
they say.
On the same note, live gunfight will not necessarily be the
only part of a low-intensity combat. In today’s battlefield,
technical expertise and decision making skills are much
more valued over physical strength. Furthermore, scientific
studies have proved that women are, on average, better at
handling people, mediating and gathering assistance.
Take for instance the Iraq War of 2003. There the female
US Marine Corps’ job also consisted of searching women
for explosives. This, in turn, avoided causing massive
outrage that would’ve been caused if men were going
about patting down and strip searching local women and
56
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children. On the other hand, women, who are considered
less threatening and more understanding, could be a huge
asset in sensitive zones like Kashmir. They’ll draw more
support from the local populace. Even a seasoned stonepelter would think twice before so shamelessly hurling
rocks at a column of women.
In today’s world, wars will not only be fought on the
borders or the hinterland. It’s our bases, cantonments and
establishments that are in reach of various anti-national
elements. Pathankot has shown us.
So, before I conclude, I’d like to say that we need to
put in place a system of gender-neutral recruitment and
unbiased promotions. Then, the day won’t be very far
away when we have a lady officer conning a flagship vessel
such as the Vikramaditya. Where gender bias would be
exterminated to such an extent that the aforementioned
lady officer would not be a ‘Lady CO’, but just a CO of an
Indian Naval Warship. Not a woman fighter pilot, but just
a fighter pilot of the Indian Air Force. Not a ‘ceremonial
nari shakti platoon’ marching down the Rajpath, but just a
platoon of the Indian Navy.
Now, you tell me ladies and gentlemen, that a military
with such a diverse, inclusive, skilled and empowering
composition, isn’t that a SUPERIOR MILITARY?!
Thank you. Jai Hind.

- Cdt Khushwant Singh
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best speech against the motion

“T

he Indian army is a peasant army. My jawans
hail from villages and are men of rural thinking,
where there is very little intermingling of the
genders. And that is why the Indian Army is not yet ready
for women in frontline combat roles.”
These words may be hard for this august, educated
Kautilya audience to comprehend, but these are not my
words. These are not the words of some blogger, which I
copied from the internet. These are the words of our Chief
of Army Staff, Gen Bipin Rawat. The words of a seasoned,
four-star military general. So listen closely: In an interview
with CNN reporter Shreya Dhaundiyal, Gen Rawat posed a
very simple question to his interviewer, “Will she command?”
“Why not?” came the prompt reply. The General then
went on to ask her, that if he puts a lady as the Commanding
Officer of an RR battalion in Kashmir, how is he to tell her
that she cannot be allowed to start a family in her two and
a half years of tenure, simply because he cannot afford to
give six months of maternity leave to a Rashtriya Rifles CO?
If the General had indeed said something like that to such
a (lady) CO, the media would’ve had a field day portraying
the Chief as a misogynistic male chauvinist, when all he was
doing, was his job – to keep the Indian Army swift, sharp
and ever-ready for action.
A very good evening to one and all present here. Today, I
Cdt Advaith Rajendra of the Braveheart Squadron am here
to strongly argue that yes, ‘Gender parity in recruitment will
definitely affect military superiority’.
One might say that women are worshipped in our society.
But what level of autonomy do these goddesses really have
in their own lives? As Manu clearly articulates, “In childhood,
the authority of the father. In marriage, the authority of the
husband. And in widowhood, the authority of the son.”
With such a fanatic level of patriarchy existing in our
society, how do you think a column of jawans would react
to being led into battle by a lady officer? Furthermore, driven
by their traditional gender roles, men may be inclined to
act foolishly to protect the women in their combat unit,
perhaps at the cost of their very objective! At the same time,
the presence of a woman in a masculine subculture could
lead to favouritism, resentment and even instances of abuse.
Such instances could form a deep rift within the forces.
And then of course, is the very simple argument that by
subjecting themselves to the physical standards suited to
men, women are simply overstretching their own physiological
limits and are bound to get themselves injured. Pelvic injuries,
stress fractures and whatnot. When the UK began gender
blind military training in the 90s, the medical discharge rate
of their female recruits shot up from 4.6% to 11.1% - that’s
more than double! These injuries may further lead to even
mental health disorders, as was seen in over 40% of the
military women within one year of a combat related injury.
They were even diagnosed with disorders such as PTSD,
anxiety and even depression.
Returning to the point put forward by our Army Chief,
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women who are starting their families cannot be deployed
into active combat for at least fifteen to eighteen months
– effectively a wastage of all the time and capital invested
in their combat training. In 1985, 10% of the women in
the US armed forces were unavailable for call-up due to
commitments of maternity.
So increased injuries, wastage of time and capital, and
the demoralisation of an otherwise strong and cohesive
force – this is what gender parity in the forces could lead to.
Another important angle here is the very real possibility
of a woman being taken as a Prisoner of War. Now, I won’t
delve into the horrific details of what could happen to you
– you signed up for it – but the very presence of a female
could make the men much easier to crack in an interrogation,
and that could have disastrous consequences. Also, a female
PoW will cause a much larger media uproar and weaken
the morale of the troops, as in the case of Jessica Lynch in
the 2003 Iraq War.
Before I conclude, I’d like to steer away from all this
politics and sociology and approach this audience with
simple science:
There is a natural order to things. An order which has
been improved, evolved and perfected over the past tens of
thousands of years. An order which categorically states that
men are simply biologically superior in a combat scenario.
So if you have the audacity to challenge natural selection,
you are very welcome to take it up with GOD HIMSELF.
Thank you. Jai Hind.

- Cdt Advaith Rajendra
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INTER SQUADRON DECLAMATION CHAMPIONSHIP

T

he Inter Squadron Declamation Championship for
Spring Term 2019 was held on 17 Jan 19. Teams
comprising cadets from all six squadrons of
the Academy participated in the keenly contested event
and spoke with passion, enthusiasm and conviction. The
Championship this term held special significance as the
same was attended by the three Service Chiefs, Vice
Admiral Sunil Lanba, PVSM, AVSM, Chief of the Naval
Staff, General Bipin Rawat, PVSM, UYSM, AVSM, YSM, SM,
VSM, Chief of the Army Staff, and Air Marshall Birender
Singh Dhanoa, PVSM, AVSM, YSM, VM, Chief of the Air
Staff. Their presence at once inspired and challenged the
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Squadron

1

Daredevil

2

Eagle

3

Braveheart

4

Fighter

5

Cheetah

6

Achiever
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participants to step up their ‘A-Game’, which they did by
imbuing their demeanour, speeches and delivery with awe
inspiring gusto and verve.
The oratorical skills, use of eloquent language and fluent
delivery of the participating cadets left a lasting impression
amongst the entire audience including the three Service
Chiefs. The event bore testimony to the intense all-round
grooming that is part of the training at INA. The trophy for
the Inter Squadron Declamation Championship for Spring
Term 2019 was won by Daredevil Squadron. Rear Admiral
Amit Vikram, Principal, INA presented the trophy and also
gave away individual prizes to the winners.

INDIAN NAVAL ACADEMY

INTER SQUADRON PUBLIC SPEAKING COMPETITION

A

Naval officer, in addition to a sound physical and mental health, should also
possess prowess in public speaking skills. In any situation, he/she should
be able to put his/her ideas into words in the best possible way and get the
maximum results from the men he commands. It is rightly said, ‘if you can’t communicate
and talk to other people and get across your ideas, you are giving up your potential’.
The Indian Naval Academy, having recognised this prerequisite, conducts the Inter
Squadron Public Speaking Competition every term as a top-tier event in order to polish
the oratory skills of future naval leaders. The event was conducted from 07 to 12 Jan
19 in which a total of over 400 cadets contested. All cadets from II to VII terms of INAC
and NOC (X) were eligible for participation in the event. The Fighter Squadron emerged
victorious among the competing teams.

Position

Squadron

1

Fighter

2

Eagle

3

Achiever

4

Daredevil

5

Cheetah

6

Braveheart

Inter Squadron Quiz Competition

A

chiever Squadron emerged victorious in the Inter
Squadron Quiz Competition for Spring Term 2019
held on 11 Apr 19. Teams comprising cadets from all six
squadrons of the academy participated with great enthusiasm
and effervescence in the event.
The quiz competition was fiercely contested over nine
rounds comprising Science and Technology, Arts and Literature,
Sports and Entertainment, Maritime Domain Awareness (MDA),
Current Affairs, Audio Visual round and Rapid Fire Round. Rear
Admiral Amit Vikram, Principal, INA presented the trophy and
individual prizes to the winners.
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Squadron
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Achiever

2

Daredevil

3

Cheetah
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Fighter

5

Braveheart
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Eagle
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Best Project - 96 INAC 'E'
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF HEAT PIPES
Guide		 : Lt Cdr Krishnendu Sanyal
Syndicate
		
		
		

: Mid Shashank Sharma (2684/96)
: Mid Mohammad Danish (3110/96)		
: Mid Manvinder Singh (3100/96)
: Mid Aman Kumar (2700/96)

Academic Whirl

A heat pipe (Figure 1) is a passive two-phase
heat transfer device capable of transferring heat
from one point to another at a considerably
high rate, almost 30 times faster than a copper
tube owing to which, it is finds a wide range of
applications in the aviation industry, satellites
and electronic industry (heat dissipation in
PCs, laptops, mobiles etc). The three major
components of a heat pipe are outer casing,
working fluid and wick structure inside the tube
which effects circulation of the working fluid by

capillary action. The objective of the project was to compare
three heat pipes having different wick structures (copperwater heat pipe with metal mesh wick, copper-water heat
pipe with sintered powder mesh and copper-acetone
thermosyphon having axial grooves) selected on the basis of
calculations for compatibility with the experimental setup
(Figure 2). Heat pipes were mounted on the the experimental
setup progressively and observations were tabulated. Using
empirical relations and relevant formula, the thermal
conductivity for each type of heat pipe was calculated
leading to the inference that copper-water heat pipe with
sintered powder wick offered the least thermal resistance.
An experimental setup (Figure 3) was also constructed as
a potential application of heat pipes onboard ships for
waste heat recovery from exhaust. The setup could generate
2.4 V of useful electricity across a thermoelectric module
from waste heat of the simulated exhaust.

Fig 1. Heat Pipe

Fig 3. Waste heat recovery
onboard ship model

Fig 2. Experimental setup
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Best Project - 96 INAC 'X'
Electronic Soft Start of 3 Phase Induction Motor
Guide		 :

Shri K Parthasarathy Associate Prof

Syndicate : Mid B Sai Krishna (2913/96)
		 : Mid Randeep Chahar (3006/96)
		 : Mid Aakash Dabral (2998/96)
Project Summary.
The Project executed a soft
start to an Induction Motor based on Silicon Controlled
Rectifier (SCR) firing, triggered by heavily delayed firing
angle during start.

Description. Application of full voltage to 3 phase
Induction Motor at the time of starting leads to drawl of
high current view low back Electromotive Force (EMF) of
the motor in Off condition. The project minimised this
high starting current by connecting two SCR’s back to
back in each phase of the three phase Induction motor.
Initially, the SCR’s are triggered slowly by delaying the
Firing Angle with gradual increase in triggering pulse. The
increase in triggering pulse is achieved by decreasing the
delay in firing angle till zero delay is achieved. The process
led to slow increase in the starting current without any
excessive current during the starting of the motor. To

trigger the gates of SCRs, LM339 and LM324 Operational
Amplifiers (Op Amps) have been used. LM324 OpAmp has
been configured to get a level voltage comparison at its
input that will initially be high and will gradually fall to
zero. To achieve the above operations +12V DC supply
has been generated through utilisation of three stepdown transformers (230 V AC to 12V AC) and three bridge
rectifiers (12 V AC to DC). A blocking diode after each
bridge rectifier was used to ensure isolation of pulsating
DC and provision of pure DC as well as pulsating DC.
Light Emitting Diode (LED) with a series resistor (1K) is
connected to indicate the power availability.

Conclusion. The Project achieved reduced starting current
for three phase Induction Motor and has the potential
of employing Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistors (IGBTs)
in place of SCRs with Pulse Width Modulation (PWM)
control to reduce harmonic distortions often encountered
in SCR triggering mechanism. Onboard application of this
project would be replacement of conventional starters
used for high rated induction motors such as engine room
auxiliaries, Fire Pumps and AC compressors with Soft
Starters using IGBTs.

SCR Triggering using Optocouplers
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BEST PROJECT - 96 INAC 'L'
SPEED SYNCHRONIZATION OF MULTIPLE MOTORS USING MICROCONTROLLER
Guide

: Asst.Professor Goli Ramakrishna

Syndicate : Mid Amal John Mattam (3104/96)
		 : Mid Irfan Khan (3098/96)
		 : Mid Ashish Kumar (3079/96)
Introduction
The aim of this project is the synchronization of multiple
motors using wireless technology. This project uses radio
frequency to synchronize motor speeds. This is applicable
to many industries like textile mills, steel plants, and paper
plants wherein all the motors used on the conveyor are
desired to be synchronized. For example, in textile mills
where multiple motors work simultaneously on a conveyor
belt to draw clothes, it is essential that all the motors there
should run at same speed, so that balanced tension is
achieved to avoid clothes getting damaged. In this project,
the project syndicate has created a working model using
arduino in which motors are wirelessly synchronized to
make the differential speed error among multiple motors
to zero.
Project Concept
In this project there is a main motor in transmitter
side which is controlled using a potentiometer, the
speed is transmitted wirelessly using a xbee transmitter /
receiver module which is connected to the arduino which
wirelessly transmit the speed to receiver side using Radio
frequency communication. Like this the speed is wirelessly
synchronized in all the motors Following hardware /
software modules were utilized

Project Operation
One motor acts as a transmitter and all the rest as
receivers. Thus, if a particular speed is set in the transmitter
then all other motors speed would be matched to the same
speed of the main motor. The mode of communication is
radio frequency. DC motors used to operate on the basis
of PWM control. Each motor has a closed loop feedback
mechanism providing whose output is fed to the controller
in the circuit display unit displays the full speed and one
can enter the desired percentage with help of a keypad to
obtain the required speed for all the motors. The pulse width
output from the microcontroller would be automatically
adjusted to maintain the DC power to the motor such that
the speed adjusted in potentiometer In various stages of
operations motors have to rotate at different speeds, so if
we change the speed in transmitting motor then rest of the
motors are adjusted accordingly. The whole operation is
made simple by using this technology. Manpower and time
are also saved in this system.
Conclusion
The project has been a great learning experience for
the syndicate. Wireless speed synchronization helps us
in controlling the speed of motor wirelessly from any
point. Naval application of this project is in assembly lines
especially in aircraft carriers. The challenges faced by
syndicate in XCTU software and XBEE S2C paved way for
better understanding. The project can be equipped with
more intelligence so that they stop working when any of
the motor stops.

(a)XCTU software
(b)XBEE module
(c)Arduino Kit
(d)D C Motors
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PARENTS INTERACTION

D

uring the midterm break, parents of the 103 INAC course and the 28 NOC (Regular and Ext) course were invited to the
Academy. Post the inaugural address by the Deputy Commandant, the parents were shown a documentary on INA. A
high tea was also organized in which officers of the base interacted with cadets and their families. The parents later
embarked on a windshield tour in which all the training areas were highlighted.

Sponsors Events

A

Sponsors Lunch was organised on 11 Aug 18 for international cadets and their sponsor families. Retired officers residing
in vicinity of INA were empanelled as ‘International Cadets Sponsor Families’. This initiative helps in making international
cadets aware of Indian culture and also assists them in settling into the INA environment. The Commandant along with
other officers and spouses, sponsor cadets and all international cadets attended the event.
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A

Vietnam People's Navy (VPN) Officer and
Cadets Visit Indian Naval Academy
exercises, Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Relief
(HADR) operations etc.
The visiting Vietnam People’s Navy cadets were given
opportunities to not only understand the functionality of
INA, but to form bonds of friendship with the cadets of
INA. Towards this end, they were accommodated in the
cadet’s squadron and dined together with the cadets at
the Katari Cadet’s mess. They were also exposed to facets
of Indian culture through visits to places of historical
and cultural interest in and around Payyanur, Bekal Fort,
Parassani Kadavu, St. Angelo’s Fort etc. They attended
the Republic Day celebrations at INA on 26 Jan 19 and
also witnessed the fiercely contested INA Cross Country
Championship on 27 Jan 19.

Bridges Of Friendship

delegation from Vietnam People’s Navy
comprising one officer and three cadets visited
Indian Naval Academy (INA) from 24 - 28 Jan
19. During the visit, they interacted with staff and trainees
and were acquainted with the infrastructure, academic
facilities and training processes at INA.
The aim of the visit was to reinforce the bridges
of friendship between the two navies, exchange best
practices and to consolidate and enhance bilateral
defence relations between India and Vietnam. Naval
cooperation between India and Vietnam has been
traditionally strong, encompassing a wide span of
activities that include operational interactions through
coordinated patrols, training, port calls, passage
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Sri Lankan Naval Officers Visit
Indian Naval Academy

delegation of six officers headed by Commodore (G)
AKM Jinadasa, Commandant, Naval and Maritime
Academy, Sri Lankan Navy visited Indian Naval
Academy, on 21 - 22 Jan 19. The delegation called on
Commandant, INA, Principal and Deputy Commandant, INA
and had fruitful discussions of mutual interest.
Besides visiting various training facilities like simulator,

V

laboratories, library, and sports infrastructure at the
Academy, the delegation witnessed outdoor training classes
of the cadets and interacted with the academy teams and
also the Sri Lankan cadets undergoing training at INA.
Their visit initiated many warm, coordial conversations on
important training related issues. The delegation departed
for Kochi on 22 Jan 19

VICE ADMIRAL PIYAL DE SILVA,
COMMANDER SRI LANKA NAVY VISITS
INDIAN NAVAL ACADEMY

ice Admiral Piyal De Silva, Commander Sri Lanka
Navy visited Indian Naval Academy, Ezhimala
from 30 - 31 Mar 19. The Flag Officer called on
Vice Admiral RB Pandit, AVSM, Commandant, INA. The
Commander Sri Lanka Navy was acquainted with the training
philosophy, academic facilities, and infrastructure at INA.
He interacted with Sri Lanka Navy Cadets over high tea
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and also witnessed the finals of the Inter Squadron Football
Championship. Earlier, a delegation of Sri Lanka Navy Officers
had visited INA in January 2019 (see above). These visits aim
to reinforce the bridges of friendship between the two Navies
and to consolidate and enhance bilateral defence relations
between India and Sri Lanka.
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STAFF MAJOR GENERAL (SEA) ABDULLAH BIN HASSAN ALSULAITI COMMANDER QATAR EMIRI NAVAL FORCESVISITS INA

S

Bridges Of Friendship

taff Major General (SEA) Abdullah Bin Hassan
Al- Sulaiti, Commander Qatar Emiri Naval
Forces (QENF) along with a delegation of senior
officers visited Indian Naval Academy from 03-04 Apr
19. The Commander Qatar Emiri Naval Forces interacted
with Vice Admiral RB Pandit, AVSM, Commandant, INA.
He was acquainted with the academic facilities of INA,

its training infrastructure and also informed about the
training philosophies and best practices followed at INA.
Trainees from Qatar Emiri Naval Forces had taken
part in the ninth edition of Admirals Cup Regatta in
December 2018. The Commander, Qatar Emiri Naval
Forces departed INA on 04 Apr 19

VISIT TO THE
VIETNAM NAVAL ACADEMY, NHA TRANG, VIETNAM

A

delegation comprising one officer, one
Midshipman and two cadets visited the
Vietnam Naval Academy (VNA), Nha
Trang from 12-18 Mar 19 as part of Cadet Exchange
Program. The aim of such visits is to foster relations
with other Navies and provide the cadets at INA an
opportunity to interact and exchange best practices and

training methodologies with their counterparts at
other Naval Academies across the globe. During
the visit the Cadets were exposed to all aspects
of training of VNA Cadets and the officer was
exposed to all aspects of planning and training
processes at VNA. The composition of the delegation
was as under:-

Ser

Rank

Name

P No

Remarks

(a)

Lt Cdr

Vishesh Kumar Sharma

52875-W

Accompanying officer

(b)

Mid

Bazil Singh Virk

2906/96

Midshipman

(c)

FCA

Harsh

3279/A/97

VII Term Cadet

(d)

Cdt

Raunak Pai

3732/E/101

III Term Cadet
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FUN SPOT

FIRST TERMER'S BY GOD !!
WISHLIST FOR TERM BREAK

1. Sleep...sleep..sleep and sleep, and when I am awake, relieve pizza deprivation
2. Have a full body massage. Check out email and social networking sites.
3. Remind my ex-girlfriends that I exist.
4. Play pranks on my sister.
5. Grow my hair as long as Rapunzel.
6. Play PUBG!!!!!
7. Read my favourite novels – Harry Potter and The Lord of the Rings.
8. Sit in an air conditioned room, while mom makes my favourite mutton biriyani cooked in kesar (saffron) and long
basmati rice. Not to mention, the same is served with thick, chilled lassi.
9. Going on a date with my long lost sweetheart from school. I am wearing jeans and her favourite Calvin and Hobbes
T-shirt, while she is wearing her white summer dress and black hair band. We go to her favourite restaurant (Italian) where
one can catch the sky bleeding a burnt red during sunset. As she sips her favourite beer, and I am on my fourth Chocolate
milk shake, we are holding hands and recollecting those afternoon hours at school when we both used to pour over Byron’s
love poetry.
Eatables I am craving for and look forward to...
10. Butter Chicken with thick gravy and white butter soaked naan.
11. Besan laddoo – Rich in desi ghee and besan.
12. Sonth laddoo – Made of dry fruits, sonth, sugar.
13. My favourite sandwich – Layers over layers of three types of cheese – parmesan, cheddar and feta with smoky
sausages on top of cabbage, capsicum and tomatoes, fried onion and a dash of barbeque sauce and mayo.
14. My favourite movie snack – Peanuts – medium roasted, fried in oil with rock salt, onion sprinkled with coriander and
red chillies.
15. My second favourite movie snack – Tub full of cream popcorn (butter) with pepper and red chilly powdered on top of
hot butter poured in the tub.
16. Gond ke laddoo with desi ghee and nuts and cashews mixed in it.
17. Malwa peda with its special toppping.
18. A triple decked Sundae

Compiled by Cdt Shahid Akhtar and Cdt Rishabh Rai
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Republic Day

I

n commemoration of India’s 70th Republic Day, a
ceremonial parade was held at Indian Naval Academy
(INA) on 26 Jan 19. The parade was reviewed by
Vice Admiral RB Pandit, AVSM, Commandant, INA. 470
cadets, currently under training at INA, participated in the
parade constituting the ceremonial guard and 18 platoons.

68
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The Commandant, Deputy Commandant, Principal INA, and
Commanding Officers of INS Zamorin and INHS Navjivani
laid wreaths on the occasion at ‘Prerna Sthal’ – the War
memorial in memory of all those soldiers who laid down
their lives for the nation. The families and children of all
personnel of INA witnessed the impressive parade.

INDIAN NAVAL ACADEMY

The

History
Section

THE INDIAN
NATIONAL ARMY AND

IT'S TRYST WITH SUBMARINES

I

n Indian history, the activities of Indian National Army (INA), formed by Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose,
are an important and inalienable part of Indian freedom movement. It is commonly known that during
World War II, the INA fought against the Allied forces in South East Asia, in conjunction with the
Imperial Japanese forces, whose strategic objective was to invade British India from the easterly axis,
through Burma (now Myanmar). Though it made rapid advances through Burma, INA ultimately did not
succeed in its mission, and had to face severe reverses on the battlefields of Imphal and Kohima, in April
and May 1944. However, behind the INA’s unsuccessful yet heroic struggle on land, there is a lesser known
maritime dimension, involving submarines. This article attempts to bring forth aspects of INA’s tryst with
submarines during World War II.
The first part concerns Netaji’s epic submarine journey from Germany to Japanese-controlled Sabang,
off Sumatra. The second aspect relates to deployment of INA personnel through by use of submarines,
for clandestine and subversive activities against British government in India. The third touches upon
interception of a ship carrying officer-cadets of the INA by a submarine. However, prior discussing these
aspects, a brief background of Netaji’s military efforts would be in order.

Background
As Indian nationalism against British rule steadily gained momentum in the early 20th century, Subhas
Chandra Bose emerged as a prominent and popular young leader of the Indian National Congress. He devoted
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himself completely to the freedom movement after
resigning as a probationer of the Indian Civil Service
in 1921, while studying at Cambridge University in
Britain . He was jailed eleven times in the period 19211940, and was also compelled to go on exile in Europe
for three years (1933-36) by the British government,
to thwart his revolutionary activities. Bose became
the President of All India Congress Committee in
1938. However, following irreconcilable ideological
differences with some Congress leaders, he resigned
from the party in 1940 and decided to go on his own.
He formed the All India Forward Bloc Conference,
based on a revolutionary ideology, pushing for
Hindu-Muslim unity, communal harmony and armed
struggle against the British. His activities, which had
been under watch for years, further antagonised
the British and he was arrested on 02 July 1940
on sedition charges. In January 1941, while under
house arrest at Kolkata, he dramatically escaped
to Afghanistan, with an alias identity ‘Muhammad
Ziauddin’. In Afghanistan, Bose sought Italian
assistance to ultimately reach Europe disguised as an
Italian gentleman ‘Orlando Mazzotta’. In Europe, he
established the Free India Center and Indian Legion
(later Azad Hind Fauj), with German assistance. Many
Indian exiles, including ACN Nambiar, Abid Hassan,
NG Ganpuley, KM Bhatt, MR Vyas, PB Sharma,Promode
Sengupta, Girija Mokerjee and others were drawn
to his movement. He came to be addressed by the
honorific title ‘Netaji’ by his followers. Interestingly,
the greeting ‘Jai Hind’, which is now commonly used
in our Armed Forces, was first used in Netaji’s Indian
Legion. This is also true for “Jana Gana Mana” as the
national anthem. While in Europe, during 1941-42,
Bose made repeated attempts to convince German
government and the Tripartite powers (Germany, Italy
and Japan) to facilitate his relocation to East Asia,
so that he could direct and coordinate revolutionary
and military actions against the British government in
India. The Three (Axis) Powers’ Military Agreement, of
19 January 1942, included a Japanese proposal for
deployment of German U-boats in the Indian Ocean,
with the 70th meridian of longitude as the operational
boundary between the German and Japanese sides.
Four months later, on 29 May 1942, in the only
meeting Bose had with Hitler, the Fuhrer offered to
“place a German submarine at his disposal, which
would take him to Bangkok”. This set the stage for
Bose’s eventual epic underwater journey from Europe
to East Asia.

Bose’s U-Boat Journey
By mid-January 1943, the plan for Bose’s submarine
voyage to Asia was finalized. On 8th February 1943,
Bose left Berlin by train for Kiel accompanied by
his adjutant, Abid Hassan. From there they boarded
German submarine U-180. Bose‘s journey was kept top
secret and except a few people concerned, nobody
else knew about his departure from Germany. Bose‘s
journey by U-180 was first ever human transportation
70
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of that kind, where an important political leader
had been offered a submarine passage to a distant
territory. The cramped living spaces in the submarine
were a new experience to Bose and Abid Hassan. It
was like solitary confinement and Bose started losing
weight. The submarine was filled with the smell of
diesel oil. Another problem faced by Bose during his
journey was regarding food. Only beef or ham was
available as food, and that too smelled of diesel.
There was a bag of rice and some lentils with which
kichree was made by Abid Hassan for a change.
Notwithstanding these challenges, Bose utilized the
time in dictating and completing revisions of a new
edition of his journal The Indian Struggle. He also
dictated or wrote the speeches that he would later
deliver to soldiers of INA and his supporters. During
the passage of U-180, the submarine refueled from a
U-tanker off Spain, torpedoed a British merchant ship
SS Corbis off West African coast, on 18 April 1943,
and a couple of days later, had a narrow escape from
being rammed by a cargo vessel. The culminating
and most remarkable event in the journey was the
rendezvous of the German and Japanese submarines
in the Indian Ocean, some 400 nautical miles off the
coast of Madagascar, after 77 days.

Mid-Sea Submarine Transfer of
Subhas Chandra Bose
On 26 April 1943, the Japanese submarine I-29,
commanded by Captain Mesao Teraoka, arrived in
the Mozambique Channel, near neutral Portuguese
territory. Six days earlier it had left Penang amidst
tight security and ostensibly on a routine mission
hunting enemy ships. In fact locals, many of them
Indians, had been intrigued to see Teraoka, a
submarine flotilla commander, take charge of the
boat and were convinced something was afoot when
they learnt that the ship‘s cooks had been busy
buying spices for Indian curries. Long before the I-29
arrived in Portuguese waters, rumours had circulated
throughout Penang that the man they had long heard
about was about to arrive.
Fortunately for Bose, these rumours did not reach
the British. It was only when the ship reached its
destination that Captain Teraoka told his crew that
their mission was to fetch Bose. I-29 also carried
with her two Japanese passengers, whose purpose
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it was to go to Germany and observe the technique
of U-boat construction. In addition the Japanese
submarine was carrying two kaiten (manned
torpedoes) and secret information about Japanese
torpedoes, along with two boxes of gold, intended
for the Japanese embassy at Berlin. The I-29 had
arrived in the Mozambique Channel some ten hours
ahead of schedule and it was only on the evening of
the 26 April that the Japanese sighted the U- Boat.
In the enveloping darkness, transfer was impossible
and with both submarines required to maintain strict
radio silence, there could not even be any radio
communication.
Sunrise on 27 April brought fresh problems: the
seas were now so rough that the two boats could
not even get near one another. All they could do
was circle each other and wait for the weather to get
better. In the evening, as the sun was about to set, the
Japanese officers saw two men jump overboard from
the German vessel and swim towards them. Quickly
hauled on board by the Japanese, they turned out to
be a German officer and signals man.
The reason for their daredevilry was quickly
made clear. The U-boat was low on fuel and could
not carry on any longer. As day dawned on 28 April
the sea was still rough, but it was decided that the
exchange must take place. The two Germans, on
a rubber raft, dragged a strong Manila hemp rope
back to their boat. Bose and Hasan boarded the raft,
clung to the rope and were literally hauled into the
I-29. The submarine started its return voyage. The
mortality rate on German U-boats was more than
eighty percent and the risk had been immense.
The German officers and crew had been friendly
with Bose throughout the arduous journey, in the most
cramped conditions. Yet on boarding the Japanese
submarine I-29, Bose and Hassan felt something akin
to a home coming. The flotilla commander, Masao
Teraoka, vacated his cabin for Bose. Bose could
not have timed his arrival better. The captain of the
submarine, Juichi Izu, organised a party on 29 April
as the Japanese celebrated the emperor’s birthday
and for the successful transfer of Bose. Bose and
Hassan felt they had come back to an Asian nation.
The transition from the unpalatable German diet was
a great relief, but Bose was not yet used to four meals
a day. When the Japanese kept insisting, he asked,

“…do we have to eat again, Captain Teraoka??” with
a smile as he was overwhelmed with their hospitality.
The Japanese submarine I-29 passed to the South of
India on its way to Southeast Asia outside the British
patrolling radius. It picked up a radio message from
Penang instructing a detour to Sabang, on the northern
Sumatra coast. On 6 May 1943, the I-29 was safely
docked in the harbour at Sabang. Before disembarking,
Bose posed for a photograph with the entire crew of
the I-29. He autographed this picture with a heartfelt
message, “It was great pleasure to sail aboard this
submarine. I believe this will mark a milestone in our
fight for victory and peace”. Bose’s friend Colonel
Yamamoto, whom he had met earlier in Germany,
was present on the pier to greet him at Sabang. Netaji
was finally on Asian soil to lead his struggle for Indian
independence. Rest as they say, is history.

Setting the Stage for Armed Struggle

After his arrival at Sabang, he took the salute in
Singapore as the Supreme Commander of the Indian
National Army on 5 July 1943, described by him as “the
proudest day of his life”. Later, Bose flew to Tokyo to
garner support for his armed struggle and Japanese
recognition of Indian independence. Following his
meetings with Prime Minister Tojo, he was assured
of Japan’s support to his cause. The Provisional
government Azad Hind was proclaimed on 21 October
1943. In early November 1943, he visited Japan again,
for attending the Greater East Asia Conference, where
he made a very impressive speech. In his parleys with
his Japanese interlocutors, he put in requests for
equipment to build a Navy and an Air Force. Upon his
return to Singapore in end November, he plunged in
the final preparations for INA’s march towards India.
In late December 1943, the Japanese handed over the
administrative control of Andaman and Nicobar islands
to Bose’s Provincial Government.

Submarine launched
Intelligence Operations of the INA
To progress his military plans, Bose had to contend
with the Japanese liaison office Hikari Kikan, which
was responsible for Japanese relations with the Azad
Hind Government.
It recruited Sri Lankans, Indians and other South
Asians domiciled in Malaya and Singapore for espionage
missions against the Allies. Japanese attempts at
espionage inside India, using Indian agents in Malaya,
had mostly failed. On Bose’s arrival, he had tried to
assert control over intelligence operations based in
Penang and Rangoon, and put NG Swami in charge
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of an intelligence school called the Azad School. In
March 1943, four well-trained intelligence operatives
– Bhagwan Lu, Harbans Lal, Kanwal Singh, and Kartar
Singh, accompanied Swami on the blockade runner
S.S. Osorno.
On 8 December 1943, Bose, Swami, and Hasan put
these personnel together with another four trained
in Penang, and dispatched this group of eight under
the leadership of SN Chopra toward India onboard a
Japanese submarine, I-26. Submarine I-26 departed
Penang on 04 December 1943 and landed twelve INA
operatives (Hikari Kikan for the Japanese) southeast
of Karachi on 21 December 1943, in an operation
codenamed ‘Operation Yo’. The group landed
with weapons, money, and sophisticated wireless
equipment on the Kathiawar coast. They had been
instructed to split into four pairs and head toward
Bengal, the North West Frontier, the United Provinces,
and Bombay.
In January 1944, radio contact was successfully
established between partisans in Calcutta and Bose
in Burma. The group remained at large for less
than two months. On 7 January 1944, the advance
headquarters of the Provisional Government were
moved from Singapore to Rangoon. Tokyo approved
plans for the offensive into India in end-January,
and in early February 1944, ordered the commander
of Japanese forces in northern Burma to launch the
Imphal campaign. The strategic aims of the Japanese
and the Indians were quite different.
Japan saw the invasion as a pre-emptive strike
to forestall British attempts to re-conquer Burma.
The INA, on the other hand, saw its role as that of a
catalyst against a civilian uprising against the British.
The roles of the three special groups of INA, now
brought to Burma in their entirety, we redefined. The
Special service group ‘Bahadur’ would operate behind
enemy lines, carrying out sabotage, espionage, and
winning over Indian troops. The ‘intelligence troops’
would work similarly in the battle area and the
reinforcement group would be in charge of political
education of Indian prisoners in order to recruit them
for INA.
After the successful submarine insertion
of December 1943, the I-26 landed another 10
revolutionaries of INA West of Karachi, in March
1944. During 1941-43, there were many clandestine
landings by Japanese submarines on Indian
coastline. However, a number of ‘inserted’ INA and
other Indian operatives of the Hikari Kikan were
eventually captured in India and tried for treason.
Satyendra Chandra Bardhan,Vakkom Abdul Khader
Mohammad, Fouja Singh, Boniface Pereira, Anandan,
Durgadas Ray Chowdhury, Nanda Kumar Dey ,
Chittaranjan Mukherjee, Phani Bhusan Chakraborty,
Sunil Kumar Mukherjee , Kalipada Aich, Nirendra
Mohan Mukherjee, and Man Kumar Basu Thakur
were sentenced to death and hanged at Madras
Penitentiary, in September 1943.
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Cadets officers of INA Victims of Submarine Warfare

The final aspect of submarine connection of the
INA concerns the ‘Tokyo Cadets’ - officer cadets of
the INA, who were selected for officer training in Japan
at the height of World War II. The cadets’ journey to
Japan was cut short by the tragic torpedoing of their
Japanese passenger cum cargo ship, Ural Maru by
a US submarine. On her last voyage, Ural Maru had
departed Singapore bound for Takao in Taiwan and
had called on Kuching and Miri in Japaneseoccupied Sarawak, where she loaded Japanese
wounded soldiers, nurses and other passengers. In
addition there were ten unusual passengers – Indian
National Army cadets of Indian origin on their way to
Japan for military training.
Ural Maru was torpedoed and sunk on 27 September
1944 in the South China Sea by the American
submarine USS Flasher (SS-249), approximately 150
nautical miles west of Luzon. The INA cadets on
board the Ural Maru were mainly Malayans of Indian
parentage, Narayanan, Bishan Singh, Navaratnam,
Ghosh, Robert Prosper, Ranjit Das, Gandhi Das, Dutta,
Bimol Deb and Ramesh S Benegal (Burmese of Indian
parentage). Of them, Bishan Singh died during the
episode. One of the survivors, late Air Commodore
Ramesh S. Benegal, MVC, AVSM went on to become
an officer in the Indian Air Force, in independent India.
The first-person account of the sinking of the Ural
Maru is provided in his book “Burma to Japan with
Azad Hind - A War Memoir”.

Conclusion
The INA’s heroic struggle was a key contributor
to Indian freedom movement and though it suffered
reverses on the battlefield, it brought home the
intensity of Indian nationalism to the British Empire
in a manner that was never seen or experienced
before. Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose, as a military
leader and head of Indian Provisional government,
had the opportunity to salute the Indian Tricolour
at Port Blair, as a symbolic gesture of assertion
of Indian control over a liberated territory. While
Netaji’s endeavours continue to occupy popular
imagination in the country, the maritime dimension
of his movement, and particularly the association of
INA with submarines, is relatively lesser known, and
forms an interesting component of this fascinating
enterprise cherished in Indian history as a proud
chapter in the struggle for independence.

About the Author
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MEANWHILE,

An Alternative
History of

the Great

INA Pudding
Part I
Here is a revelation – Long before Directors Anthony
and Joe Russo conceived of the Quantum Realm that later
gave rise to the Time Machine in Avengers: Endgame, we
already had something of that sort lying in our Lab store.
This could not only help us travel through time, but also
through parallel universes!
So one of the first things people wanted to know after
the theory of parallel universes was found to be true, was
whether or not another INA also existed in some parallel
universe.
Towards ascertaining this, Cadet Sukhi from the Ahoy
Team was deputed on ty duty to one of the parallel universes
called A-0212. The only major hurdle he faced was that
while putting up his ty duty request on the online portal,
the drop down menu for ‘Journey Options’ only had Train/
Flight/ Road etc., whereas he was going by a Time Warp. So
now the drop down menu also has an option, Time Warp.
Yay! Kudos to us.
Coming back, when clueless Cadet Sukhi landed on the
Earth portion of Universe A-9012, he was startled. On the
same coordinates wherein stands the present INA, stood
a similar INA – the same buildings – imposing, mysterious,
marvellously designed; the same of instructors – dashing,
swashbuckling, would take anyone’s breath away; and the
same type of cadets – lanky, hungry, dishevelled, lost –
running helter skelter without knowing why – but this didn’t
really startle our Cadet Sukhi.
He also witnessed The Bakshi Cup being held there –
although in that universe, it was called something as peculiar
as Hexagonals (it appears this universe was behind us by a
few decades) – and he could recognise cadets from the six
academies. And lo! Behold, suddenly, he saw something he
wasn’t prepared for – he saw his own self, along with his long
lost brother, Dukhi – and he had tears in his eyes. Dukhi and
he had been separated from each other when they attended
SSB. It was the largest conglomeration of hapless souls in
any universe. And there, while his brother had gone the
Army way, our dear Sukhi chose Navy. And now, the two
estranged brothers stood, facing each other after so many
years.
He saw his own clone self (the one who belonged
to Universe A-0212 hug and embrace his brother, and
how happy he felt. But throughout the history of human
imagination, brothers are destined to spar and fight – Cain
and Abel, Kauravas and Pandavas – and so, when these two
brothers met, like men who still haven’t reached their full
measure, began comparing how well they have done for
themselves. And our reporter, who had not witnessed the

epochal showdown between Amitabh and Shashi in Zanjeer,
who did not even know of Cain and Abel or Kauravas and
Pandavas – saw his clone and the lost brother spar over what
they held most dear so when the brother from NDA said, we
have 20 football fields, the clone self replied with a shrug, we
have 22! - when the brother from NDA proclaimed we have
Peacock Bay, the clone self replied smugly, we have Ettikulam
Bay and beaches worth 7 kilometers, and finally, when the
brother from NDA said, we have Sudan Block – the clone self
smiled and counted Panini, Aryabhatta, Nalanda and Bhaskara
on his finger tips. Finally, when it seemed that the brother from
NDA would have nothing to say, he said, we have NDA pudding.
The clone self was quiet, our reporter from this universe was
quiet, the gods in the heaven were quiet – it was as if a sudden
silence had fallen all around – the football game froze in the
middle, the basketball match stopped in mid-way, everyone
was now looking at these two bickering brothers – and before
they could notice our reporter, our reporter switched on his
Inter Universe Warp Hole Generator (on ty loan from the ECE
Faculty) and jumped into the shiny, purple hole resembling a
WinAmp or Windows Media Player screen.

Part II

When he jumped out of the Worm Hole it was about to be
dawn at INA – this is the INA of our universe – the one which
also did not have its own INA pudding at the time when the
events of this account occur.
Our reporter did two things – firstly, he called up his mother
and told her that his brother was at NDA. He then called his
brother and both of them shared a teary eyed, telephonic
reunion. But he was careful not to brag about his Academy, or
let him brag about his – not because he realised that they both
will be serving the same Armed Forces and Nation, but because
he was scared that he didn’t yet have a repartee for the NDA
pudding! Cadets, I tell you!
And this pioneer did something that can only be termed as
awe-inspiring. Initially he raised this point at various squadron
musters. He also seeked for an interview with the SCC and
then ACC – and he attended both interviews in gravitaionally
challenging positions. And so he did the next best thing. He
waited
He waited to reach to sixth term.
In sixth term, for his Term Project, he decided to design a
Dream Inceptor. Once it was ready, he quietly sneaked in near
the then – Deputy Commandant’s house. This was accomplished
during the POP routine. During Azimuth, he came up with the
idea that the theme of Azimuth should be Environmental
Awareness, as the temperatures had been soaring and rains
decreasing ever since so many trees had been fell at and
around the INA. The water cycle too had been disturbed. His
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idea was accepted with open arms. And while he didn’t want
to play a major part in the Azimuth, he was happy to accept
the role of a shrub. And so, dressed as a shrub, he sneaked
out of Kautilya after the dress rehearsal and hid outside the
then-Deputy Commandant, Rear Admiral MD Suresh’s house
with his Dream Inceptor.
He saw the Deputy Commandant return from the dress
rehearsal. He waited in silence. The vision of him replying to
his brother, ‘we also have INA pudding!’ fired him up when his
make-up seemed to be tiring him. And finally, he heard the
confirmation – the sound of gentle snoring – he must be in
Rapid Eye Motion Sleep – he thought and quickly switched on
his Dream Inceptor. For a moment he was tempted to enter
the Deputy Commandant’s dreams, but then decided against
it. What if he saw something dreadful and life-altering. And
so, he simply incepted the words INA Pudding into his dream
and tip-toed out.

Part III
In the dead of the night, the Deputy Commandant woke up
feeling very hungry. In his dream he had seen himself falling
into an endless tunnel made of rainbow cake and chocolate
ganache while a steady stream of marzipan and truffle
shavings rained on him. He opened his fridge - devoured the
left over butter chicken, the egg-plant dish which he would
otherwise never have eaten, and Theobroma’s Outrageously
Chocolatey brownies that his daughter had got for him –
and yet, even though his body’s stomach was full, his heart’s
stomach felt empty. And two words kept reverberating in his
head – INA Pudding, INA Pudding, INA Pudding....
The next day he called for an emergency meeting – present
were the luminaries who would make history. Gathered for
the ultra-secret meeting were Lt Cdr Pradeep Kumar, OIC
Cadet’s Mess, Lt Cdr Anindita Dasgupta, Mess Secretary, RM
Jena, MCPO (Log), In- charge Cadet’s Mess, and RC Singh,
PO Log.
And the Deputy Commandant, Rear Admiral MD Suresh
pronounced, “INA is the premiere institution of national
importance. Just like we have our own crest, our own song,
our own prayer – we must have our own….”
And we waited for one of the assembled ones to respond,
and one of them (don’t ask me who) replied, “our own dance…”
“Noooooooo!”
“Pudding! INA must have its own pudding!”

Their next experiment entailed making a variation of the
infamous Vienna Sausage Shortcake which involved baking a
batch of cornbread, and simmering cream of chicken soup,
cheese, green beans, and Vienna Sausages. The result was
reported to have a half-life double that of U-235. It was
unceremoniously transferred to the nuclear reactors of
BARC to be used as fuel. Then someone suggested that they
try making a variation of the mysterious, esoteric Torta di
Mandorla or Moist Almond Cake. One cup all purpose flour,
one cup baking powder, one teaspoon kosher salt, three
bowls dried almond (large), vanilla extract, almond extract,
extra-virgin olive oil, unsalted butter, fresh lemon juice and
an orange – the variation they induced was to coat those
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And so, RM Jena, MCPO (log), stood up like Thor, and
beckoned his ladle, which appeared in his hand in a flash! Yes,
he was worthy! While he walked towards the galley slab, he
was closely followed by RC Singh, PO (Log), Ashu Yadav, PO
(Log), and Surendra Pal, PO (Log). They all walked heroically
in slow motion towards the slab like Thor, Captain America
and Ironman until the Deputy Commandant called out that
the effect of his josh talk would last only for an hour – so they
better hurry up!
And voila! What happened next is pure inspiration. It is
the equivalent of a cadet actually staying awake in class for
the entire 50 minutes.
So RM Jena, MCPO Log started with making the eggless
sponge cake, while RC Singh, PO (Log) brought a selected
assortment of dry fruits and nuts, and Ashu Yadav flavoured
the ice cream with wisps of Arabica until it was ready to
infuse with the sponge cake. While the smell which flooded
the room was new, fresh, never smelt of, something was
still amiss. It was a smell which induced each of them into
the realm of clouds, but didn’t push them high enough to
float. And voila! Lt Cdr Anindita, at this time, surreptitiously
whispers to Surendra Pal, PO (Log) to get a bottle of red wine
from the wine cellars, which is heartily poured on top of cake.
This account ends in slow motion.

And the team went to work. They initially started with
herbs and condiments available on the hills behind the
Commandant House, mixing it with sugar, boiling it into a
syrupy jelly and pouring marzipan flakes before adding
dollops of chocolate and whipped cream – but the result was
only good enough to wash utensils in the scullery.
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really big almonds with dark chocolate, and use a hint of
blue Curacao in the flour. The result when it emerged from
the oven befuddled everyone! The blue Curacao had turned
green, the big almonds coated in chocolate had expanded
longitudinally... making the whole dish seem as if it weren’t
the exotic Torta di Mandorla, but Cat P**P Truffle – and out
it went.
By now, a heavy sadness, descended upon the team. They
had experimented for three months – with chocolate, vanilla,
marzipan, coffee, fruits, even volcanic ash from the Barren
islands – but alas! Their travails were epic, their struggle the
equivalent of what the Wright brothers, or Marie Curie would
have faced while taking flight, or unravelling the mysteries of
the atom. Observing this, the Deputy Commandant, at once
stood in front of his tired team, and like Tony Stark, beckoned
them to look within themselves, search in their deepest, most
intimate memories of their mother’s cooking, remember the
first dish they had made – and let pure inspiration, not the
technique, take over. Some could say, the last scene of the
film Ratatouille, where the rats are inspired to make a dish
of their lifetime had been inspired from this moment itself.

Very slowly the smell of the baking takes over the galley,
then the squadrons, and finally all of INA. Its inhabitants, as if
in a trance, start walking towards the galley, mumbling, “INA
Pudding, INA Pudding” to themselves. Only one person isn’t
in a trance. Cadet Sukhi, who is standing at the STD booth,
ringing his brother Cadet Dukhi’s number in one of the
squadrons at NDA. And as his brother comes to the phone,
Cadet Sukhi says proudly, “Now we have INA pudding also!”,
to which his brother says, “That’s alright! But did you know....”
What his brother may have said that afternoon is
immaterial. But the INA Pudding still has the same effect on
whoever is standing in its vicinity. It makes one reach right to
the skies and float in the clouds. It is a well documented fact
that post the Bakshi Cup 2019, during the break-up dinner,
even the NDA cadets vociseously voted that the INA pudding
is better than NDA’s Tipsy pudding.
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Lt Cdr Ankush Banerjee and
SLt Anupama Thapliyal

Creative writing &

Musings

WHY I READ

(AND WHY YOU SHOULD TOO)
I feel like I should begin this piece with an intelligent quote from someone great so
that it is automatically established that people who read are able to at least produce
great quotes from great people (besides identifying who these greats are) if nothing
else! But then, that of course is not why I read. And hence despite the feeling, I will
steer clear of quoting someone great. Instead, here’s something I found outside a
bookshop:
I hope you read the fine print and got the joke!
(The point that cows don’t read and are still not extinct has been cleverly and
intentionally overlooked. It’s a moo point! Silly F.R.I.E.N.D.S reference, sorry!)
I remember categorically how I came to know that there were these things called
‘books’ that had stories in them and were meant solely for reading. There wouldn’t be
any ‘Answer the following questions’ section at the end and you wouldn’t be required
to remember anything you had read and there would be no examination whatsoever.
It was in 2004, my third standard. Whatever little bit of living I had done till then,
‘books’ had meant things that my father would buy at ‘AK Book Stall, Katras’ (definitely
not named after me!) that had chapters you had to study to find out the answers to
the questions that would follow. One of these books was a general knowledge book
with a chapter called ‘Books and Authors.’ You had to match the name of the book
with its author. Only after nagging my bearded GK teacher (and I do that very often,
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to everybody’s annoyance!) did I get to know that whenever
I said ‘books’, I had always meant ‘textbooks’ and I had never
actually read an actual ‘book’. And if you are wondering why
a third grader did not know of Famous Five or Secret Seven,
I should make it clear that my school had a rather modest
library and that too only for the fourth graders and above.
The first books that I ever heard of were ‘The God of Small
Things’ by Arundhati Roy and ‘A Suitable Boy’ by Vikram Seth,
both from the same chapter of that GK textbook I mentioned
earlier.
Fast forward to 2019. I have read ‘The God of Small Things’
many times over and have thought of reading ‘A Suitable Boy’
many times over (it’s humongous, trust me!).
So, between then and now, why have I read all that I have
read? And why do people like me keep looking for more to
read when each read itself is at least 400 to 500 pages? Why
do books, despite taking months to be read (Kafka on the
Shore’ took me two months!), have the appeal that people
keep flocking to them? Why have books still remained relevant
in times when literally everybody is flooded with information,
stories and media at the convenience of their fingertips?
Why do we read? Why read at all?
I can speak from only my personal experience. Just bear
with me. You wouldn’t have come this far had you not wanted
to read this. Just stay!
One of the many reasons I read is to experience something
I never, ever will in the real world in my lifetime. To illustrate, I
read the Harry Potter series only to understand what it would
feel like to have magic around me, to be able to do things
at the utterance of some Latin rip-off gibberish, and to go
to a school that would teach me all of this. Now, don’t judge
and call me an ‘escapist’ right away (who isn’t an escapist
anyway?). The out-of-body experience you have when you
are reading something like Harry Potter or the Lords of
the Rings, is something that can come only when you are
reading (watching Avengers: Endgame did come quite close
though!) and it is for this sheer joy of imagining things that
are practically impossible! And thus people like me read. I
read the Narnia series, the Shadowhunter series, the Twilight
saga, the Shiva trilogy and many others just for that delight.
Going to some other world and forgetting all your problems
in the process is something only reading can help you do. (I
often say ‘Alohomora!’ just before the lift doors open and
giggle to myself!)
I often find myself rereading passages from my old books,
at times when I feel what I would describe as low. This brings
me to the second reason as to why I read - to find a sense
of direction and purpose. ‘Norwegian Wood’ by Murakami is
one book I keep returning to. While many can dismiss it as a
rather plain telling of the life of a rather plain young man, I
keep coming across these passages and chapters and words
that seem universal and remarks that seem to fit my life just
perfectly. ‘The God of Small Things’, ‘The Inheritance of Loss’,
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‘The Kite Runner’, and ‘The Ministry of Utmost Happiness’
were all read and reread at times when the sense of self was
lost and I didn’t know what I was doing (‘all at sea!’). People
read because they need to reflect on life and that doesn’t
come from having shallow conversations with people who
assume their centricity in the universe by default. It comes
from stopping, and that comes in the yellowed pages of a
book by someone who has gone through what you are going
through. Breathe. “Need is a warehouse that can accomodate
a considerable amount of cruelty”, now, who would tell that
to you? You will only find it in books (more specifically, in ‘The
Ministry of Utmost Happiness.’) Just in case you are interested
already, pick up ‘When Breath Becomes Air’ by Paul Kalanithi.
Why did they gas the Jews? Because Hitler being German,
couldn’t pronounce ‘Glass of juice!’ Dumb, isn’t it? I read
because I don’t want to crack those silly jokes as answers
to questions that often pop up in conversations. I want to
answer, and answer with legit facts and figures (and hence
look smarter, of course!) My whole reason for reading non
fiction definitely comes from this desire to answer questions.
Be it reading biographies of Margaret Thatcher or Lincoln, or
the first hand account of the Second World War by Winston
Churchill, or the essay collections by Arundhati Roy, all of
it was done with the desire to know, and know more. I often
hear my coursemates say that they loathe people who read
because readers act as if they know a lot. That’s because
they actually know a lot. They simply can’t help it! Go ahead,
pick up a good book and know for yourself what it feels like
to know a lot, to know how racism has affected individuals
through times and across continents in ‘To Sir, with Love’ and
‘A Long Walk to Freedom’, to know how the World War shaped
individual aspirations in ‘All the Light We Cannot See’, ‘The
Book Thief’, and ‘Where Hands Touch’, to know who actually
Mahatma Gandhi was in ‘Gandhi before India’, to understand
the class divide that exists in India in short stories like ‘Poos
Ki Raat’, to know what partition felt like in ‘Train to Pakistan’,
short stories like ‘Khol do’, and to know how the Ram idol
appeared rather miraculously in the Babri Masjid in ‘The Dark
Night’. I read to know what I may have never known had it not
been written down.
And now for what I would call the ‘byproduct reasons’.
While I enjoy my reading not specifically for these reasons,
but these somehow make me feel rewarded after the last
page is turned.
The first being, the thrill of already knowing what the
ending is when they make a movie out of the books. ‘The
Perks of Being a Wallflower’, or ‘Philomena’, or ‘Still Alice’,
I already knew how these movies would end while others
didn’t. Imagine if you knew the same for Avengers: Endgame,
what a thrill it would have been. Apologies for the repetitive
example but you get the point. And also, I didn’t include ‘2
States’ and ‘Half Girlfriend’ because I wouldn’t want you to
judge me!
The second being exposed to new and weird combination
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of letters and words I didn’t know before. For instance, I now
write, ‘She hung the wet clothes on the clothesline and sighed’
instead of ‘She hung the wet clothes on that-metallic-wirefixed-between-hooks-nailed-to-the-wall-on-the-terrace and
sighed’ after I read ‘clothesline’ in ‘Norwegian Wood.’
I buy books while I travel, because there haven’t been
any bookshops wherever I have lived and so, I have always
resorted to ‘AH Wheeler and Co’ for satiating my appetite and
hence, I end up writing details such as train name, station,
date of purchase, etc on the first page of the book. They
remain that way. And when I open any of my old books, I am
at once transported to that journey I took years ago and all
my happy days are brought back to me. Its pure pleasure. I
read for that pleasure.
Another, very personal, reason for reading is this need to
be constantly talked to when I cannot sleep. Now, because
none of my coursemates are insomniacs, books very aptly
take their place. To read conversations between characters
is just like going through your chat feed or your Instagram
and to slowly feel yourself sinking to a peaceful sleep as
eyes go from open to half open to closed is something only
books can offer (again, the exhaustion of fighting sleep when
something really interesting is about to happen and the
fatigue that comes with ‘just one more page, promise’ has

been overlooked!)
So why do I read? I feel I can never really tell why. It is
more like I have never known doing anything else (of movies,
I can always talk later!). It comes as naturally as breathing or
standing or sleeping. Books make me feel so much like ‘it’s
okay’ and everything seems so simple and fallen into place!
For that peace, I read.
And that is why I suggest, you read too. I know it can seem
daunting, given the ‘fatness’ and the fine print of books like
‘Midnight’s Children’ but just not all movies are ‘Student of
the Year 2’. Some are ‘The Shawshank Redemption.’ And the
same holds true for books. Start by asking yourself as to what
kind of movies you like and pick a thin book from that genre.
It just takes that one book. Once these harmless looking
beasts entrap you, you will never be able to free yourself. You
will find a new meaning to your existence (I already sound like
Dale Carnegie, phew!) and time whiled away scrolling through
your feed will instead be used in knowing answers to ‘Why
are Australian ships prefixed with HMAS?’ or ‘What exactly is
objectivism?’ or ‘Who the heck was the Queen Mother?’ or the
simpler ones like ‘What is life?’ Go ahead. Happy reading!.

- Cdt AK Singh

How Academy Has

Changed Me

T

he alarm clock blares over my head, I stretch out
my arms to snooze, only to realize that I can’t bunk
my classes anymore. As unachievable as it seemed
before, I had somewhere found my hidden potential of
waking up at any prescribed time in the morning, sometimes
even without an alarm clock. And with it, goes the unsaid
talent of taking ‘power naps’ at practically any possible or
impossible time, place or state during the day. This was the
beginning of changes. I clearly remember my first week here,
struggling hard to get into my drill boots, securing and resecuring laces trying to achieve the perfect standard and in
that struggle I don’t remember how many meals I missed,
and still got late for classes. And Oh! In that hustle what
state did I leave my cabin in! But as they say- “Repeated
actions become a habit”, gradually, unknowingly, I learnt to
find time for all my needs, and a little more to de-stress with
people who have become my lifelines in just a few weeks.
The training is not supposed to be easy, and some
very ‘concerned seniors’ made sure that it never was. It all
seemed ridiculous in the beginning, nothing made sense. We
found everything that we were made to do to be pointless
and an unnecessary ‘torture’. But as I grew in the Academy,
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I realised that everything that we are put through is only
to achieve the ultimate motto of INA – ‘Shaping Future
Naval Leadership’, and to instil the Navy’s core values, Duty
Honour Courage in us. Now once you accept this, everything
starts making sense. As a result, I became more patient and
empathetic in the journey. This acceptance is the only key
to sailing through the training, enjoying this beautiful place
and gathering those everlasting memories even in times of
pain that’ll make us laugh for years down the line.
Willingly or otherwise, the academy ensures that the
rules and etiquettes of Service are drilled into our souls for
life, but that’s not what I count in change. Rather, it’s my
attitude that has changed, by conquering all the monstrous
challenges that I had never thought I could win over. In the
journey of my academy tenure, I’ve discovered a part of me
that I know can fight against all odds when it comes to my
personal or professional challenges. The physical potential
that I’ve discovered in me has instilled in me the confidence
and strength to stretch beyond what my mind thinks I’m
capable of. And that’s what I think this training is all about

-Cdt Alima Siddiqui
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TeTe-A-TeTe

M

ost people would agree that people in positions of
power become somewhat arrogant and haughty, but
that is definitely not the case with The President.
How do I know? Well, I was lucky enough to be selected
to attend the President’s ‘At Home’ reception on this year’s
Republic Day as I was UPSC Topper from my course – 102
INAC. Being selected for this event came as a total surprise for
me as it meant not only would I miss the X-country but also
a tournament that the Squash Team was scheduled to play.
I left the academy on 22 Jan and reached Delhi by 24
Jan, where I was told to stay at NOM Varuna. Since the naval
contingent was also staying there, I also got a chance to meet
my course mates from 27 NOC.
On 25 Jan, after the RD Parade, I left my accommodation
to attend the events, and there was a car ready to pick me
up and drop me at the Rashtrapati Bhavan.
As a cadet, it is safe to say that I had never experienced
VIP treatment before this, but wherever I went, people made
way for my vehicle and saluted me, which made me feel
really special.
At the Rashtrapati Bhavan, after the initial formalities, I was
ushered into the lawn where there were enclosures made for
people. I quietly made my way to the UPSC Toppers’ enclosure

and waited for the event to begin.
The Honourable President, Mr Ram Nath Kovind finally
made his way toward our enclosure, closely followed by the
Prime Minister and the Defence Minister. All three of them
approached us one by one, where we saluted smartly and
shook hands with them. Since there were many dignitaries
to attend to, we only exchanged a few words but those few
words of motivation truly stirred something in me.
Also, the fact that I was the first Naval Cadet to attend the
function is something that I will be forever proud of.

-Cdt Aditya S

Life At INA As

A Woman Trainee

T

aking a decision to join the Navy, to serve the nation
selflessly, even to the peril of your life, leaving
behind one’s personal interests, is not easy, more so
for an Indian woman who in spite of having the doors open
for entry into almost all professions now is still struggling to
find a safe, free and equal stage as a protagonist.
Hailing from a small town and born in a civilian bloodline,
I’m lucky to have parents who found pride in the joining
letter that I received for INA. The journey was expected
to be tough, but the definition of ‘tough’ was what I learnt
after within a week of joining. As we ran from one class to
another, gulped meals down and went to bed, we were busy
trying to understand why we keep moving back in links or
looking up and down before entering mess. Soon everyone
adjusted and that’s when we were segregated into two
groups – ‘O-courses’ and ‘women trainees’. Very soon we
started cringing at these words, mainly for 2 reasons – one,
because somehow it took away our individual identities and
second, this was how the DCA’s addressed us.
I wonder how irritated those DCA’s would feel as our
skirts always came to our rescue in links as we spread our
arms wide, ready to fly every time. That’s when our male
counterparts started wishing that they were born female.
I suppose INA is the only place where males have such
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wishes, as they compare their condition with the ‘special
facilities’ that we supposedly enjoy in our accommodations.
I do empathize with them.
But what they can’t see is our struggle. Each one of us
here has a courage of that of a mountain, standing tall and
firm in spite of all the taunting comments and glances over
our existence here, regarding our physical weaknesses or
standards. Our society has never treated us equal when it
came to physical strength since childhood. Yet, I proudly
say that we all ‘women trainees’ here, each day fight their
shortcomings and weaknesses, putting in that effort to
run an extra round around the Chola Stadium, an extra
kilometre in cross-country practice, to the extents that the
gap of the ‘O-courses’ and ‘women trainees’ fills up by the
time we complete our Camps together, and that’s when we
can proudly say that we deserve those stripes as much as
everyone else in the academy does.
They say that our struggles, our destinies, our fates
are written in the stars. But I’d beg to differ. Our struggles
and fates are written on our bodies, and in our minds. To
overcome, triumph and transcend is as much a matter of
within, as without.

-Cdt Alima Siddiqui
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Lost Girlfriend ,
Found Coursemates

T

he joy of recognising a kindred spirit and the
journey of friendship started its root the day I broke
up with my girlfriend.
Yes! It was me who broke up and not her because most of
the readers had already decided in their minds after reading
the very first two lines that it must had been the boy who
would have got dumped but it is not so. The relationship
developed its roots in an eagerly premature state when I was
in class 10th. Slowly things went to the stage where we both
knew that we liked each other but none was ready to take the
first step. After a month or so, I proposed to her. Love, care
and support were the pillars of our relationship but after
three years an earthquake struck our pristine neverland and
completely raised it to the ground – I had decided to join the
Indian Naval Academy.
Until then, our colleges had been only 3 kilometres away.
But the prospect of four years of long distance daunted
her. Neither did she want me to go, nor did she want to
be in a long distance relationship. It was a tough choice
(although I know most of you’d say its not) to break up with
her because we had spend three years together. We shared
a thriving emotional universe between us replete with ‘our
song’, ‘our special hang out places’, ‘our jokes’, ‘our favourite
books’ and even the first-time hand-holding and walking in
the rains.
However, a teenaged relationship is no match for a
career choice one makes for life. I was driven, motivated
and had awaited to see my name on the call letter since
the longest I could remember. Joining the Navy had not
only been a goal, but it was a passion and desire as well.
And here I was, mulling over what to do. I remember the
evening when I was leaving, and most of my friends had
come to see me off at the airport. I wish she had come – I
wished she would understand that understanding and faith
are the blood and bone of a relationship – that distance is
temporary, but commitment can be permanent. There I was
waving goodbye to my parents, friends and the life I had
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lead until then.
A new phase of life started on 3 Jan 19 when I landed at
Kannur. I was already missing my family, her, and my friends.
But resilience and strength were my saviours because deep
inside I knew that everything will turn back to normal after
sometime. Now, my new family is Godavari division, my
new home Fighter squadron and my new brothers - the 103
INACs! Most of us had spoken to each other online before
coming to the Academy, but meeting each other face to
face for the first time that too in that new crew cut avatar
was truly an astonishing experience. We would soon realise
that we would not only be connected together by a number
or our course name, but also by a fierce bonding which
emerges after you have done countless push-ups in the sun,
or have acquiesced to be punished for another’s mistake.
From here on, our parents won’t be there to care for us when
we fall sick or get hurt. Our girlfriends wouldn’t be there to
sympathise and encourage us when we feel low. It would
be another ‘Shauryaveer’ who would help in uncomfortable
dilemmas. It would be one among the ‘Firelords’ who would
be doing the job when i would be lying sick on the bed.
With course mates, I entered an entirely new state of
‘friendzone’. One is brassoing my collar tabs when I am
getting late for breakfast, while on some other day I am
managing drill boots for him because his have been taken
by someone else. Such is the bond. But we don’t refrain from
being mean to each other. In fact, I was more comfortable
with them than I was with my girlfriend because we have
the same perspective and values. Any person with any
knowledge about how much value coursemate holds in
our life can easily feel the warmth and joy on his face right
now. It was only ten days in the academy and I could easily
understand when my seniors said, “your course mates are
your everything”.

- Cdt Varun Draveriya
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Father's

The Hands of

Dilemma

Perseverance

A

lthough he could not say with words
The love he felt inside,
He treasured every moment,
And his heart filled with pride.
He never said I love you,
But he came to every game.
Even in defeat, his son knew
He loved him just the same.

O

, the INA is where’s the Navy’s born
Also the place where knuckles get
torn
Here the conditions of Hands are adverse
They pain as I write this verse
Tell me, Pumping or push-ups,
which is worse?

He pat him on the head,
Or maybe ruffle his hair.
And tell him he was proud of him
As long as he played fair.

O, the INA is where’s the Navy’s born
Also the place where knuckles get torn
While on my hands, I gently curse
They reach for my pocket content
Instead my purse

When he graduated college,
I love you wasn’t said.
He smiled as he shook his hand
Mumbling, ‘well done, boy!’, instead.

But my hands seems to be getting strong
Gathering strength to face any storm
They have changed to hands of a man
From that of a boy

When his son went to war,
He trembled as he spoke
And brushing away the tears
He made a little joke.

Hope this verse of mine finds space in Ahoy..
O, the INA is where’s the Navy’s born...

Now his son came home
And he stood with eyes downcast,
His hand stroking the coffin,
Whispering, I love you, at last!

- Cdt Prateek Sharma

- Cdt Hitesh Kumar
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The Beauty of

Indian Railway

I

ndia is a vast and big country,
stretching from Kashmir to Kanyakumari
with various differences – language,
culture, traditions, and customs.
And a single steel thread weaves
through this many-layered, polyphonic,
rambunctious behemoth – made of steel,
running on coal earlier, and now electricity,
it transports aspiration and escape,
tasting the bananas of Bhusawal, the Oranges
from Nagpur, withstands the cacophony of loud hawkers,
children cradled in cloths pieces,
and mounds of anthracite
transported from the village near my town in
Bihar. I have often been befriended by the overfriendly
Uncle whose boy is an IAS, or the weeping damsel
running away from a dowry wedding, and each of them
has slept peacefully when the lights were turned off.
The tracks are often dirty, soiled by
waste and plastic, and often there is a foul smell
of cigarettes mingling with diarrhoea
in the lavatory. But the mural on the wall
shines with hope and welcomes one and all.

Blunder

O

h no! What have I done!
I set her to fly like a bird,
to soar down the 11th floor of the sky
but she fell straight down
crashing with all my hopes and desire to
see her fly.
In a moment everything changed.
My enthusiasm turned into worries
with all my fears coming true –
I could picture her crying, and yelling
at me, “brother, what the hell did you do!”
How do I tell her, I wondered,
That I had destroyed the thing she loved most
in the casual pursuit of childish whim.
I can picture her rage.
When I show her the broken pieces of her doll,
that I used as a dummy in a parachute
until it crashed with a thud.

It says, Atithi Devo Bhava, with joined hands
and a big heart.

- Pranjal Tripathi

- Cadet Manoj Kumar
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Conquering Fear

F

ear! Fear can control a man
Fear can limit a man
Fear can shame a man
Fear, fear, fear, fear destroys a man.
Fear struck me! I was climbing stairs.
Fear struck me! I was going higher.
Fear struck me! I was crossing the levels.
Fear struck me! I was on the top of the world.
Top of the world? Just 10 metres above the water’s
surface.
Fear in each and every cell in my body.
Fear giving me chills,
Fear controlling my mind.
Standing in ramrod Saavdhaan
Fear controlled the step I couldn’t take
For fear was the blue matchbox I saw below.
My mind in a dilemma. A step forward –
I go zooming down at 9.8 ms-2
I strike the water and it ends. But I am afraid.
A step back? “Oh! Look, he is such a sissy!
He is afraid.” Fear will push me and I will
Go down without jumping.
My mind takes a quick decision. Either way, it is full
Of fear. My legs shiver, as I take the step forward.
My eyes closed, hands stuck to my body.
I take that step forward.
Zooming down from the height
Being in air for some odd 2 seconds
I strike the surface, I tear the surface
And then next second I am out of the water.
Everyone says, “That was brave!”
But I ask myself, “Am I?”
Was it my bravery, or was it fear?
Was it the courageous me, or the sissy me?
I jumped to overcome fear because of fear
Oh! Again this proved, that fear controls a man.

The StripEs of Struggle:

A Cadet's Life

O

h Sea! I am having goosebumps
Telling a tale of trials and triumphs
Where every action is ‘on the double’
And one wrong step could spell hearty trouble.
Wake up, get ready, stand still and steady
Dress up, in shining whites
Mirror shoes with lightening smiles
Double up for morning PT
Push-ups, sit-ups and a lot more.
To burn the fat we have stored.
Then comes the stumbling blocks
It is time for drill on the dock
Dress up smart, dig hard, follow all commands
That’s all, the saab says,
Leave us, is what we pray!
Then these academic classes, full of fun
at least something away from the scorching sun,
then comes the struggle to stay awake
But none has passed it this until this day!
Swimming, small arms, sailing, what not!
They so want us to pass –
We put sweat, blood, tears and cold coffee
to go on full leave, where real life awaits!
With one thing our happiness increases.
As the count on DLTGH decreases
Time makes us love this place.
This is our true home, and home is
where we have to earn our grace.

-Cdt Md. Raianur Rahman

Fear! Fear controls the man,
Fear can push the limits of a man,
Fear can earn respect for a man,
Fear, fear, fear runs a man.

- Cdt Harmeet Garg
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The Treat of

My Love for

T

A

Accomplishment
he DLTGH is 136
And I joined the Academy. I became a
1st termer, and a ‘Tikki’ was appointed for me.

His talked sweet,
I wanted to hug him tight
But later I realised,
This Dr Jekyl could also be
Mrs Hyde.
He came with sweets
and treated me like a King,
and later things didn’t change as much
As I have become a real maharaja now!
He boosted by arm power so much
That my twelve plank push-ups
Reduced to zero
Such was the case now, that lifting a rice place
Made me feel like Bolly-wood Hero.
At times I felt he was a psychopath,
Never allowed me to wear
The same uniform twice!
Even a dirty handkerchief was reason good enough
For PT jersey reporting at night!
He also took charge of my Acads!
Psyched me out, made me feel deep-fried
If he ever found me dozing in study period
I studied Chemistry in murga position all-night!
But then when I appeared for the tests
I excelled and understood
The relevance of that hell!

Swimming

s I go towards the pool
I discuss with myself the strategies I’d
follow
I recollect the advises of the internet
I promise myself to put it to use today!
I know how to move my legs up and down
How to swing my arms back and forth
How to exhale inside water and inhale outside
How Michael Phelps extends his stroke
In short, I am the perfect swimmer
As long as I am out of water.
Right now I am in the shallow end
But soon I will be not
What will I do then
I am a man! And men don’t fear anything
So I take a push from the wall
And start swimming
With pressure of water and society on me.
Everything seems fine in the starting
but soon I’m out of breath
I push my head out, trying to inhale
But there is no oxygen in the air
I try this again after a few strokes
This time I do take oxygen
But it is fused with hydrogen!
I am exhausted and can’t take it anymore
I send my legs towards the floor
My hands move up and down violently
Only if they’d magically push me up.
I witness god still on earth
He puts forth his hand
To guide me to heaven

At last DLTGH came down to 4
The ETM was on, and my ‘tikki’
Treated me at Pongo, saying,
“Congrats! You have accomplished
This is Something! You have survived!”

- Cadet Rahul Kumar
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And suddenly the Sahab’s
Rough hands catch my ankle
And wring me out
Like a cat who thought he was a tiger.

- Cdt KS Shridhar
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I

Sleep

I

have the most amazing coursemates. Thanks to them,
I’ve had more training in my first two terms in the
academy than I may ever in my life. My course was so
heavily in demand, that we literally had seniors quarelling
over who got to ‘ensure our training’. Any night I hit the sack
before 0100 was nothing short of a miracle. And so we slept
in class. (Obviously). I remember days when I’ve slept off in
class at 0930h and woken up some hours later at 1400h, my
body stiff as a stick and my hands and legs all saying ERROR
404 HAND NOT RESPONDING.
Times have changed. I belive this term was probably
the first time I have slept more in bed than on my desk.
Pipedown at 2215h is the stuff of dreams. But somehow,
even after getting a good six, maybe seven hours of shuteye, the moment I lay my eyes on that gorgeous desk, I want
to hold her close, feel her smooth laminated surface and
whisper to her, “I wanna sleep with you, baby”.
Let’s have a look a this little graph I was able to prepare,
sitting comfortably on stage during the Debate ST-19:
(Someone very clever made all of them sit in the front 5
rows, well beyond the line of sight of any officers)
You can see that at 2107, when Cdt Amogh Chawla pretty
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much rocked the entire auditorium awake with his talk, there
are 5 studs of the highest order still conked off.
Now, except for the one-odd Divos I hardly think anyone
would be giving the VII termers any sleepless nights.
So WHY DO WE SLEEP?
We sleep because we are used to sleeping, because it is
simply expected of a cadet to sleep when he has nothing
better to do.
Of course, all this does not apply to grand sleeping
conventions such as the Dilli Seminar, for example.
I believe such events really enhance the bonding within
the Academy- my sixth termer and I were sitting together,
just two rows behind the Adjutant, checking all juniors in
the vicinity, ‘SIT IN SAAVDHAN. SIT ON EDGE. TAKE CHAIR
POSITION!’
When our eyes opened an hour or so later, he looked
tense, “Oh shucks I hope I didn’t get checked while sleeping!”
I smiled back slyly, “Don’t worry sir, woh dekho Adju bhi
so raha hai.”

- Cdt Advaith Rajendra
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a beginner's guide to
welcoming nda coursemates

“T

hey had a rather tragic death. One was bitten
to death by the pack. He was last seen trying
to limp away from the canines before he fell
owing to the weight of his scale A and they had him after a
loud howl. The darkness made it even scarier. You see, the
silhouettes appeared so big in that moonlit night that it was
almost impossible not to believe that they weren’t a pack of
monsters. And the howl, collective, loud sent chills down the
spine of whoever heard it.
The second perhaps drowned in the backwaters. You see,
during the chase, it became clear to him that he could never
out run them, so while others kept increasing their speed,
he diverted towards the backwaters. Entered it. Later, one
of the Danes was seen dragging perhaps his body out of
the water, with its teeth. I say Dane, because only that could
have that strength to carry a 6 termer’s body like that. You
could never make in the darkness what breed it was or even
worse what it was. We could only see the glaring eyes from
where we stood. The scale A had unfastened and one of his
boots was missing. The fingers appeared clear black against
a gray moonlit sky.

the waves crashing against the beach became louder. As the
clouds swept past the moon, eating away all its light, a dog
cried in the distant.
‘’And why did Awasthi not go?’’
‘’Awasthi is not very fond of being outside when he can
play pool in the Ante room. So, he kept insisting that we
rather come back to the squadron.’’
‘’And why did he not let you go?’’
‘’He has this smallness about him. He can’t stay alone
for long. Reason why he sleeps in Dwivedi’s cabin. He would
have been all by himself, in the dark. Even if he had wished
to go back all by himself, he would have been too scared of
the darkness in the link. So, we decided to stay put and wait
for them.’’
And just as the light of the moon reappeared, it fell on
Awasthi’s face as he came out of the Ante room to where he
was telling his little story. He seemed to be in transit towards
Division 24 and in a hurry.

The third had an even more horrifying death. He was
overtaken by them and all he did was stop, start walking
backwards still facing them and wait for something of
a miracle to save him. I mean, in situations like that you
almost know you are going but as everyone, he screamed,
squeaked before they took him. I saw his hand shoot up and
later his face appeared above their heads as If he was trying
to keep his head above water, only that there was no water,
just teeth and flaring nostrils. When we saw his face, it had
all these cuts with blood oozing out of them. Long cuts, as
if made by razor blades. He looked me directly in the eyes.
I can never forget that look. As if he was already dead and
was asking me to accompany him.

‘’Awasthi, remember that night when we could have
played pool?’’

That night, I wish I had died too. Somehow. I wish I had not
said no to that misadventure of ours. Wish I had gone along
with them when they had suggested that we race across the
trees behind our squadron. I wish I weren’t tired after that
restriction reporting. Wish Awasthi had not motivated me
to stay put and wait for them while they had their little fun.
Wish he had sent me as well. Wish.’’

The silence between them grew longer as they waited for
him to spill more details of what had happened that night.
Instead, he just stood there transfixed, looking directly at the
moon. They felt that the way his eyes glistened in the moon
was completely outwardly. It was strange. You couldn’t
explain the look on his face in words. And you also couldn’t
look away.

The moon shone bright as he narrated his story to his
new course mates from NDA. They had just unpacked and
wanted to know everything about him, his course, and his
squadron which would become theirs as well in the next few
days. As they stood in the links behind the Ante Room, the
wind suddenly seemed to become colder, and the sounds of
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‘’Yes, wish those idiots were with us.’’
There seemed to no sense of loss as he made his way
past them, and disappeared into the darkness of 2245.
‘’The loss struck him really bad. Dwivedi was more than
a coursemate to him. He was like a brother. The night he
was killed, Awasthi didn’t come out of his cabin when he
returned. He has been this way since. As if all emotions have
dried out in him. That is why he can be so casual at times
when I speak of that night.’’

‘’Awasthi says they come back at times.’’
‘’What do you mean?’’
‘’Awasthi often tells me he has heard them coming back,
all laughing and making merry. He once told us that he even
sees them coming back, on nights exactly like this; Dwivedi
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with clot marks on his face, Joy limping and cracking jokes
and Ashwini all wet, without his scale A and with one of his
boots missing. The loss struck him really hard. We think he
has lost it. But then we don’t want him withdrawn, so we
haven’t reported. He still asks for them on nights like these.
Looks for them all round. We just pretend as if nothing
happened.’’
And from the same darkness, they heard Awasthi singing
and approaching them.
‘’Dwiwedi aur baaki aayein kya?’’
‘’No, yaar. They’ll Be back. Wait for them at the pool table.
Once they come, I will directly send them to you.’’
Awasthi whistled his way back into the Ante room. They
saw him pick the cue stick and look as relaxed as anybody
normal could be.
‘’It is so difficult to tell. He looks so normal.’’
‘’And yet you see how he always enquires about them
even when they all died screaming right in front of his eyes.
Loss can be such a maddening thing. Sometimes, I think, I
will go mad exactly like Awasthi. That, I too, will start seeing
them on nights like these.’’
The lights in the link flickered. In a moment they went out
except for one of them at some distance from where they
were standing. They couldn’t look him in the eyes. He had
this look of a defeated warrior. The darkness combined with
the steelish glow of the moon made it even creepier. They
didn’t want any more conversation.
And as if the world order had changed, did noise of
laughter start coming from a distance. It seemed to be
moving towards them.
Beads of perspiration appeared on their forehead. Only
he seemed as relaxed as he was while telling them the story.
‘’W-what is-is that?’’’

They gulped the lump in their throat while their jaws
dropped. And when the silhouettes reached that lone light
hanging in the links, everything came to light. Three young
cadets laughing, full of life; one with clot marks on his face,
another without a scale A and one of his boots and the third
one limping. As if the they had never been dead.
The NDA cadets could not get themselves to move. Their
faces turned yellow and eyes become bloodshot. They were
all wet with perspiration despite that cold breeze. And as
the three ‘dead’ cadets came closer, they mustered all their
courage and fled in the darkness. A dog barked somewhere.
He stayed there, as if welcoming them.
‘’The lights hurt my eye. I switch it off every night. How
come you guys aren’t bothered. Anyway, it’s easier if you
leave your pack in the changing room. See, I didn’t have to
carry it all throughout. Only one of my boots came out. Wish
I had worn another one as you had suggested.’’
He listened cheerfully and smiled.
‘’By the way, I’m still Attn C for my face scars, so
accordingly make my report in the morning PT class. It pains
but if falling in bushes helps you skip PT, I’m totally okay
with it.’’
‘’I’ll report sick tomorrow. This leg is hurting really bad. I
shouldn’t have gone for punishment run this afternoon with
a twisted ankle. Did you return the ice pack?’’
‘’Where is Awasthi?’’ asked Dwivedi.
‘’Waiting for you at the pool table.’’
‘’Haan, that last match, it’s still not over. But then who
wouldn’t have run away seeing the Squadron Commander’s
car?’’
‘’Anyway, who were those chaps?’’

He didn’t answer. He only kept looking at in that pitch
black darkness in the direction of the sound. The moonlight
clearly showed them his stiffened features, wide eyes and a
very terrible sort of a smile, a scary one.
The noise kept loudening and now one could make out
the distinct words of the conversations that were taking
place. ‘Dwivedi’ definitely resonated in that silence. And
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as footsteps started approaching them, shapes turned to
silhouettes of three human beings.
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‘’NOC’s. Funny rigs mein thhe tum log, toh bhaga diya.”
He smiled to himself as they took their turns taking shots
at the pool. He felt proud. Truth could wait till their next
muster.

- Cdt AK Singh
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A Non-insider’s view

O

n 14 Feb 19, a suicide bomber from an
infamous terrorist outfit rammed an SUV
loaded with 350 kilograms of explosives
into one of the buses carrying at least 40 Central
Reserve Police Force (CRPF) personnel out of a
78-vehicle convoy, killing 40 and injuring several
personnel. As a response to the ghastly attack,
one of the worst until now, 12 Indian Air Force
Mirage 2000 aircraft crossed the line of control
and dropped bombs on Balakot, Pakistan, which
housed a terrorist camp, killing a significant
number of terrorists. In the ensuing days, the
Indian Air Force dominated the skies and the news.
One would be curious about where the Indian
Navy was in all of this.
While we could have gone to many an expert and
requested them for an article, we wanted to hear
from a voice-on-ground. We wanted to hear from
a common Indian citizen, better still the youth of
this country and what he/she thinks of the role
that the Navy plays in current geopolitical climate
in general, and during instances of Balakot strikes
in particular.
So with this, we have Ms Aimee Joe Mathew, a
21 year old journalism student from Kerala, with
her version of what she and her likes i.e. 21 year
olds, ergo, the youth, think about the Indian Navy
and its role during crucial junctures such as the
Balakot strikes. Here is her article, ‘The Strategic
Role of the Navy During the Balakot Strikes’.
-By Aimee Joe Mathew
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THE STRATEGIC ROLE OF THE NAVY

DURING THE BALAKOT STRIKES

“Life is like a game of chess.
To win you have to make a move.
Knowing which move to make comes with IN-SIGHT and knowledge,
And by learning the lessons that are accumulated along the way.
We become each and every piece within the game called life!”
						
						- Allan Rufus, Author,
				
The Master’s Sacred Knowledge

W

“

“

ar, like chess, is fought with strategy and prudence; each move deliberated upon and executed with
tact and foresight in perfect timing.
The Indian Navy is one of the most technologically advanced, capable and powerful navies in
the world. Along with the Indian Army and Indian Air Force, the Navy plays a pivotal role in ensuring peace
and stability, especially in the Indian Ocean Region (IOR). It is a potent force, counted amongst the large and
powerful navies of the world. The force structure of the Navy is centered on the Carrier Battle Group, which
gives it immense combat potential, flexibility and sustainability. The Navy has inducted new capabilities in
recent years that has changed the way it operates at sea. Its primary role in peace time is to deter conflict. In
recent years, the Indian Navy has committed to be the net security provider in the IOR and is increasingly seen
as dependable partner by many friendly foreign countries in the IOR.
Nevertheless, despite these attributes the question remains as to why the Army and the Air Force are more
frequently relied upon in the event of surgical strikes, covert operations or swift attacks as compared to the
Navy. The answer lies in practicality and purpose. Much of the weaponry and technology within the Navy such
as ballistic missiles, torpedoes and the like, are large scale and heavy duty. Besides that, the sheer magnitude
of most of the naval vessels, which are so designed to hold up in the thick of battle, may create difficulties in
covert operations. Advancements in satellite imaging and radar scanners reveal every suspicious move, when
human intelligence is focused on that region. So the Indian Navy’s definition of stealth also includes the element
of surprise and not just the ability to go by unnoticed. Once we appreciate the significance of this overarching
view, we can better appreciate why the Navy is often not in public view of these covert operations.
Let us elaborate a little. As the navy focuses on maritime-centric missions, maneuvering large vessels may
take hours or days to reach a desired location, thus acting as a limitation when swift attacks at far away targets
are required. Deep inland missions may also rely more heavily on armed forces other than the Navy, due to
the remoteness from the sea. This said, missions and allied activities which are located at littorals may be very
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going to be over soon. The Navy shifted focus to the Gulf
of Oman with proxy tactics to do electronic warfare
exercises. Indirectly, this naval exercise blocked the
Pakistani sea ports from all different directions. Later,
the Pakistan prime minister Nawaz Shariff disclosed
that Pakistan was left with a just small amount of
fuel to sustain a full fledged war only for six days.
This is how the Indian Navy played an anchor role
so that Air Force and Army could attack convincingly
and undeterred. Further, the Navy was poised to
strangle the Pakistani economy and oil supplies - its
key war-making instruments.
Two important concepts regarding the Navy emerge
from the above example.

much within the reach of the navy at short notice when
aircraft carriers are positioned at strategic locations.
One might be surprised to know that in fact, no
operation ever happens in the country without the
Indian Navy being actively engaged in the strategic
planning of the event. Which begs the question:
What is the navy’s role, if any, during such attacks
and strikes?
Let’s take for example, the Balakot attack, where
the Indian Air Force was called upon for a surgical
strike. Unbeknownst to many, the Indian Navy was
geared up and positioned in strategic locations
between India and Pakistan way ahead of time,
should their deployment become necessary at short
notice. It is not an overstatement to say that almost
all offensives undertaken by the Indian Army and
the Indian Air Force, assume a final confidence in
the overwhelming might of the Indian Navy to be
able to step in and turn the tide of battle, when push
comes to shove. To this end, naval units are always
stealthily available at vital littorals from where they
can unleash their fury at short notice. To paint a more
vivid picture, the Indian Navy can be compared to the
strong man holding the rope at the very end of a tugof-war line. To understand the Navy’s rule further we
can take a look at its rule during the Kargil confllict,
to keep the enimies at bay, the Indian Navy started a
proxy naval exercise in the north the Arabian Sea. The
exercise was named SUMMEREX. This was a very clear
message to Pakistan and worked as a deterrence. As
the exercise moved closer to Makaran post, Pakistan
shifted its focus to escorting its oil trade from
the gulf in anticipation of attacks by Indian ships.

The first concept is known as Sea Control. This is
when a navy is so strong in the specific naval area it
controls, that its rivals cannot attack it directly. We
see this in Pearl Harbor where the Imperial Japanese
Navy had to use the element of surprise to breach the
US defenses. The second military concept (as seen in
Vietnam’s Mekong Delta) is Sea Denial; it is when a
naval force focuses all its combat efforts to deny the
adversary the use of near seas and waterways (the US
denying the Viet Cong). Thus we see that it is in pursuit
of these two roles of operation that the Indian Navy
has flagged off its modernization drive, to strengthen
its command over the IOR. Needless to say, the Indian
Navy’s capabilities are never trumpeted abroad to
preserve the technical advancements they possess.
Naval strategy is much like a game of Chess. Every
move is planned and coordinated and the element
of surprise timed to perfection. Just when the enemy
is not primarily thinking about the navy – the Navy
strikes that fatal blow, forever altering history.

As the days passed by, it was obvious from the efforts of
the Indian Army and Indian Air Force that the war was
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Book ReviewS
Book Review

Monsoon

THE INDIAN OCEAN AN D
THE FUTURE OF AMERICAN POWER
Author:
Robert Kaplan

I

n this 13th book, Robert D Kaplan,
correspondent of The Atlantic,
claims that the Indian Ocean will
turn into the new centre of ofpower
in global politics and the stage for
the “new Great Game” where global
power dynamics will be revealed. The
heart of the geopolitical map will this
no longer lie in the Atlantic Ocean,
as it has for the past centuries, but
shift eastwards. Nearly 40 per cent of
the worlds seaborne crude oil passes
90

through the Strait of Hormuz in the Wet
of the Indian Ocean, the author notes,
and on the other side, 50 per cent of
the world’s merchant fleet is anchored
at the Strait of Malacca, turning it into
the world’s most important trade route.
Kaplan thus argues that we need
to adapt our traditional perspective,
reflected in the design of our maps which
usually put the Western Hemisphere
or Europe in the centre. With his
distinct informal style, mixing policy
analysis with personal impressions and
anecdotes, Kaplan pulls the reader
into his vivid travel account, yet the
book si rarely superficial. Kaplan
begins his analysis in Oman, proceeds
clockwise to the coasts of Pakistan,
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India, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Myanmar,
Indonesia and finally Zanzibar.
He is particularly good at connecting
realities on-ground with geopolitical
implications, such as when visiting
Gwadar, strategically located post
city in the South of Pakistan, with the
potential to turn into another Dubai,
yet strongly dependent on Pakistan’s
political stability. His analysis is
equally enlightening when he argues
that the “frontier between Pakistan
and Afghanistan is no frontier at all,
but the heart of an Indo-Persian and
Indo-Islamic continuum that straddled
the high plateau of Central Asia for
millennia”. Given his freewheeling
approach, the author somehow achieves

to reflect India’s mind-boggling
diversity, ranging from his interviews
in Gujarat to Delhi to Kolkata, and
he identifies great hurdles India will
need to overcome, such as sectarian
violence – yet he also rightly observes
that “India stands dramatically at the
commanding centre of the Indian
Ocean”, which may provide it with the
crucial edge in the competition against

China. In addition, Kaplan sees a great
future for Indonesia, primarily due to
its democratic credentials.
In the final section of the book, the
author argues, similar to Kissinger in
his recent book, that the emergence of
the Post-Western World is inevitable,
adding that the Indian Ocean will be
the first region where this situation
becomes visible. The United States

should then seek to assume the role
of a “balancer” between the region’s
most powerful actors. At the same
time, Kaplan recognises that US
dominance will continue for some
time, for example, by pointing out that
the US still possess more than half of
the world’s aircraft carriers.
- Lt Cdr Ankush Banerjee

Book Review

It's Your Ship:

Management Techniques from
the Best Damn Ship in the Navy
Author:
Captain Michael Abrashoff

‘I

t’s Your Ship: Management
Techniques from the Best
Damn Ship in the Navy”, by
Captain Michael Abrashoff, is one of
those books that stand apart from most
others. The basic premise is that Captain
Abrashoff was able to take command of
a U.S. Navy destroyer that was one of
the worst performing ships in the fleet.
This particular ship was plagued with
poor morale, and practically had a zero
retention rate for the crew. In fact, most of
the crew wanted to be on a different ship
by the point where Captain Abrashoff
assumed command. What transpired was
a total reversal in the performance of
the ship and the crew’s morale. Within a
year, this ship was not only improving, but
was actually the top scoring ship in the
fleet and had the highest retention rate.

What exactly happened to allow for such Managers who simply dictate all tasks
an improvement in such a short amount without any flexibility create problems
of time?
because there is no room to maneuver
This book offers many easy to adopt or improve on it, and will only create an
techniques that can be incorporated into environment of simply following orders.
any organisation. In my mind, all people These individuals will no longer try to
in management or leadership positions recommend any improvements or new
should read this book. While some of ideas, and probably not care whether
the tips may not apply to all situations or not a project is successful. Morale,
or individuals, many of them can be innovation, and long term sustainability
used in some capacity. An example will suffer. Perhaps the main point
that stands out for me personally is stressed in this book is to allow those
how Captain Abrashoff empowered under you to make decisions, and then
the crew to make decisions. Insecure to support them. This ship turned into
leaders or managers may resort to micro- a ship with an enabled crew, which was
managing, and force all decisions to go the underlying force to propel it to a
through them, essentially displaying model ship of the fleet. An empowered
a general lack of trust in those they staff at any business will only cause the
manage. Captain Abrashoff went out of business to be stronger and probably
his way to trust the decisions made not more successful.
only by lower ranking officers, but most
importantly, the enlisted members of
the crew. This worked wonders for crew
morale. From their perspective, they
were being trusted, and took ownership
of the well-being of the ship. This was
not only a U.S. Navy ship, but “their” ship.
AHOY - SPRING TERM 2019
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Another example that stuck with me
from this book was to create a workplace
that is engaging and fun. Try to make
the office or work place a positive
environment, and staff will want to come
into work. For the most part, everybody
wants to learn and grow. By encouraging
91

the crew to grow professionally and
personally, they began to take pride in
the ship. People should be allowed to
grow and succeed, but it is vital to allow
for an atmosphere that it is equitable,
so that all members of the staff can
grow and improve both personally and
professionally. Situations where people
improve at the expense of others will only
create a largely negative atmosphere.
Captain Abrashoff was able to be a
positive force in the growth of the crew,
which allowed many to achieve success
not only on the ship, but in their life
afterwards. For a business, it is expensive
to deal with a high turnover rate. In the
military this is evident with short four year
commitments, but Captain Abrashoff
was able to circumvent this inherent
problem by cultivating a high retention
rate. Without the need to constantly
retain new employees, time and money
can be put to better uses. My personal

philosophy is to allow for all members of
our staff to grow in such a manner that
they rise to levels they wish. Sometimes
that may take them to other places, but if
they leave our employment, as long as it
is a step up the ladder, I feel I have done
my job. For anyone to leave to an equal
or lesser position, I would question my
efforts and decisions that may have led
to their decision.
One final thought pertains to a story
from the book when Captain Abrashoff
first took command. The ship would have
lunches on the deck from time to time.
At his first lunch as captain, he got in the
food line at the back as all others, but
quickly noticed that the officers would
jump in front, as rank has privileges. Some
of the officers noticed and spoke with the
captain about it. His response was that
he would wait in line like all others and
should not receive preferential treatment.
He also sat and conversed with the crew

while eating, thus was able to get to know
them as individuals and learn from their
own experiences. The other officers sat in
their prime areas on the deck away from
the crew, however they were observed
looking towards the captain not knowing
what they should do. At the next lunch on
the deck event, the officers went through
the food line, waiting their turns like
everyone else, and sat and ate with the
rest of the crew. This is a great example
of a good leader setting an example for
others to follow without having the need
to say “look at me” or “do what I am
doing”. If done right, others will model
their ethics and habits after an effective
leader such as this. For me personally,
leadership and examples should be set
at the top and work down through the
organization.
- Cdt Shahid Akhtar

Book Review

White Mughals:
Love and Betrayal In
Eighteenth Century India
Author:
William Dalrymple

W

hite Mughals is more than
just a poignant love story
with a tragic ending. Its
greater significance lies in painstakingly
piecing together the larger picture
of the cultural crossover that existed
between the British and the Indians and
of the mingling of hearts and passions
of both races.
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William Dalrymple, the intrepid
traveler, explorer and teller of exotic
tales, is an Indophile at heart, and now
history tells that he also has blood ties
with India. If his previous books City of
Djinns and In the Court of Fish-eyed
Goddess captured the pulse and soul
of India, with the classic travel writer’s
eye for detail, wry humour and a warm
empathy for his subject, this work of
It’s a bit like Lagaan in reverse. Here historic non-fiction will put the stamp
instead of the gori mem falling for the of erudite scholarship on him.
desi Bhuvan, it’s the gora sahib who
falls for an Indian princess. And thus
And what fascinating serendipity!
life imitates art.
A chance visit to Hyderabad’s old

The story of James Achilles
Kirkpatrick and Khair un-Nissa, shows
East and West are not irreconcilable
and never have been. Only bigotry,
prejudice, racism and fear drive them
apart. But they have met and mingled
in the past; and they will do so again. –
this is essence of the tragic-tale of love
in White Mughals.
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Residency Building – now housing the
The White Mughals, therefore,
Osmania University’s Women College draws back the purdah that has so
– and the buried tale of tragic love of far veiled this Indo-British encounter,
epic proportions was unearthed.
and counters the Kiplingesque Eastand-West-shall-never-meet thesis. It
White Mughals tells the story of was only post-1857 ‘mutiny’ that racial
Lieutenant Colonel James Achilles distinctions and British superiority were
Kirkpatrick of the East India Company, emphasised.
the Resident at the court of the Nizam
of Hyderabad in 1798, who falls in love
The book brings to life evocative
with Khair un-Nissa, the great niece of pictures of harem politics, court
the Prime Minister. Though ostensibly intrigues and the social-political
his mission is to build political bridges milieu of Hyderabad of yore, and also
with the Nizam, while his hidden agenda the workings of the John Company’s
is to expand British territory, it is he who Machiavellian tactics. Flavours and
is vanquished by the bewitching beauty fragrances of the city’s bazaars and
of Khair un-Nissa — ‘most excellent of the zennanas of the nobles waft
among women’. And for good reason. In through the narrative.
a picture of Khair un-Nissa, dated 1806,
The letters and chronicles unearthed
reproduced in the book “she still looks,
by
Dalrymple
paint word pictures of the
a little more than a child: a graceful,
delicate shy creature with porcelain era. “The majority of Hindoo women
skin, an oval face and dark brown eyes”. are comparatively small, yet there is
No wonder she steals the heart of the much voluptuousness… a fullness that
young Resident, who first sees her at a delights the eye…. The new-mown hay
is not sweeter than their breath...” wrote
royal wedding from behind a curtain
Gen William Stuart, a contemporary
Then the love story takes the of Kirkpatrick, popularly called Pundit
course of a legendary ballad, with Stuart for his fascination for Indian
the hero overcoming many obstacles, culture and the beauty and sexuality of
including breaking off the heroine’s Indian women.
engagement to a local nobleman and
Describing the architecture of
facing stern reprimands and wrath of
his ‘superiors’. But as true love knows Hyderabad, Dalrymple writes, “The
no impediments, Kirkpatrick converts cosmopolitan mix in the bazaars was
to Islam and marries his lady love. In reflected in the architecture of the streets
this saga, Khair’s mother Sharaf un- through which these crowds surged.
Nissa Begum plays the Cupid, who for While the bazaars and fortifications
reasons not quite clear is rather keen were entirely Indian in style, many
structures looked for inspirations to the
on the alliance coming through.
heart of Islamic world by-passing the
But White Mughals is more than experiments of Mughals in India… From
just a poignant love story with a tragic atop his elephant Kirkpatrick could
ending. Its greater significance lies see what appeared to be fragments of
in painstakingly piecing together the Bukhra and Samarkand, melon-ribbed
larger picture of the cultural crossover domes.”
that existed between the British and the
Descriptions of Kirkpatrick, who like
Indians and of the mingling of hearts
many
other British went completely
and passions of both races. The East
and the West did meet, “with their native, adopting the native dress and
unexpected mingling and fusions, their social ways, are fascinating. “He smoked
hybridity and above all their efforts at a hookah, wore Indian style mustachios
promoting tolerance and understanding and had his fingers dyed in henna.
…”
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Moreover James had taken on the
Eastern habit of belching appreciatively
after meals….”
The colourful romance ends on a
tragic note with Kirkpatrick deciding
to send their white-skinned children
to Britain and he himself dying alone
in Calcutta on way to his homeland.
“James had died among strangers… and
far from everyone he loved… he was
laid in the muddy monsoon ground. In
place of tears, there was a cold military
salute.” And finally Khair, too, died
alone on September 22, 1813, aged only
27, in Hyderabad.
Possessing an epic, historical sweep,
this book explores a pre-Passage to
India period and has all the ingredients
of a Hollywood ‘David Lean magnum
opus.’ No wonder rumours are abuzz
about Shekhar Kapur showing keen
interest in making a film based on the
book.
While the great strength of the White
Mughals is that it unveils a lesserknown aspect of British rule in India,
Dalrymple’s tenaciousness in locating
both primary and secondary sources –
many of them coming his way by sheer
luck – also needs to be applauded.
Copious footnotes and references
should delight any historian or scholar.
However, his over zealousness in
stuffing an overdose of information jars
the narrative with too many sub-plots,
parallel stories and many characters.
His prose is somewhat heavier
than is usual for the genre of ‘faction’
– a fusion of facts and fiction — used
in writing popular history. And this
probably stems from his desire to lend
gravitas to his thesis of East and West
meeting.
The White Mughals once again
reminds us that it often takes Whites
to uncover the cultural treasures of
India, while our own historians ignore
such stories.
- Cdt Mayank Goel
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COMMANDANT'S READING LIST
Ser

Title

Author
NON – FICTION

1

How to Read a Book

Mortimer J Adler, Charles Van Doren

2

The Constitution of India

PM Bakshi

3

The Ocean of Churn

Sanjeev Sanyal

4

Monsoon

Robert D Kaplan
Military History

5
6

History of WW II
Destroyer Squadron 23 Combat Exploits of Arleigh Burke's

BH Liddell Hart
Ken Jones

7

Gallant Force in WW-II
On Seas Contested

8

Battleship Bismarck

William H & D Robert

9

Assault from the Sea The History of Amphibious Warfare
Gear Up, Mishaps Down The Evolution of Naval Aviation

Lt Col Merrill Bartlett, USMC (Ret.)

10
11
12

Vincent P O'Hara & W David

Safety
Fighters Over the Fleet Naval Air Defence from Biplanes to
the Cold War
Airpower Reborn Strategic Concepts of John Warden &

13

John Boyd
One Hundred Days Memoirs of Falklands Battle

14

Pirate Alley CTF 151 off Somalia

15

Sea Power : A Naval History

Vice Adm. Robert F. Dunn, USN (Ret.)
Norman Friedman
John Andreas Olsen
Sandy Woodward
Adm Terry McKnight USN (Retd)
E B Potter

Maritime Strategy / Doctrine
16
17
18
19

Strategy
Fleet Tactics and Naval Operations

Indian Navy
Indian Navy
Wayne P Hughes

21

Maritime Strategy and Continental Wars
Rear Admiral K Raja Menon (Retd)
Makers of Modern Strategy from Machiavelli to the Nuclear
Peter Paret, Gordon A Craig & Felix Gilbert
age
The Logic of War and Peace
Edward Luttwak

22

The Continuing Relevance of On War

Bernard Brodie & Ralph Rotte

23

War and Politics

Bernard Brodie

24

Cyberspace in Peace and War

Martin Libicki

25

Indian Naval Strategy in the Twenty-first Century

James R Holmes, Andrew C Winner & Toshi Yoshihara

20
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INBR 8 - Indian Maritime Doctrine
NSP 1.2 - Ensuring Secure Seas Indian Maritime Security
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Classics on Strategy
26

The Landmark Thucydides

Robert B Strassler

27

Sea Power

Geoffrey Till

28

Some Principles of Maritime Strategy

Julian S Corbett

29

Gunboat Diplomacy

James Cable

30

India and the Indian Ocean

K M Panikkar

31

Under Two Ensigns (The Indian Navy, 1945 -1950)

Rear Admiral Satyindra Singh (Retd)

32

A Sailor Remembers

Admiral Ram Dass Katari

33

With Pride and Honour (Admiral R Pereira)

Cdr Anup Thomas

34

The Rickover Effect Leadership Traits & Effects

Theodore Rockwell

Leadership / Memoirs

35

Command at Sea

Adm James Stavridis

36

It’s Your Ship USS Benfold

Captain Michael Abrashoff

37

It’s Our Ship The No-Nonsense Guide to Leadership

Captain Michael Abrashoff

38

Time,Tide and Tradition
A Matter of Honour An Account of Indian Army, its Officers

V K Malhotra

39

and Men

Philip Mason

Pakistan
40

Pakistan Paradox

Christophe Jaffrelot

41

Fighting to the End Pakistan Army’s Way of War

Christine C Fair

42

Crossed Swords

Shuja Nawaz

43

Eating Grass

Feroz Hassan Khan

44
45
46
47

China
Chinese Naval Strategy in the 21 Century The Turn to
Mahan
China’s Maritime Ambitions and the PLA Navy

James R Holmes & Toshi Yoshihara
Sandeep Dewan

The PLA Navy
China Rising Sea Power The PLA Navy’s Submarine
Challenge

Gao Xiaoxing
Peter Howarth

Fiction
48

Master and Commander

Patrick O Brian

49

Caine Mutiny

Herman Wouk

50

HMS Ulysses

Alistair Maclean

51

The Hunt for Red October

Tom Clancy

52

The Cruel Sea

Nicholas Monsarrat

53

War and Remembrance

Herman Wouk

54

Winds of War

Herman Wouk

55

Mr Midshipman Hornblower

CS Forester

56

A Ship of the Line

CS Forester

57

Losing Nelson

Barry Unsworth
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from Tabs to stripes

Casting Off

A ship is always safe in harbour, but that’s not what ships are meant for. Embarking on a journey
that makes one loose sight of the shore to discover new horizons is part of the growth story of every
individual. In the ensuing pages, we congratulate the Passing Out Course and provide a brief glimpse of
the activities, celebrations, and epic festivities that marked the End of Term.

96
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The Indian Naval Academy, Ezhimala held the INA Ball
Autumn Term 2018 on 10 Nov 18. This signature event,
symbolising the social aspect of naval life, was declared
open by Vice Admiral RB Pandit, AVSM, Commandant, INA by
rolling the traditional silver ball. This event, held every term,
aims to groom passing out trainees in their transformation
into gentleman/ lady officers.
It was organised as a fun filled evening providing a
healthy mix of military etiquette and tradition. The event was
attended by officers of the station with their spouses and the
passing out Midshipmen and cadets accompanied by their
guests. The immensely popular Indian Naval Academy band
‘Flashpoint’ entertained the audience with their talent in
Jazz/ Rock music.

TANGO

“

Life is a dance, you waltz or you
Rumba, ChaCha or Salsa, But whatever
you do, make sure you know the steps,
Even if you have to make up your own.
Michelle Geaney

“

INA Ball

TWO TO
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The event is an important one towards grooming young
officers in interacting with the opposite gender in informal
social settings.

INDIAN NAVAL ACADEMY

COMMANDANT'S TEA

WITH PASSING OUT COURSES HELD AT INA

T

he passing out trainees of 96th INAC(B.Tech and M.Sc), 27th Naval Orientation Course
(Extended) and 28th Naval Orientation Course (Regular) interacted wit Vice Admiral RB Pandit,
AVSM, Commandant INA and other senior Officers over tea at Commandant’s House on
15 May 19. The event provides an opportunity for cadets to socially interact with the Commandant and
serves to motivate them to excel and aspire for senior positions. In his interaction with the cadets, the
Commandant advised the passing out cadets to hone their professional skills and remain committed to
the Naval core values of Duty, Honour and Courage.
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118 Midshipmen of 96 INAC were awarded B.Tech degree by the Chief Guest, Prof. Anurag Kumar, Director, IISC. Banglore at the Convocation
Ceremony held in presence of their parents and guardians on 24 May 19. The ceremony marked the culmination of a strenuous four year
training regimen, wherein the All India Council for Technical Education (AICTE) accredited B.Tech degree program is run simultaneously with
a demanding curriculum of Navy specific military subjects and a rigorous outdoor and physical training curriculum.

C o n v o c at i o n c e r e m o n y

THE CONVOCATION ADDRESS BY

PROF ANURAG KUMAR, DIRECTOR, IISC. BANGALORE

V

ice Admiral RB Pandit, Commandant INA, Rear Admiral Amit Vikram
Principal, Rear Admiral Tarun Sobti, Deputy Commandant and Chief
Instructor, Registrar, officers, proud parents of the graduating batch,
Midshipmen of the 96 Indian Naval Academy Course, ladies and gentlemen.
This is my second visit to the Indian Naval Academy to address the Convocation
Ceremony of the Indian Naval Academy Course (INAC). It is indeed a matter of
great pride and satisfaction for me personally to be among these young graduates,
who have been groomed over the past 4 years, and will emerge as Naval Officers.
At the outset, let me congratulate all these 58 young men who would be receiving
the BTech Degree. This is an important milestone in your lives and you have every
reason to feel proud. As your training at INA concludes, you have crossed the
first milestone of being technical graduates today and becoming commissioned
officers of the Indian Navy.
The Indian Naval Academy is our nation’s pride, a unique institution that aims
at moulding cadets into physically fit professionally strong intellectually agile, and
morally upright officers. It is here that the nation invests in the human resources
of tomorrow’s naval leadership, in order to meet emerging and future maritime
and national security challenges. Such an institution is particularly relevant and
important as India looks increasingly at the oceans and the maritime domain, to
safeguard and promote our national interests, and to promote peace and stability
in the Indian Ocean Region and beyond. The Indian Navy is the strategic arm of
the nation that secures the ocean gateways and spreads influences far beyond our
shores, in pursuance of our national interests. The sea lanes of communication in
the Indian Ocean are strategically important in the world. Almost all the world’s
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major powers have understood the importance and
have deployed substantial military assets in the
Indian Ocean Region. The strategic environment
of Indian Ocean is transforming the entire region’s
dynamics. It is certain that the complexity of the
situation is only going to increase in the days to
come with China joining the fray.
I would like to congratulate the graduating
Midshipmen for having secured admission to this
important institution, and for successfully completing
this demanding course of technical education and
military training. As you begin your careers you can
shoulder the twin responsibility of helping protect
the borders of our nation and of preserving the
reputation of this institution
I would also like to congratulate the proud parents

and the families of these graduates. Your unfailing
encouragement and love has no doubt played an
important role in the success of these young men.
I am sure that this is an occasion of great pride and
satisfaction for all the parents and families of the
graduating course. Your support has made this day
possible for these young men.
The Navy is a fine organization committed to
professionalism and excellence. The challenge is the
deployment of high-quality human resources and
providing the required leadership. As future leaders
you all have a major role to play in this direction.
One of the basic principles of knowledge is that
102
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the boundaries of we do not know grow faster than
the boundaries of what we know. Learning brings
humility, as the more we learn, we realise how much
more there is left to be learnt. Every successful leader
of men I know of, or have read about, is someone who
is passionately curious. Successful professionals are
those whose minds are always open and are constantly
curious. Your chances of progressing in your career
would be smaller if you are merely performing your
designated role without a proper understanding of
what your organisation does and how your role fits
into the bigger organization. Remember your BTech
education is an adjunct to your military training.
Your education is meant to sharpen your intellect
and decision-making and your ability to handle the
complexities of the future operational environment.

It is significant that it is about 100 years after the
first of the two world wars that together killed some
70 million to 100 million combatants and civilians.
The conflicts of the future are unlikely to be settled
in trenches. We are entering the age we of “cyber
warfare”, in which battles will be fought, won, or
lost on the information highways rather than on the
battlefield. The new weapon systems will involve
integrated sensing, decision making and control,
supported by autonomous vehicles and robots on
land, in the air and in the sea. The new targets will
be the smart information technology-based systems
that are entering more and more into the monitoring
and management of our infrastructure. No doubt,
during your naval service, in perhaps not too distant
INDIAN NAVAL ACADEMY

a future, you will be called upon to understand and
deal with these technologies. Before long, your naval
facility campuses will need to become “smart” by
using emerging technologies such as the Internet
of Things to manage water and energy. It is young
engineers like you who will play a major role in the
development, deployment and operationalization of
these technologies for the Indian Navy.
As a future officer, you will be a leader in an era of
rapid socio-economic changes, earning the respect
and loyalty at your subordinates demands exemplary
leadership qualities and management acumen. The
men you will lead are among the finest in the country.
They will demand that you lead them by personal
example, with self-confidence, belief in purpose
and responsibility. They will look up to you for your
integrity, character, and professional competence.

Therefore, do your utmost to be the example that
they expect you to be. As leaders, you are expected
to lead from the front, care for your subordinates and
be mature in your dealings. When faced with difficult
choices, have the courage of conviction to do what
is right. It is your responsibility to tell your superiors
what they need to hear and not what you think they
may want to hear. At the same time, encourage
candour among your subordinate officers and men.
Be receptive to their advice and accept constructive
criticism. You will be surprised by their wealth of
knowledge and enriched by their experience.

work. You are aware that in the Armed Forces, it is
the merit that counts. It has been rightly said that
your “attitude determines your altitude” meaning
how high you rise in your career, i.e., whether you are
a ‘winner or a loser’. Winners have a positive outlook,
losers are invariably negative. Winners find a solution
for every problem; losers find a problem with every
solution. A winner always has a plan. A loser always
has an excuse. People with positive attitude are
desired by everyone. Every organisation, with Indian
Navy being no exception, is looking for such people.
A time will come when you will retire from the armed
forces, you will be still be young and can serve a
variety of organizations in many ways. If you are
positive, a good learner, an efficient implementer,
and have high integrity, the sky is the limit for you
wherever you may be.

To conclude, let me reiterate that you have
been given the best that the nation has, in terms of
education and training. At this time, you owe back
to the motherland to fulfill her aspirations. I am sure
that each one of you will rise to the occasion and
strive to meet the expectations of the nation and the
Navy in particular.
With this, I wish all of you the very best in your
future endeavours.
Thank you
Jai Hind

Along with a passion for knowledge. I would
appeal to you to develop the right “attitude” to your
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Valedictory Lunch and Dinner

A

Valedictory Dinner in the honour of cadets of 27TH Naval
Orientation Course (Extended) and 28th Naval Orientation
Course (Regular), was organized at Katari Cadets’ Mess on
23 May 19. The parents and guardians of the passing out
trainees attended the dinner along with their wards and were
visibly elated and proud of the accomplishment of their
wards. The Commandant and other senior officers his spouse
interacted with the parents and cadets during the event
and congratulated them on their successful completion of
training at INA.

outdoor training display

FIGHTING FIRE

WITH FIRE

AZIMUTH

WHEN THE SEA WARRIORS STORM THE STAGE
“You must understand the whole of life, not just a little part of it. That is why you must read, that is why you must look at the skies,
that is why you must sing and dance, and write poems and suffer and understand, for all that is life.”
-

‘Azimuth’, an Arabic word that means a direction,
is a basic means of angular measurement in seafaring
parlance. The symbolic use of the word for the action
packed, fun filled, multi skilled variety entertainment
programme conducted an evening prior to the POP,
describes the degree of all-inclusive development that a
Cadet goes through in term of personality and soft skills.
The spectacular event for ST-19 was conducted on
24 May 19 with the Chief of Army Staff General Bipin Rawat,
PVSM, UYSM, AVSM, YSM, SM, VSM, ADC as the Chief
Guest. Kautilya auditorium was engulfed in a dazzling
show of talent with its specially designed, mesmerising
open sky like interior and magnificent props.
The opening act for Azimuth ST-19 was a tribute to
Indian diversity and its perfect blend of cultures and
traditions through ‘Natyashastra’ – amalgamation of the
resilient Indian classical dance forms.

Jiddu Krishnamurti

The classical odyssey was followed by a Naval Saga –
“The Indian Navy: Inspired to Join, an Honour to Serve”.
Starting with the evacuation of stranded Indian nationals
in a strife torn Middle East country by mission deployed
ships of the Indian Navy. The story unfolds into how a
rescued group of young siblings realised the beauty and
customs of their own forgotten motherland. The story was
a fictional narrative inspired by true events and showcased
varied activities undertaken by personnel in the Indian
Armed Forces.
The latter part of the act covered the signature mime
act ‘Life at INA’ portraying the eventful journey of a cadet
during training at INA and was stung together by a variety
of dances and melodious tunes strummed up by our very
own INA cadets’ band - ‘The Flashpoint’. The loud and
never ending applause of the audience during the evening
would continue to reverberate in the ears of those proud
participants of team INA for a long, long time.
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antim pag - the final step
A spectacular Passing out Parade (POP) held at Indian Naval
Academy on 25 May 19 marked the culmination of training for
300 Midshipmen and cadets of Indian Navy and Indian Coast
Guard including seven international cadets. The parade also saw
eleven female cadets marching shoulder to shoulder with their
male counterparts to join the ranks of the Indian Navy.
The grand parade was reviewed by General Bipin Rawat,

PVSM, UYSM, AVSM, YSM, SM, VSM, ADC, Chief of the
Army Staff .The glittering ceremony culminated with the

successful trainees forming up in two columns and marching
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with their gleaming swords and rifles held in salute, past the
Academy’s saluting dias, the Quarterdeck, in Slow March, to the
traditional notes of ‘Auld Lang Syne’ the poignant farewell tune
played by Armed Force around the world when bidding adieu to
colleagues and comrades.
On completion of the parade, the proud parents and
guardians shipped the Naval, and Coast Guard, epaulettes, known
as ‘stripes’ on the shoulders of their wards, thus symbolizing their
transformation from ‘cadets’ into full-fledged Navy and Coast
Guard Officers.
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Honour Roll

Squadron Championships
Ser

Event

Squadron

1.

Swimming

Eagle

2.

PT

Fighter

3.

Sports Trophy

Braveheart

4.

Debate

Braveheart

5.

Declamation

Daredevil

6.

Public Speaking

Fighter

7.

Quiz

Achiever

8.

Drill Competetion

Braveheart

9.

Academics

Braveheart

10.

Service Subjects

Achiever

11.

Champion Squadron

Braveheart

LIST OF AWARD WINNERS – ST 19
Ser

Medal

Occasion

Recipient

A No.

96 INAC
1.

President Gold Medal

First in Overall Order of Merit
(OOM) 10+2 Course

Mid Kilamsetty Vikash

3102/96

2.

CNS Silver Medal

Second in OOM 10+2 Course

Mid Samarth Limaye

3093/96

3.

FOC-in-C South Bronze Medal

Third in OOM 10+2 Course

Mid Kripa Sindhu Patel

3083/96
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Ser

Medal

Occasion

Recipient

A No.

27 NOC (EXT)
1.

CNS Gold Medal

First in OOM in NOC (Ext)

SLt Siddharth Shankar

15045/F/O

2.

FOC-in-C South Silver Medal

Second in OOM in
NOC (Ext)

Cdt Gourav Sangwan

3.

Commandant, INA Bronze Medal

Third in OOM in NOC (Ext)

Cdt Shreyash S Hanchinal

15014/E/O

14991/C/O

28 NOC (REG)
1.

CNS Gold Medal

First in OOM in NOC (Reg)

SLt Kreeshma R

15136/F/O

2.

Zamorin Trophy

Best All-Round Woman Cadet

SLt Kreeshma R

15236/F/O

3.

Commandant, INA Silver Medal

Second in OOM in
NOC (Reg)

SLt Yugal Gautam

15111/C/O

LIST OF TROPHY WINNERS – ST 19
Ser

Trophies

Description

Recipient’s Name

A No.

1.

FOCINC East

Most Promising NOC (Reg) Cadet

SLt Sumedha Mishra

15135/C/O

2.

FOCINC West

Most Promising NOC (Ext) Cadet

Cdt Vijayasarathy Vasudevan

15016/A/O

3.

FOCINC South

First in OOM in
INAC (MSc)

Mid Sanjeev Kumar Singh

3798/96

4.

CNS

Cadet Adjudged Best in Service Subjects

Mid Ajay Kumar

3108/96

5.

RRM

Most Promising INAC (BTech) Cadet

Mid Mohammad Amjad Khan

3087/96

6.

CINCAN

10+2 cadet with Highest in OLQ

Mid Killamsetty Vikash

3102/96

7.

FOCINC West

Best cadet in ODT INAC (BTech)

Mid Chris P John

3106/96

8.

FOCINC South

Most Improved Cadet INAC (BTech)

Mid Shashank Sharma

2684/96

9.

DGCG

Best Assistant Commandant

A/C Aman Jugran

15096/F/O

10.

FOCINC South

Best International Cadet

Cdt Shine Htet Aung

15155/F/O

11.

Book Prize

Second in OOM in
INAC (MSc)

Mid Atla Rathnakar Reddy

3818/96

SPORTS AND PT PROFICIENCY AWARDS - PASSING OUT COURSE: SPRING TERM – 2019
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Ser

Name and Rank

A No.

Proficiency/ Achievements

1.

Mid Chris P John

3106/96

•

Best Sportsperson

•

Merit Card in Football

•

Merit Card in Physical Training

2.

Mid Dipankar Yadav

3107/96

•

Merit Card in Basketball

3.

Mid Killamsetty Vikash

3102/96

•

Half Blue in Sailing

4.

Mid Sree Hari L

3793/96

•

Half Blue in Sailing
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97 Sagar Shauryas

ACC SPEAKS

ACC ADITYA JAIN

I

t is my privilege to articulate gratitude on behalf of my entire course and
do justice to the time we have spent here. To be true, the journey was full
of ups and downs, but we were determined to never give up and thus never
took a chance to rest on our oars. I agree that this voyage wouldn’t have been a
success without the guidance of our seniors and the support of our juniors.
As the cadets of INA pass through the links on a daily basis, they see it lined
up with quotes by men of great stature and intellect on both sides. As the years
pass, the cadets gradually realise the significance and meaning of each of these
quotes.

Captain Speaks

In our junior terms, we understood the true meaning of camaraderie and
standing by one another in both good times and bad times. It was drilled into us
to be at the right time, in the right place, in the right rig, and with the right attitude
and I believe it does form the basic way of the functioning of the academy.
Through the training regimen, the core values of the Navy - Duty, Honour, and
Courage were inculcated by us, and what seemed tough and undoable at first,
soon became habitual. We realized we could sleep in any place and in any
position, even with the sound of gunshots blaring in vicinity. We would never
forget the unending and unlimited roger sessions we went through and it is
rightly said that you won’t remember a night when you slept at 10, but you would
always remember a night when you did everything but sleep.
As we progressed on into our senior terms, we were awarded with privileges,
but we were told to always keep in mind that a person who values his or her
privileges over principles soon tends to lose both. We were given charge of
various events and through that we learnt leadership. Though initially what
mattered most was the josh and fervour, we soon understood that leadership
by example was equally required, by both our words and our actions as juniors
wanted someone to look up to.
Camps brought out the most fierce and resilient side in all of us as we
soldiered ahead with unbending spirit. It’s true that camps bring out the best and
the worst of us. It is there, that we truly understand that our strength depends
upon our weakest link. We realize that we cannot know our limits until we cross
them. In those four days of living on the edge and working as a strong adhesive
unit, there were times when our limits and will were tested, and I would say that
those who still kept pushing on were the true victors.
We, the 97 Sagar Shauryas entered the hallowed portals of this academy in
ST-16. As a course, we went through thick and thin. We were at the receiving
end of both sticks and pats on the back and were hence moulded into master
equestrians, proficient swimmers, enduring runners, able yachtsmen, and masters
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of every sport in the list. We represented the Academy in
various exchange programs, and were on the leading side in
competitions outside of INA. We developed the never say die
attitude and understood that hard work and perseverance are
prerequisites to excellence. We always kept the competition
among ourselves high, to such an extent that we didn’t let any
of us become a golden course.
When Spring Term 19 arrived, we were zealous to lead from
the front. The term saw tough competition in every single event
and the cadets did well not only in Inter Squadron events but
Inter Academy events as well. The Academy Sailing Team did
us proud by winning the Biangular Sailing Regatta for the 7th
time in a row and coming sixth out of 26 countries in the
Tan Regatta held in Italy. The Equitation team flew the INA
flag high in Bangalore and came back with many medals. The
highlight of the term was surely the Bakshi Cup. The Academy
Basketball, Volleyball, Football, Hockey, Squash and Tennis
teams toiled hard and kept the trophy where it belongs. Their
dedication and focus towards a common objective is worthy
of mention. The 97 Sagar Shauryas led by example and were
at the forefront in all disciplines. Having won the Bakshi Cup
twice in a row, we are bound to make it an Academy tradition.
The term etched an indelible memory in our hearts which we
will cherish for years to come.
In the end I would like to thank all the service officers,
professional cadre officers, sailor instructors, mess and
laboratory staff and even the civilian bearers who have helped
us get trained and have provided administrative support along
the way. I would thank our seniors who provided guidance
and juniors who provided the support during the last seven
terms. Our divisional officers played a key role in imparting
training and without their constant course corrections we
would not have sailed the same path. As the next course, the
98 Sagar Kshatriyas comes to power, I would wish them fair
winds and following seas, and I believe that they will take INA
to even greater heights. I would like guide them to set their
course by the stars and not by the lights of every passing ship
and always keep in perspective the vision of our Academy
whilst at the helm.
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CHAMPION
SCC SPEAKS

SCC Satyanandh Prabhu B

“Work hard in silence, let your success be the noise.”

As a tribute to Cdt Satveer Singh Garha, we brought
the Camp Varuna Trophy back to the squadron, which
I would say that this is among the most central saw each of us pushing above and beyond our absolute
ideologies of the Destroyer Squadron.
limits. Exceptional performance was also seen in Camps
I thank all my juniors, seniors and coursemates for Samudramanthan, Barracuda and Rookie where we
having faith in me and supporting me throughout my stood second, second and fourth respectively.
journey as the SCC of the Destroyer Squadron. I am
The remarkable team spirit in the squadron was
confident that I was able to live up to your expectations. cleary visible in the Inter Squadron Troop Games, where
The 97 Devastators took charge of the squadron
with the aim to retain our traditions and bring the
championship banner back; and hence, become 97
Golden Devastators in the process.

we fought with spirit and played fair to come third in
Football and second in Volleyball, Basketball and
Hockey respectively. By this time, we were already the
frontrunners in the race for the banner.

Not resting on our oars, we did nothing but prepare,
The loss of the JCA VIjayanand Trophy came as a
prepare
and prepare to bring the Drill Com Trophy back
big blow to the Squadron, but we refused to be pushed
to
the
squadron
after eight long terms.
down by one shortcoming, and I’m sure we will bring it
back next term.
Individual attention was given to cadets weak in PT
and
academics, with the goal of sending everyone on a
Performance in Public Speaking and Athletics was
full
leave.
lacklustre, but the Debate Trophy helped up get back
in the race.

I’m humbled to have had the last smile with the
banner
flying high in the Squadron Bust. As I hand over
The Kavayyi Backwaters saw the saw the deadly
the
baton
to the 98 Silver Dahaks, I am sure that they
daggers competing in the orange flotilla colour, where
will
lead
by
example and to take the squadron to even
our boats were seen cutting through the waters like
greater
heights.
daggers indeed.

SCA Shikhar Madaan

SCC Satyanandh Prabhu
Mechie God
Put-in Extraordinaire
The White Knight

A Silent Guardian
A Watchful Protector
The Dark Knight
114
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SQUADRON
I

Daggers, Smile

had always believed that somehow, luck was on our side. squadron’. While we remained ‘gracious in defeat’, there
It had always been so for the past two years of my time were those who perhaps didn’t understand the concept of
here at INA. In my second term camps, we won 400/400. ‘humble in victory’.
For the past two terms, we’ve been suddenly improving on the
But my SCC always said, “All these empty vessels will
last day and snatching X-country from anyone in contention. keep on making noise - but we will have that last smile after
Triathlon flipped the tide in my 4th term camps and from the Academy Dinner Night.”
probably third or fourth we were suddenly first! To those of
Perhaps it was a strange sense of “we’ll show them how it’s
you who remember Basketball Finals AT18 against Daredevil, done” that drove us to snatch the coveted Drill Com Trophy.
you will know that there was definitely some kaala jaadoo A result of the phenomenal effort of our 7th termers, truly
at work - after lagging well behind them the entire match, reflecting their strength as a course. The same spirit, I’m sure,
suddenly the power of cheering (kaala jaadoo) worked so is how they brought back home the Camp Varuna Trophy.
well that we went
As I type, my
from lagging by eight
thumb is bruised
points at five minutes
from all the tableto go, to leading by
thumping I did when
one point at timethe Commandant
up. “Fortune favours
handed over the
the Brave”, I thought
Championship
jokingly.
Trophy to my SCC. It
ST19 was, however,
was probably not the
less fortuitous for the
most gentlemanly
Destroyer Squadron
thing to do, but with
- we were doing
those all the empty
exceedingly
well
vessels sitting at the
everywhere, yet just
bottom of the points
falling short of the
table, someone had
first position.
to make some noise,
It all began with a
right?
most heartbreaking
On the way
second
position
back to Champion
in X-country - we
Squadron, we had
The Champion SCC, having the last smile.
weren’t defeated so much as just beaten by a better side. the greatest urge to, but our SCA just stopped us short of
Nevertheless, missing the replica was a big blow to the entire shouting and hooting in celebration. ‘Humble in Victory’,
squadron.
he reminded us.
We probably had more runners up positions than anyone
While I stood in silent awe of the seniors who had just
ever: X-Country, Samudramanthan, Barracuda, Hockey, become Golden in barely two months (while my course took
Basketball and Volleyball and even Novices’ X-Country. It two years! Not fair!), I had not the slightest doubt that they
was heartbreaking, yet exceedingly motivating at the same deserved every bit of the credit, every bit of the appreciation,
every bit of that trophy, and of course, every bit of that last
time.
Reaching three finals, yet winning none of them during smile.
the Inter-Squadron troop games was perhaps among the
A Smiling Dagger
greatest lows, even more so with various rival squadrons
- Cdt Advaith Rajendra
leaving no opportunity to ridicule the so called ‘put-up
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लहर

– कभी शात
ं , कभी ठहर हुई और कभी तूफान से भर हु । मचलती हुई, उफनती हु

आगे बढ़ती ह

समु

, कभी काम का बोझ और

,

कभी थोड़ा आराम। हर दन एक नई चन
ु ौती और हर दन उस चन
ु ौती का सामना करने
ना के अफसर कभी मुि कल से डरते

Ahoy

म

,

।

मे एक भाव होता है ,

ता है या फर सरल श द म कहूँ तो एक अपनापन होता है ।
तभ
ु ते है ।
ृ ाषा को ह चन
आई.एन.ए

भावनाओं को महसस
ू करने का मा यम है । बस यह एक

,

छोट सी को शश है सबको

सब ले

ंवार

के दन के बारे म सोचता हूँ तो याद आते ह कप के वो
, अपने जोश और कैडेट के अटूट जुनून के लए।

हमारे कप शु

हुए अ ैल क भयंकर गम म और चार दन तक चले िजसने हम समझाया
क अमर इनसान अगर ठान ले तो कुछ भी पा सकता है । हर दन 10-12

वो भी कमर पर 7-8 कलो का वजन उठाकर िजसे हर सब ने पूरे जोश के साथ पूरा कया।
400 C क गम ने मु

रहना, खल
ु े म नहाना,

ल बढ़ाई तो सह पर कैडेट ने कभी हार ना मानी। तंबू म

र खीच
ं ते पर एक साथ काम को सफलतापूवक ख म

क शाम यादगार रहे गी। जब मौसम थोड़ा सुहावना हो जाता और मनोरं जन काय म सबक
,

मजबत
ू बनाया। यह मजबत
ू ी आगे आने वाल

मदद करे गी।
कुमार द
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भारतीय नौसन
े ा
भारतीय नौसन
े ा, भारतीय सेना का सामु क अंग है जो

क 5600

गौरवशाल इ तहास के साथ केवल भारतीय सामु क सीमाओं अ पतु भारतीय स यता एवं
सं कृ त क भी र क है । 5,500

सन
े ा

भारतीय सीमी क सुर ा को

मुखता से नभाते हुए व व के अ य मुख म रा
के साथ
सै य अ यास म भी सि म लत होती है । पछले कुछ वष से लगातार आधु नक करण के अपने
यास से यह व व क एक

मुख शि त बनने क भारत क मह वाकां ा को सफल बनाने

भारतीय नौसेना सन ् 1613 ई. म ई ट इं डया कंपनी क यु धका रणी सेना के
सं

प

हुई। 1685 ई.
“
” हुआ जो
1934 ई. को भारतीय वधानप रषद ने भारतीय नौसेना अनुशासन

1830 तक चला। 08

दभ
ु ाव हुआ। वतीय व व यु ध के
समय नौसेना का व तार हुआ और अ धकार तथा सै नक क सं या 2,000 से बढ़कर 30,000
हो गयी एवं बेड़े म आधु नक जहाज़ क सं या बढ़ने लगी।

अनुसार लगभग एक तहाई सेना पा क तान को चल गई। कुछ अ तशय मह व के नौसै नक
बनाई और

, राजपूत, राणा, रं जीत,

7030 टन का

”, ू ज़र “

” एवं “मैसूर” दो

, िजनम कुछ अ त आधु नक पनडु बीनाशक

गेट सि म लत कए जा चक
ु े थे। “

तथा वायुयान नाशक
“कडलूर”, “बसीन” तथा “

“

”, “कृ ण” और “तीर” पुराने

”, “कारवार”, “

” से सुरंग हटानेवाले तीन

छोटे नौसै नक जहाज के नव नमाण का काय

लोणावला तथा जामन

”

,

1964 ई. तक भारतीय बेड़े म वायुयान वाहक, “

नौकाएँ, “अजय”, “

ू ज़र “

”, “कणानूर”,

वा न तैयार कए गए ह।

ारं भ हो चुका है और तीन सागरमुख

तर ा

” तथा “अभय” और एक नौबध
ं “ व
ु े ह। को चीन,
ु क” तैयार हो चक

ना भक य ऊजा पनडु बी है । दे श को ताकतवार बनाने म भारतीय नौसेना का बहुत योगदान
रहा है । 04
छुड़ा दए थे।
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, अद
ं र से सहमा-सहमा प य नुर रे लवे
-पास खड़े

कभी आख
ँ े मँद
ू उस नालंदा

टे शन के बाहर

हुए मने मेहनत और लगन से आई.ए
-सोच
घड़ी समा त हुई और दरू से आई.एन.ए क बस आती हुई दखी। आई.एन.ए बस म चढ़कर
हमने प य नूर गेट तक का रा ता तय कया
नूर गेट पार करते ह माहौ
कराया। द तावेज़ी कायवाह के बाद मुझे उसी बदलाव का पूण आभास हुआ। म लटर हे यरकट
लेने के बाद म अपने सर म हाथ फेरते हुए अपनी श ल को आईने म
के लए होने वाले घर म पहुँचा। उस आल शान

र अपने अगले चार साल

वा न को दे खकर म अचं भत रह गया।

-पास प थर से हुई सजावट दे खते ह बनती थी। ले कन इसके
स चाई मझ
ु े ज द ह पता चल गई। म अपने कमरे म पहुँचा और अपना सामान यवि थत
करने लगा। तभी एक सी नयर मेरे कमरे म आया और मझ
ु े अकादमी क

य त दनचया के

बारे म बताने लगा िजसको सन
ु ते ह म अचं भत रह गया। दे खते-दे खते समय गज़
ु र गया और

रात के
असीम सुंदरता को दे ख म दं ग रह गया। छुर -काँटे से खाने का पहला अनुभव कुछ अनोखा सा
ज

क बाहर द ु नया से नाता टूट गया हो। परू े दन के अनुभव को दमाग म चलतेख म हुआ।

कैडेट हरमीत कुमार गग

कैडेट सु मत शमा
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एक अरसे के बाद तुमसे ये मुलाकात मे
चाद
ँ नी,

दे ख

भावनाओं को मन

खी सी लगती है ,

सुनकर अंतमन के अं योदय से मलन को वच लत हो रह है ।
सोच रहा

या लख,ँू

,

उपहास ना करे । थोडी सी आशंका है , पर अपनी वफलताओं से ड ँ इतना कमज़ोर नह ं, और

चलो कुछ बताता हूँ तु ह,
,
कोहराम,

, आज
,

-

,
, मन करता है कुछ

,

लखूँ याकरण क अशु धता और शा

, मन करता है कुछ.....................

कैडेट राहुल कुमार

“हम” - “
मुि कल बहुत मल ,

”
,
,

,
, ह सले बुलंद कए,

आग म झुलस लए, मुि कल भी खब
ू सहे ।
न थ

,

,

चीर कर हवाओं को रे त पर भी हम
,

,

कुमार म ा
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, जहाँ तक कुछ नशान रहे

चले चलो जहाँ तक ये आसमान रहे

मज़ा तो तब है जब पैर म कुछ थकान रहे ।

मिंज़ल

कहना उनसे बहादरु था बेटा तेरा,
मरकर भी फज़ उसने पूरे कए।

ये फैले हुए ये पर बोलते ह

सुनकर जब खबर शहाद

ज़माने म िजनके हुनर बोलते ह।

कहना उनसे क गव वो मुझ पर करे ,
द ु मन से लड़ा,

,
, सीने म दबा भी न सकंू

सोचकर जब न लौटे गा भय
ै ा मरेा,

ऐसे िज़ द प रंदे ह क उड़ा भी न सकंू

,
कहना उससे न रखे वो मझ
ु से गले,

, क खा भी न सकंू ।
टुकड म बखरा हुआ,

खु शयाँ संसार क सार उसको मले।

,
बैठा हूँ
बैठा हूँ

,
,

दु

बैठा हूँ

दख
ु रहे गी मुझे बस इस बात का,

बेटा तुझको न दे खग
ूँ ा बढ़ते हुए,
कहना उससे क ये द ु नया वो जीत ले,

मुझे गम कस बात का
हौसला कमाल

बैठा हूँ

ये गहराईयां,

, ये तूफां

बस यह एक छोट दआ
है मेर ,
ु

सब तु ह ं को मुबारक हो
या डर हो,

खश
ु रहे

,

मौका मुझको मलेगा जो फर से अगर

बैठा हूँ

जान लट
ु ा दँ ग
ू ा म फर से दे श पर।

ए बैठा हूँ।

कैडेट अं कत कुमार म ा

कृपा संधु पटे ल
120

,

छोड़कर जा रहा उसको मँझदार म।

,

ऐ िज़द
ं गी ,

रोकर तोड़ेगी चड़
ू ी जो बीवी मेर ,
कहना उससे क वे माफ कर दे मुझ,े

या हुआ अगर नह ं मेरे मत
ु ा बक

मझ
ु े

,

पापा मेरे जो चप
ु -चप
ु से लगने लगे,

मत करना गु र

पूरा साल

दे ख लपटा हुआ तरं गे म मुझ,े
,
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से िजस ज़मीं पर पगामे हक सन
ु ाया,
,
,
िजसने हे जािजय से द ते अरब छुड़ाया,

तु हे लगता है सच श द के बीच रहता है ?
घम
ै ता है ?
ु ावदार सड़क के मोड़ पर बठ

चौराहे पर खड़ा सफ ज़ोर से हँसता है ?
अँधेरे म सबको और कुछ दे खता है ?

मुझे लगता है सच व कुछ दखाता है न बोलता

,
सारे जहाँ को िजसने

-हुनर दया था,
यूना नय को िजसने है रान कर दया था,
,

तुक का दामन िजसने ह र से भर दया था,
,
टूटे थे जो सतारे फ़ारस के आसमां के,

झूठ के चीथड़ को सीकर पहनता है ।

फर ताब दे के िजसने चमकाए कहकशां से,

बदहत क लय सुनी थी द ु

,

लोग कहते ह क झूठ चाह है और सच आह

जब-

,

,

,

न न खल चतुवद

सच मानो, झूठ

सय
ू

कुछ अनकहे सच के सल सल को सीता है
सच तो सब तरफ है , झूठ कह ं नह ं कभी

कहा नयाँ हम बनाते भी ह और झुठलाते भी।

सुनो वो सूय है ,
भूल

यश हँ चनाल

बसर बात से बढ़कर

गग
ं ाजल बरसा भी लेगा

सुनो वो नीर है , एक दन यास बुझा ह लेगा
सुनो वो गीत है , एक

सुनो वो पीर है , एक दन इ क भुला ह लेगा।
सुनो वो सूय है ,

,
ह बत दद आसमाँ खद
ु को खद
ु ा बना ह लेगा

सुनो, वो मीत है ,

सुनो, वो जुनून है ,
सुनो, वो सूय है ,
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Mid Aekansh Matul

A born Falcon, this Navy type was the proud Divisional
Cadet Captain of the Gomti Division and led his
squadron to new heights. He led by personal example
and maintained the highest standards for others to
emulate. This Cross country stud always believed in
ensuring true military bearing amongst his juniors and
was a perfect role model. A josh box in camps, this
midshipman was persevering and showed exceptional
resourcefulness in tackling unforeseen events
effectively. He was very hardworking and an overall
all-rounder. He was popularly known as the “Father of
the squadron” amongst his juniors.

MIDSHIPMEN
96 INAC

Mid Shubham Singh
With a simple and spiritual outlook ,this Midshipman
from Agra is commonly Known as “SHAMBU” among
his peers . With cool-composed nature , he is known
to be gentle,kind and helpful among his juniors.
Gifted with a gentle deep voice and vast knowledge,
he is also good orator who led his squadron in
Debate, Declamation and Public Speaking. He takes
pride in being a Camp Stud who pushed his squadron
to victory in Camp Varuna.

Mid Yagyavalk Singh

‘Naughty’cal Almanac

This proud “UP wala” hailed from Bareilly and was
known by his native place among the seniors,owing
to his difficult to pronounce name. He was the founder
and backbone of the first ever equitation team for
the academy and the team scaled new heights under
him. As a senior he was quite calm and composed,
one of those who rarely took charge but with highest
intensity. He was always the go to guy for clearing
doubts about any fundas, rules, priviledges and the
history of the academy.

Mid Sarvajit Ghosh
Ghosh Babu as he was known, is an alumni of
Sainik School Purulia. Acads and 10 m were his
Waterloo, stud in PT and punishment. Was the
PT in-charge of his squadron and was often
seen taking charge of squadron for games
especially football.

Candid appreciation
of outgoing seniors by
their juniors

Mid Amit Raj
This Mid is from patna, he is an proud alumni
of Sainik School Balachadi. An exceptional air
rifle shooter and very good volleyball player.A
person who believed in military bearing. He was
a very approachable senior and a mentor to
most juniors.

Mid Ayudh Roy
This Mid hails from Kolkata. Very good in
oratory skills and the performing arts, he
was his squadron’s go-to guy for the debate,
declamation and public speaking competitions.
Rumours have it that his own POP is the only
parade he has ever attended, thanks to Azimuth.
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Mid Vikasdeep

Mid Yogesh Sharma

Hailing from Dehradun , this midshipman was
exceptionally good in PT, X country running
and pulling. This proud SCA led the Daredevil
squadron to new heights. This feared SCA
was full of josh and made sure his juniors
performed extremely good in achieving their
goals. This marco-optee was an exceptional
stud in outdoor activities.He has high squadron
spirit and inspirational to all junior trainees.

The midshipman is a good swimmer and won
laurels for his squadron in this field. He is a
lively and humorous personality which made
everyone laugh. He is a good senior whom
everyone looked up to. He is very hardworking
and focused towards his goals. He was anchor
and torchie in his 7th term. He is merit card in
waterpolo.

Mid Kripa Sindhu Patel

Mid Billipati Sai Krishna
This Andhrawala hails from Guntur district. He was
exceptionally good in PT. He was awarded both
Torch and Anchor. He earned the Para badge by
completing Basic paratrooper course. Most decorated
Midshipmen of the course. He was PT and Academics
incharge of the Cheetah squadron. He was good
X-country runner and Speedster of the course. He
holds the record of clearing PT test in 1st attempt
throughout his academic tenure. Always seen giving
and taking Andhra type lift. He has high squadron
spirit and inspirational to all junior trainees.

Midi from Chhatisgarh, he is an alumni of Sainik
School Rewa, calls himself “white tiger” and KSP. He
was exceptionally good in pt swimming and running,
was a member of academy x-country team. He led
Braveheart squadron to victory as SCC in many
events , very cool and calm in nature, never seen sad,
also known as the funniest chap of course who can
make anyone laugh anytime. He was popular for his
‘shayri’ and poetry. Hockey gold medalist and athlete,
always been ideal to his juniors, famous among all
instructors for sleeping in all classes but scoring well
in exams, and holds anchor in service subjects.

Mid Vaibhav Chaudhary
Hailing from Uttar Pradesh, this Jaat was very
helpful and carefree. He was an excellent
basketball player and good at games. Always
had a ready to learn attitude and took good
care of his juniors well being. This midshipman
is said to be the most experienced person in
the field of punishment. Also known as “PAPA
FALCON” by his juniors. A true gomtian who
known to be the most successful camp incharge
earning eight camp trophies for his squadron

Mid Pradeep Kumar Patel

Hailing from Rewa , This midshipman has good
oratory skills and has led his squadron to new
heights. This PT stud is one of the seniors who
believed in passing and ensuring true military
bearing amongst his juniors. This exceptional
runner led his squadron to victory in X-country.

Mid Bobby Mathew Skariah

Hailing from Kerala, this proud Eagle DCC
led the squadron to new heights. He has
exceptional pt standards and is a very good
x-country runner. He was an excellent team
player and was able to push the course into
winning the camp Varuna trophy. He was a very
approachable senior and a mentor to most
juniors.

Mid Killamshetty Vikash
He was the FCC of flotilla 1. Well known among
the course mates for his need for high OLQ
points. He is a performer type in sailing and
has represented academy in academy sailing
events.

Mid Mohit Phogat

Mid Randeep Chahar

Hailing from Haryana, this Jaat was a really
good runner and was in charge of cross
country, public speaking events and InCharge of NOC Division in his seventh term.
In all these fields the squadron performed
exceptionally well under his guidance. Taking
special care of juniors he made sure all his
juniors performed more than their capabilities
and achieved their term goals.

The Midshipman is a very good swimmer and
has bagged many medals in aquatics for his
squadron. He is also good at squash and PT. He
was the swimming incharge of the squadron.
He was the epitome of fun and was always seen
chilling with his coursemates. He was always
up for a jam session. He was also known as the
party animal of his course.

Mid Kamaldeep Singh

Mid Samartha Ravindra Limaye

Hailing from Haryana, this proud SCC Falcon
led the squadron to new heights. He has
exceptional PT standards and is a very good
x-country runner. His good power of command
was one of the important attributes which
made the squadron win the drill competition.
He was popular among juniors for his helping
nature as he ensured that all juniors performed
above their capabilities.

An Ajinkyan by birth, this Marathi was a
perfect example of role model to his juniors.
He did everything in the academy with almost
perfection and was good in every activity he
participated. Being SCC Achiever he guided his
squadron in exemplary manner.A true leader,
gentleman ,kind and truthful he was the only
one of his kind.
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Mid Dipankar Yadav

A born Falcon, this josh-type Navy type was known
to be a happy and fun loving senior. An exceptional
Basketball player who won a gold in Bakshi Cup in
his last term. He is also an exceptional swimmer
who has won laurels for his squadron in swimming
and Water Polo. A keen gymnast and was also
called “rock-star” by his course-mates for his
exceptional guitar skills. This Navy type was known
to ensure training for his juniors and always gave
lift to his fellow navy -type juniors.

Mid Aman Yadav
This former ACA was a menace to his DCA’s
owing to his good oratory skills and terror
inducing voice. This Navy-type with his well
built body was a stud in PT. He took charge
of his squadron in Inter-Squadron Debate and
Declamation. This exceptional swimmer led his
flotilla to win the aquatics championship.

Mid Ajay Kumar

Mid Abhishek Kapoor

This man who knew infinity was a proud Aryan.
7 term torchie and anchor was well known
for his bhojpuri accent.He was a great terror
amongst instructors because of his learning
capablities and knowledge. A good sportsman,
a cooperative coursemate and an ideal senior
will be remembered for his accuracy in camp
navigation.

This midshipman was a proud Sujanian and
soul of the squadron during his tenure. He was
an exceptional cross country runner and was
finally able to deliver in his final one after failing
many times. He was well known for his ways of
course corrections he use to give to his juniors.
He was very calm,soft spoken and helpful in
nature to his juniors and coursemates as well.

Mid Himank Pathak

Mid Nikhil Chaturvedi

Falcons touched new great heights of glory
under this SCA. This proud Rajasthani was very
good at all sports and other ODTs. As SCA he
was a falcon to be wary of, but a very helpful
coursemate and understanding senior. Known
for his love towards music, and start any song
in front of him and he can surely complete it. A
falcon to be looked up to for the entire falcon
family.

This air force type was a proud KV-ian. He was
very good in technical PT and an exceptional
sprinter. Was service subject incharge of the
squadron in his 7th term and brought a trophy
home. He was anchor awardee and a torch
aspirant. He was a chill type senior but used
to psych his juniors for basic military bearing
anytime anywhere.

Mid Prateek Kumar
This Midshipman hails from Ranchi . This proud
Eagle SLC led the squadron to new heights.
This Navy-type was a man of utmost values. He
was calm, soft spoken and helpful in nature.
He was a good x-country runner and with his
josh filled performance in camps he pushed his
course into winning the camp Varuna trophy.He
has high squadron spirit and inspirational to all
junior trainees.

Mid Suraj Kumar Akoijam
A soft hearted person who is quite independent
in nature. A health conscious person who has
cleared his push ups with a single arm. Nothing
stands against his will. He is an epitome of a
man who overcame every challenges.

Mid Ankit Gaur
Commonly known as “BAAP” among his peers
this Haryanvi is an unchallenged X-country
Champ who stood on countless podiums and
has his cabin flooded with medals. He brought
laurels to the Academy and Navy in various
championships, Bakshi & Sabhiki cups and
brought glory home. This marco-optee was
an exceptional stud in outdoor activities. This
NCS-type was a man of utmost values and a
refined taste and always believed in grooming
his juniors.

Mid Agilan T N
This Amravian was invisible at night, always
smiling. Juniors were afraid of his looks. He
was the Black Panther of the course. Had a
helping nature and loved to play basketball..

Mid Chris P John
This midshipmen was exceptionally good in all
outdoor activities. This midshipmen was called
‘chrispy’ by his coursemates. He was awarded
proficiency in Football and PT. He was the PT in
charge of squadron and made sure that all his
juniors passed in time. He was the captain of
INA Bakshi contingent which brought the cup
back to INA. He was very calm and soft spoken.
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Mid Amit Kumar Singh
This ancient midshipman of the course, had
been in academy since time immemorial
but never learnt how to tie a tie knot. Fondly
known as the “chacha” of the course. PT was
his Waterloo. An Anchor in service subjects, this
midi had an impressive personality.
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Mid Lulu Lourembam

Mid Srihari L

Josh-type boxer, he is the die-hard fan of
Mumbai Indians. Always helpful to everyone,
merit card in making notes. Often found
flaunting his deep pockets. Frequently found
searching for his 5.5 size shoes.

This Bijapuri was the laughing rabbit of the
course with a high pitch SONAR voice and front
faced bi-directional RADAR array. Spent most
of the academy days doing sailing. Commonly
known as cheta. Stud in PT and running.

Mid Ankit Kumar Patel
This soft-spoken but outspoken person was
stud in academics and service subjects. He was
known for his hilarious comebacks. Mess staff
was always looking for his secret jelly pudding
recipe. Was jack of all trades but master of
some. A hardworking person, tried to improve
in everything.

Mid Shubham Mukherjee
This Ex-NDA was good at all troop games
and cross-country. This bong used to sing
irritatingly loud in corridors and imitate others.
Always looked tired and out of breath.

Mid Partha Sarathy SH
This sturdy gladiator excelled in NDA, his
effortless PT standards earned him the moniker
of nuclear plant. An anchor in service subjects,
this bison was Lebron of the wing. Apart from
his affair with food, his first love ‘sleep’ always
kept him calling.

Mid Akshaykumar Yalegaon
This ex-NDA Bijapuri was a good sportsman
and worked hard for excellence if and when
he managed to escape the clutches of his bed.
Could do or say nothing for weeks at a stretch.

Mid Saksham Saxena

Mid Sreenath

This short and overweight ex-NDA was popularly
known as ‘Tyrion Lannister”. Wore short clothes
to appear more muscular. Was very good in
football, cross country and academics. Never
did stretching.

A principled man and an upright Jaguar from
NDA. This venomite showed his dominance
in the fields. ‘Machha’ of the course whose
attachment to Rajnikanth was legendary. Had
a record for never missing a meal at mess.
His attachment to his bottle and slippers was
supreme only to his love for babu rao vests.

Mid Ojas Kulkarni
The sleepy stinky ‘sailor’ ‘SOSA’ was a big
’fundebazz’. Though his ‘fundas’ rarely worked.
his ‘Lima’ identity never leaves him and neither
does he. This Joe Jordan juggled between
academy teams for its perks. Falls ill for girls
will. This anchor fulfilled his dream of sailing
to Italy.

Mid Ritwik Dey
The Bengal Cat, techie of the course always
interested in new gadgets. The gadget guru
and the top seed in squash. A die-hard fan of
junk food and “mister-know-it-all”. A sloth by
the day and a bed bug at night.

Mid Avyakt Mishra

Mid Sanjeev Kumar Singh

An Ex-NDA, a person good at heart was the
undisputed “neta” of the course. He is known
for his ‘bhaand’ and useless debate arguments.
A good orator and was seen most of the times
in whites on holidays. His constant need for
attention was comparable only to his need of
good cleanship. Could be found ironing his
shorts whilst not wearing them.

A talented person who can pick up things fast.
Always found helping others. A calm minded
person who always tries to improve no matter
what comes his way. Was the gossip bhabhi of
the course. Famous for being the Bandmaster
and piping his problems at every possible
opportunity.
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Mid Amogh Nitin Musale
Mid Fahim Khan

This ex-NDA was good in all sports an anchor,
a X country medalist too. The Mumbaikar was
seen ‘tapori-ing’ around barebodied. His life
was a constant circle of study, play, watch
marathi videos, repeat. Famous for being the
fastest man in the links. His clock was set to
Musale standard time.

This Ex-NDA was the stealth submarine of the
course. The shammer of the highest order, but
was PT stud, professional ‘bhaand’ and never
found in his own cabin. Barely managed to pass
in academics. He is also known as ‘tripped gyro’
of the course.

Mid Utkarsh Baru
This Rimcolian was rarely seen out of his cabin.
10 mtr jump has always been his Waterloo.
Rarely used the washing services of the
academy. Most likely to get honey trapped in
future. An anchor in service subjects and good
in PT. Was fond of clicking selfies in Shivaji
the boss pose until his phone was confiscated
during the act.

Mid Pailla Raamcharantejaa
An ex-NDA who always looked surprised and
lost. Very simple and intellectual guy. Loved
sleeping as much as Marvel movies and GOT.
Was rumored to work part time at Hyderabad
film industry during term breaks. Still recovering
from pneumonia.

Mid Sourav Koundal

Mid Vibhor Upadhyay

This Ex-NDA was good in PT, academics. He
was good X-country runner, hockey player
and part of Academy team sailing. Loved to be
the butt of all jokes. Had a never ending itch.
Famous for his National Knowledge Network
which he operated out of Somalia.

The ‘Captain on voyage’ had a swag of different
level. Was fondly known as ‘Captain’ for his
impeccable personality. This Anchor was class’
Wayne and instructor’s Bane. Inducted into
the navy as the official test load for jackstay
practices.

Mid Deepkant Sharma
This Delhite is the best orator of the course.
This jail flank inmate was a frequent visitor
of the MSc flank washroom for no reason. He
has all the ‘gyaan’ in the world and can give
knowledge on almost any topic. He used to cast
a spell using hand gestures and baritone which
made everybody’s listening functions nonops. Was the first rider of auto along Rajpath.
Famous for his maggi diet that kept his nonexistent neck-operational.

Mid Pranshul Srivastava
This ex-NDA was always seen playing around
on the basketball court. Famous for his ‘don’t
care’ attitude. Always seen sporting a big smile.
Had regular appointments with Dr. Batra.

Mid Anushil Kumar
This Ex-NDA highly motivated everyone
whether it was the x-country route or boxing
ring. This anchor could be found gorging mess
food all the while dissing the quality. Was at
constant disagreement with functioning of
academy owing to his hunter roots. Camp
Varuna still gives him nightmares.

Mid Rishi Raj Tripathi
A very studious and hardworking person,
famous amongst the coursemates for his
‘hissing’ abilities. Popularly known as “snake”.
This Nawab was very dedicated towards every
job he was assigned with.

Mid Shashi Kumar
Full Blue in PT, proved his mettle in all fields.
Rewarded himself with a dad-bod after passing
PT in first attempt. Could always be found
occupying the washing machine, a reminiscent
of his field occupation days. Casualty of
Whatsapp-gate scandal. Always had criticism
up his sleeve.

Mid Jeet Gopal
This ex-NDA was above every “moh-maya”.
First Ambikan to join the forces, and enjoyed
seniority throughout his childhood. Was
excellent in football, x-country and mugging
up ROR.
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Mid Nived K

Mid Vivek Kumar Rai

This midshipman hails from Kannur and had
the privilege to visit his home on every liberty.
Hockey player and a good runner was known
for his mallu accent . Although academics was
never his field of interest but he was always
keen to study and gain knowledge.

This ex-NDA was not seen outside his cabin
except for festival matches. His physique was
inversely proportional to his pt status. Always
seen wearing earphones. Never missed an
opportunity to brag about self.

Mid GIDS Gamanpilla

Mid Atla Rathnakar Reddy

Also known as DON , this midshipman hails from
Sri Lanka. He was loved by his coursemates for
his helpful nature. He was average in PT but
tried very hard to improve. Although he had a
belly of a businessman but it never really got in
way of his physical standards.

An academician who danced to telugu tunes in
his free time. Always helpful towards his juniors
and a jolly ex-NDA loved by all.Slowest man in
the academy. Avid user of hair oil.

Mid Rishabh Verma
This delhite had all the features of a true
delhite. He was called as “Verma Sir” not only
by his juniors but also his coursemates and
seniors. He had a special talent of clearing all
his due tests including PT swimming drill and
academics in last attempt. He was known for
his carefree attitude and never tensed state of
mind whatever may be the situation.

Mid Shashank Sharma
He is the good looking chocolate boy of the
course. He was known for his ability to ask
doubts even with the easiest of topics. He is
focussed and dedicated towards service.

Mid Shekhar

Mid Vikas Kumar

The JAAT of his course. He hails from Panipat.
He was loved by his juniors . Also known for
initiating a lot of rumors in academy. He was
very dedicated for his squadron and a very hard
working individual. Also he had a special thing
for Camps.

Also known as the academic incharge of the
course. He used to teach entire class before
exams . Torchee and average in PT, this
midshipman is very jovial in nature and is
known for his positive attitude towards life.

Mid Bazil Singh Virk

Mid Vijesh MP

This gentleman khalsa has got his foot in
all fields of the academy. From being a PT
stud to merit card in hockey, from being the
best in OLQ to leading his squadron to the
championship banner, this midshipman has
achieved high merits everywhere. A true leader.

The army type mallu of his course was known
for his running abilities and was a stud in
PT. Although he was weak in academics but
ironically was the only cadet who opted for
mechanical branch. He held the appointment
of SLC in his VII th term.

Mid Kushagra Dimri
Hailing from the capital city of Uttar Pradesh,
this midshipman was disciplined and well
mannered. Also he had good oratory skills
and was a good volleyball player. He was
known for his calm state of mind and was well
known amongst his juniors as someone they
can approach. He had a strong affinity for his
squadron and became the SLC in his VIIth term.

Mid Manaswi Rana
He is known to have done enough training in
his junior terms that his basics were well rooted
as he became senior. Also known as “Rana Ji”
he was appointed as SLC in his VIIth term. He
is good in academics. He is known to be very
straight forward and speaks what he feels.
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Mid Mudit Sety

Mid Manwinder Singh

A proud pahadi of his course, he was known
for his strong love for sports. He was good in
X-country and a very good hockey player. He
was a good junior , well disciplined and a put-in
type senior.

The second Khalsa of the course had an
excellent mind. He was sharp . He became the
SCC of his squadron for his ability to lead and
also the calm state of mind that he possessed.
He had a special talent of sleeping all 24 hours.

Mid Amitan Vats
This midshipman had a special quality of
having a smile on his face whatever may come .
Hailing from Sainik School Kunjpura he had his
military bearing deeply rooted. This former SCA
of the Eagle squadron had a sharp mind and an
excellent grasping power. Little weak in English
, he was always meritorious in academics.

Mid Rahul
This midshipman hails from Chandigarh and
was hifi in academics. He had the talent of
remembering things. He was good in OLQs and
was very good senior . He was focussed and
dedicated towards his goals.

Mid Mohd Amjad Khan

Mid Abhimanyu Sharma

Also known as “BABA” , this midshipman was
known for his moral and ethical lectures. A hifi
put-in type individual he had his goals set . ACC
of the course, wanted to participate in triathlon
and so bought a “very expensive” cycle in his
VIIth term. Also he improved a lot in all aspects
through his journey at INA.

Mid DMVC Dhanasekara

This x-country podium had an injury in his junior
terms but never gave up his love for running.
He was good in PT and had a strict follower of
Arnold. He was gym freak. Known for his not
so good drill skills, he was the training captain
of the course and ensured training of all his
course mates in junior terms .

Mid Mohd Danish

The second Sri Lankan of the course was
known as “Chote” by his coursemates. He was
an exceptional rower and had very skilled
seamenship traits. He was a stud in PT and had
a very good physique. Although a bit weak in
English , he managed to learn a few punjabi
songs in academy.

This chocolate boy had a beautiful voice and
was the musician of his course. He was very
hard working and dedicated junior. He was a
responsible senior. Not only a good singer but
also composed some very famous songs within
the course.

Mid KKKA Kannangara

Mid Abhishek Tiwari

This Sri Lankan had the longest name amongst
the three . He was the IT incharge of his class.
His height complimented his name . He was an
excellent rower and showed his mark during
camps with a never giving up attitude and won
two camps for his squadron.

Mid Shubham Kumar

Mid Mohd Parvez

A true sincere and hardworking Midshipman. A
person who faught against fate even in adverse
conditions of life. He is a very good volleyball
player.

The Michael Jackson of his course was an
excellent dancer. He was a PT stud and average
in academics. He had special love for anime. He
was loved by his juniors .
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This midhipman hailed from Kanpur. A hard
nut to crack, never gave up in any field. He
was a good athlete and a put-in type senior.
He was calm and composed and always had
an alternative solution to any situation.
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Mid Arpit Mahajan

Mid Shiva Attry

Improved a lot in his midshipmen tenure.
Intrested to take initatives.Helps juniors and
couresmates a lot.

He was a terror to juniors during his tenure as
FCC of foltilla 1. He is good in academics and
an average performer in PT.

Mid Shivam Bharadwaj

Mid Vishal Sharma

A well talented and hardworking person. He
was very weak in Pt during his initial days in
academy but has improved a lot towards the
end of his academy tenure. His performance in
festival cricket match was really aspiring. He is
a good motivator for his juniors whenever they
have any dificult time.

Popularly known as the “ Bhagat Singh “ of
his course due to his curly moustaches,this
mid also won the title of most hardworking
midhshipmen of the wing.Known to have a
persistent smile in the adverse situations. A
Good mentor and a helping senior.

Mid Amal John Mattam
The way of imrovement of this mid from his
junior terms will always be a inspiring story for
many of his juniors. A well-known stud in PT, his
physical standards were so good that nobody
even said anything against him. He was average
in academics and was good in hockey.

Mid Ashish kumar
He was the SCC of daredevil squadron in his
7 term.The midshipmen who lived on high
principles and ethics.Always morally upright
and strived for excillence.

Mid Midhun Raj K

Mid Pramod Kumar

He was really good in academics .Got torch in all
terms except 7th term. He was struggling to pass
PT in initial terms but ended up his academy
tenure with a name ‘Beam Machine’ among his
coursemates. He was average in X-country and
was SLC of Achiever Squadron.

He was the SCA of Braveheart squadron in his
seventh term. He was a torchy in his first term.
Have a helping mentality towards coursemates
and an ideal senior for his juniors.

Mid Irfan Khan
He through his hardwork and determination
made the cheetah Squadron champions once
again during his tenure as an SCA. Known in
his course as a stud X- Country , football and
atheletics . Hero of festival matches during
his midshipman phase. Helps juniors and
coursemates a lot.

Mid Amit Bhardwaj
A true sincere and hardworking Midshipman.
He is good in PT and Academics. He was torch
type in his 5th and 7th term. He is helping in
nature and and always hepled his juniors

Mid Aakash Dabral
This Navy type midshipman is a very good
basketball player. An outdoor person, he has
some excellent skills in hockey and volleyball
and he led his squadron in various sport events.
He took keen interest in his juniors, helping
them become good officers of the future. He is
a excellent orator and helped his squadron win
public speaking competion.
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Cdt Aravind Manikandan
This OG Mallu was a good runner. Known to
follow orders to the brink, this cadet is also
good in drill. Known for his big humorous smile
and weird big eyes, this cadet is good in studies.

Cdt Kishore Kumar Nandipati

ACHIEVER
SQUADRON

Cadet Kishore talks a lot but compensates it
by being good in academics. Known for his
sincere and just attitude, the word disciplined
stands apt for him. Fondly called by his seniors
as Nandi, he would never forget his unending
supply of biscuits to the flank.

Cdt Harsh Abhishek Singh Thakur
This Bhopali is good in PT and swimming and
“exceptional” in drill. Known for spending hours
on the squadron landline this cadet is punctual
and very good in time management. A very hard
working and diligent , he had a never-say-die
attitude. He would often motivate his course
mates and set an example of leadership.

Cdt Vijay Pratap Singh
A demo cadet, he is good in PT and drill but a dead
sinker in swimming. Known for his josh-type attitude
and quick reactions this cadet is always secured by
seniors in everything. A very disciplined and sincere
cadet.

Cdt Rahul Roy
Though his surname sounds Bengali, this cadet
is the iconic Bihari of the division. Known for
his sharing and caring attitude, if he had half a
biscuit he would share that too! Also known for
his hardworking attitude and relentless spirit,
this cadet has improved in all spheres.

NOC (Reg & Ext)

Cdt Onkar Hadke
A sincere hard working trainee, he was always
punctual. He has a very good knowledge of
mechanical engineering. He helped his juniors
with PT and taught them tricks to increase their
PT standards. Often soft spoken but made his
actions always echo around with his efforts.
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Cdt Nischay Bhargava
This “Bareilly ki Barfi” of the course is a wellbalanced calm and self-confident soul. Jolly
by nature. He had a habit of making everyone
laugh even during long musters. He had a high
level of course-mate spirit.
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Cdt Abhishek Kumar Singh

Cdt Saket Kumar Soneji

Hailing from Kanpur, this cadet is exceptionally
good in PT and even cleared it in his first attempt.
Good at poetry and shayari, this cadet keeps
everyone’s heart in a frenzy with his poems. His
love for food is undaunting and is also a joshtype personality.

This Gujrati is a tough guy and impossible
to break. His attitude of not giving up, be it
cross country or PT inspires all. With calm and
composed nature, he has been very supportive
to the course throughout the academy tenure.

Cdt Vishal

Cdt Neeraj Kumar Verma

Inspite of coming from Gurugram, this cadet
is not the definition of a true Haryanavi. Know
as the “Training Captain” of the course and has
improved a lot in his PT but is very helping in
nature. Fondly called by his coursemates as
“just Vishal”. A very disciplined and calm cadet.

Hailing from Indore, this cadet is the josh
reservoir of the division. A knack for learning
things quickly, from being default class leader
to Sec-Com, he always delivered and inspired
best in others.

Cdt Yashasvi Jaiswal
This Rajasthani is unusually good in swimming
and has taken part in national level sailing
championships. Fondly called by his coursemates as samosa, this cadet is a hard-core
foodie. Known for his apt knowledge of armed
forces due to a military background, always
checks his course-mates for wearing their rig
incorrectly.

Cdt Mukil Hariharan T

Cdt Deepak Chopra
This Himachali is fondly called “gol gappa” by
his coursemates. Good in hockey, debate and is
also the training captain of the course. Known
to be late for every muster but the first one to
clear DST. A very disciplined and calm cadet
and is known for his josh-type attitude.

Cdt Vidyasagar

A disciplined, punctual and hardworking
individual who has the eagerness to learn new
things. Standing tall among the course-mates,
he is diligent and hardworking. Exceptionally
good in volleyball, this Tambi is also good in
swimming.

This cadet claimed to be from Ghaziabad but
was an undercover South Indian. He spoke 5
different languages and made up for his not-sogood physical standards with his handwriting
and presentation, no doubt he was the official
report-maker of the squadron for the term.

Cdt Divyank Rai

Cdt Mahesh

This Banarasi Babu is a brilliant volleyball
player. A demo cadet and a born leader of
the course. Platoon commander and sec-com,
this cadet is exceptional in every facet of
life. A disciplined punctual and hardworking
individual who has the eagerness to learn new
things. Standing tall among the course-mates,
he is diligent and hardworking cadet.

Cadet Mahesh is a strong determined soul,
despite his health issues, he actively took
part in all events and could be considered
to the cadet with most put-in and most
improvement in the squadron. Mahesh was an
avid reader and could give a lecture anytime
on any current affair.

Cdt Vishal shah

Cdt Vishal Kumar

This NCC chap hails from Uttarakhand and was
synonymous with Poudi Ghadwal, being good
at drill, he was the PT stud who started from
nothing in PT but was ATP in first attempt. He
was an inspiration to many and was always the
jolly one in the lot.

Hailing from the city of Nawabs and
representing the Bhojpuri community, he is an
entertainer and makes everyone laugh with his
surreal mimicry skills. This cadet is also good in
PT and is known for his josh-type attitude.
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Cdt Shubham Sugyan
A good, cheerful course mate to everybody,
ever ready to help. A true gentleman. Being
weak at something couldn’t stop from achieving
what he deserved. Good at drill. Fun loving and
always ready to try something new. He has
sound IT knowledge and also has a good grip
over computer languages.

Cdt Anupama Gupta
Anupama was the fighter of the course. She
proved her determination by finishing the
X-country despite sustaining many injuries
and hospitalisation. Her strength motivated the
whole division.

Cdt Shreya Agrawal

Cdt Micky Kumar Singh

Shreya was the most “Josh-Type” of the course.
She would always be remembered for her
excellent performance in volleyball final despite
an injury. She was a cheerful and energetic
cadet of the division and could often be seen
pulling male cadets in X-country practice and
inspiring them.

The biggest foodie of his course, he learnt
time management because of his craving for
breakfast. Good with books. He often used
to write poetry. He always remained cheerful
and was the most humble person. He had an
optimistic approach towards life and kept his
head cool even in difficult situations.

Cdt Alima Siddiqui

Cdt Navvivek Singh Thakur

She has been an inspiration to all cadets.
She has shown exemplary grit and proved
her prowess in her determination. A cheerful
cadet who has got a melodious voice can lift
the tempo of any team. She has been a very
helpful cadet but very stern when it comes to
discipline.

The energy pack of the course. He was highly energetic,
positive and confident and never backed down from
any task given to him. He entertained everyone with
his good humour. To him, dress discipline came above
everything and ensured the same for his juniors. His
attitude towards challenges is something to be learnt.

Cdt Bimal Ranjan Behera
An OG cadet and Sportsman of the course,
he played basketball for the academy team
briefly and for the squadron. The adventurous
one, always up for challenges. Always cleared
his mandatory PT, swimming and academics in
first attempt. Showed a lot of endurance and
motivation during camps. His reactions made
him a demo cadet in the minds of his seniors.

Cdt Yannam Meghana Reddy
Hailing from Hyderabad, this women trainee is
the most sincere and dedicated cadet. Having
received medals in athletics, she is equally
good in academics. A very punctual cadet, she
never faultered on her basics and also cleared
her PT, Swimming and DST in her first attempt..

Cdt Jerome Denzel Philoe
A native of Seychelles, this foreign cadet is fun
loving and has an easy going nature. Known for
regularly making fun of his cousemates. His
love for football was shown in his participation
for troop games. A sincere and punctual cadet
as he was, he cleared his Swimming and DST
in the first attempt, always working hard to get
Best Foreign Cadet medal. A hard-core foodie,
he loved to eat cafeteria food every weekend.

Most promising cadet of the course. He is gifted
with good arm power and was known as the hulk
of the course. Has very good management skills
and spends his time and money judiciously. He
is a good dancer and did perform in Azimuth.

Cdt Akshay Malik

Cdt Sebastian Thomas Radegonde

The ‘jaat’ beast of the course and still a softhearted person, PT stud, and a sincere cadet,
he ensured discipline of the highest order
amongst juniors and never backed down from
helping them. Showed great determination
and participation during camp Barracuda.
Always immaculate in his turnout and forvever
punctual.

A native of Seychelles, this foreign cadet
is very calm and composed. Loves to listen
to songs and watch movies, he is good in PT
also. He is dedicated to clear his tenure in the
academy and also passed his Swimming in his
first attempt. He too loves to eat cafeteria food
every weekend and is also the source of ‘standeasy’ for his classmates.
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Cdt Abhijeet
He is an excellent athlete. Being outstanding in
volleyball, he helped squadron win the Novices
Volleyball in his first term. In the second term
he showed his leadership skills by setting an
example both in cross country and in camps.
His turned out to be one of the all rounders of
the course.

BRAVEHEART
SQUADRON

Cdt Abhineet Gupta
He is innovative and comes up with bright ideas.
He has tremendously improved his physical
standards during the course of training. He
is a quick learner, intelligent and reflects
confidence. He has been an active participant
of extra curricular activities and is good at
singing.

Cdt Adarsh Kumar
He is a very friendly and cooperative person.
He is good at studies and has helped alot other
coursemates in clearing their concepts. He
remains calm under stressful situations and
above all he is very optimistic and hardworking.

Cdt Afnan Sheikh
She is a dedicated and motivated girl. She gives
her best in everything and has very positive
outlook in life. She is a good runner and ran
ahead of male counterparts during camps. She
is a happy go lucky girl who always has a smile
on her face which makes others smile.

NOC (Reg & Ext)

Cdt M Wahiddudin
He is strong minded and is an iron willed person.
He faced several difficulties during the training
period but overcame them all with dedication
and willpower to succeed. He maintains a cool
mind and never loses his temper.

Cdt Aman Sharma
He is very enthusiastic and optimistic person,
with a never say die attitude. He has the ability
to overcome all sorts of fear and limitations
with continuous efforts and hardwork. He is a
very good artist.
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Cdt Hrithik Chauhan
Having spent two terms in the academy, he
is a true friend for all. Always backs all of his
coursemates. A very strong minded and iron
-willed person who likes everything to be OG
style. He stands for what is right and ensures
that his comrades and juniors choose the
harder right over the easier wrong.

Cdt Amroz Gill
She is very strong hurdle breaker and motivator
in terms of overcoming all odds. She is caring
and knowledgeable person. She has a never
give up attitude. She is affectionate and bonds
quickly with everyone around her.

Cdt Ashutosh Kumar Singh

Cdt Kiran Karajangi

A good human being and remains calm and
composed always and everytime. Helpful in
nature and stands with people in need. Very
careful and alert in pursuing his things. He is
honest and stays humble. He is street smart and
can get things done overall. He is a great friend
to be with.

A calm and composed person. Intellectual in
his approach and takes care of people around
him. He carries himself well and has shown
good qualities of leadership. He has shown
his coursemates how to take the team along
even when the josh is low. He is a person with
remarkable presence of mind.

Cdt Kshitijnoor Singh
Cdt Avinash Misra

Singh is an epitome of patience and unparalled
willpower. This man can take huge amount
of pain for his coursemates, friends, family,
juniors and himself. He has shown to all that
no matter how hard life gets and how low you
fall, you can always bounce back. He is a living
example which teaches us to fight back in every
situation and stand tall like a true warrior.

He is an honest and harworking person. He is
always eager to help anyone who is in need.
He boosts the morale of his coursemates. Puts
in a lot of efforts to prove his abilties. Very
supportive in nature and has a smile on his
face.

Cdt Avnish Kumar Jaiswal

Cdt Mandanna K P

He is a good person and kind, helpful and
motivating. He annoys, makes his group laugh,
keeps the atmosphere lively. He is there to
support his coursemates in difficulties. He also
has a good knowledge about music and loves
to listen.

He was a part of academy hockey team and
eventually lead the Academy to win the coveted
Bakshi cup. He is certainly a good athlete. He
is jovial and never loses his heart. He is light
hearted and maintains his cool.

Cdt DTV Manoj Anantharam

Cdt Divyaraj Singh Bhati

He is a polite, sincere, and responsible person.
He changed a lot during the course of training
and has built more committment to his goals.
He has turned out to be a motivating factor to
all in the course.

He is a very good person at heart. He is highly
skillful and expert at sports. He is a person with
lots of positive energy and a soft heart. He helps
anyone in need. A jovial and energetic person.

Cdt Navya Gorijavolu
Cdt Harshal Patil

She is humble in her behaviour. She is an
approachable person and quite easy to get
along with. She is flexible in her attitude and
easily adjusts with others. She is a good team
member and ensured that the team did not lag
behind because of her.

A very active person on fields. He is the kind of
person who does not say no to anything or a
task. Cleared his PT tests in the first go and did
well throughout his term. Work hard and party
harder is his motto. A tough rock to break.
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Cdt Nayan Dubey

Cdt M Sravan Kumar

Always smiling no matter what the situation is.
Full of energy and always enthusiastic towards
all activities and course events. Always in
possession of something to eat. A very caring
coursemate who will put himself through
anything to help his coursemates.

Cdt Rajesh S Oak

He came as an underdog but turned out to be a
PT stud and did outstandingly well in physical
aspects of training. He always puts a smile on
anyone around him. He is a good swimmer and
a runner.

Cdt Tushar Singh Panwar

He is simple and innocent and a kind
hearted person. He is very particular about
his belongings and is always there for his
coursemates in hour of need. He is funny and
will do everything to make one laugh and
lighten the situation.

An ideal cadet who is full of dedication and
enthusuisam and overall stud in PT. Moreover
he is demo in academics. He has a wonderful
attitude of helping everyone and always works
hard and craves for perfection.

Cdt R S Karan
Jovial chap, he is the one who takes it lightly
and keeps the course bonding entact. Sharp
basketball shooter, an ace horse rider. He
cleared his spur test in the first term itself. A
dream catcher. He has all the traits to be an
excellent officer of the Navy.

Cdt Utsav Piyushkumar Champanery
He has been a good friend and a strict mentor.
Chasing his dreams of becoming a pilot, kept
his calm and worked hard to become one. He
has a good IQ and carries himself very well.

Cdt Vansh Chaudhary

Cdt Sanchit Patiyal

He is a josh type person who cares for people
around him. He possesses good leadership
qualities. He proved to be an efficient leader
and team player during camps and made sure
all his coursemates performed well. He is goal
oriented and achieves his aim with dedication.

He is a good person. He is very kind and helpful
and always helps everyone with their work. He
is a very motivated person and ensures others
are too. He takes initiatives for the coursemates
in squadron and has leadership qualities as
well.

Cdt Varun Tripathi

Cdt Saurabh Kanishka

A do it perfect kind of guy. Does any job
perfectly and to the point. Shamming is not
his way of life. A good orater and writer and
has represented squadron in many events. Has
a way of talking and connecting with seniors.
DCC’s favourite. Takes pain and puts in great
effort to mentor juniors.

He is a team player and and a good motivator.
He has outstanding skills in football and
music. He is a good runner, and helped his
coursemates improve themselves in PT. He has
always been there as a support for everyone
through the good and bad.

Cdt Vishal Kunte

Cdt Snigdha A

He is a very quite and docile person. He talks
only when required but is also funny and never
fails to come up with witty answers. A good
runner and a demo person in giving reactions.

She has a clear vision and focuses on her goals.
She has a well built structure which she put to
good use during all physical training activities
during her course. She has the quality to
motivate others. She did outstandingly well in
the Drill Competition.
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Arun Kumar
Being from Haryana and living in Chennai, he
is the perfect combination of both the places
having too much interest in boxing. He becomes
studious only during exams. Swimming pass in
first attempt and PT fail, it was the drill where no
one could match his standards of degradation.
But all in all, his helping nature and caring
attitude towards his attitude towards his
coursemates shone through above everything
else. He is not Vishal Madaan.

Cdt Aman Saxena

CHEETAH
SQUADRON

A studious chap, his notes were what saved the
entire course during exam time. Initially a weak
PT performer, he went on to become a stud
and cleared highest numbers of apparatus in
second term in the entire course. Was a put-in
type but if not willing to do anything, no one
could even shake him.

Cdt Abhishek Kumar
A good swimmer, Abhishek cleared higher
swimming in both the terms. Sleep held priority
over anything for him. A demo drill type guy
and didn not fear anything. Study a night
before the exams and secure good marks was
his greatest of talents.

Cdt Gaurav Sangwan
Was good in swimming, PT as well as in studies.
Tireless, inquisitive and exuberant, used to
participate in every event that came his way.
His never giving up attitude is what helped his
string and course in camps as well.

Cdt. Vindhya PV
The “chota packet bada dhamaka” of Cheetah,
Vindhya is a Pandora’s box of talents. Be
it something as “knotty” as seamanship or
simple things like stitching demo loops, she
is the master of it all. With a perpetual smile
on her face, she braves every challenge thrown
across her path with full josh. With the best life
advices up her sleeves, she is undoubtedly the
person who will go to any length for her course
mates.

NOC (Reg & Ext)
Cdt Riti Singh

If laughter is infectious, then Riti is the most
potent agent of this infection. A navy brat
through and through, she has faced every ragda
the academy had to offer like the josh type girl
she is. Winning bronze in athletics and cross
country, she has exemplified when it comes to
speed, no one can beat a “Cheetah”. Her talent
to sleep under any circumstances and then
waking up with slumber eyes has earned her
the title of “Zombie” of her class.
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Cdt Abhishek Kaushik
The footballer of the course, Kaushik, as he is usually
called, is unstoppable at the field. Part of the squadron
football team, he has shown stellar performance in the
inter squadron games. His other talents include being
brutally honest. With literally zero concern for the
others’ opinion, he doesn’t shy away from voicing his
own. With a mischievous smile on his face, his friendly
attitude has helped him build a good rapport with his
course-mates and seniors alike.

Cdt Rahul Rajepal
Ever smiling, silent player of the team. Full of
positivity and self motivation, he instills the
same within his coursemates. Fighting till the
end and never giving up is what he lives by.

Cdt Kumudini Tyagi
The perfect example of “josh type”cadet. From
being demo in PT class to winning gold in cross
country, this dead sinker went on to clear her
swimming in the first attempt itself. Part of the
honour code committee, she has kept the josh
course always high.

Cdt Manpreet Singh
Mr. Navigator sure knows well how to pull a way
for himself. Guiding his friends through tough
and challenging roads, he doesn’t fail to lend a
helping hand to his mates.

Kyaw Soe Aung

Our friend from across the ocean, Kyaw Soe
Aung is one of the most self motivated cadet in
the course. His passion for fitness is unmatched
and calling him the fastest among all would
not be an exaggeration. With zeal to learn, he
is always trying his hands at something new.
At the same time, he always looks out for
his course mates well-being and motivates
everyone to push themselves to be their best.

Cdt Mohit Kumar

Cdt Deep Singh Sodi
This josh type khalsa, cleared his PT test in the
very first attempt. His electric smile and positive
attitude is a gift to his course mates.

Cdt Sharvani Supreiya

If sleeping is a talent, then Mohit has mastered
this art. Leading his string like a boss, this
section commander believes in actions more
than words. Gifted with a beautiful voice. His
ability to laugh at all the wrong times doubles
his training at academy.

Hailing from Bihar, this girl has commendable
literary skills. For the lanky stature that she
had, when she opens her strides she can give
the boys a run for their money. Her quick
grasping skills and inquisitive attitude came in
handy during the camps.

Cdt Jerin John

Cdt Yugal Gautam

A gentleman cadet, who performed well in
every event. He is the body builder of the
course and performed outstanding in PT and
swimming. He is punctual and diligent. He is
a livewire and always comes forward to help
his course mates. His dedication towards his
training helped prove his mettle at every step.

The “doctor” of the batch, courtesy his
spectacles. This NCC cadet is demo type in
his marching. Always showing doubts to his
seniors, he has spent a great deal getting his
gyro corrected. Highly motivated to learn new
things that academy has to offer, his exemplary
performance was reflected at camps.

Cdt Kunal Bhansod

Cdt Amit Verma

The nitrous oxide of the batch, Kunal is the
bhaand party of the course. His “living life king
size” and cheerful attitude has always helped
his course mates to overcome the toughest of
the situations with greatest of ease. His high
spirits and zeal kept his course mates motivated
during camps.

He is very good in academics. Has very sharp
memory. The life of the group. Sincerely carries
out any work assigned to him. Physical fitness
has been his Achilles heel throughout his time
in academy.
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Cdt Vishal Madaan
This man from Faridabaad is the Milkha Singh
of the course, any running activity is enjoyed to
the fullest by him. He can be easily identified
by his weird hairstyle. He is a friendly support
system for people around him and possesses
jolly nature that makes him a team man. He is
not Arun Kumar.

Cdt Avinash Prasad

Akash
He is always trying to keep his cabin in demo
state but is afraid of what his status in life will
be. He tries to act like a know it all stud. He
sleeps in musters and hates being pointed out
for it. He thinks he is very smart but doesn’t
even know how to hide things.

Anish Kumar Daksh

Tallest guy of the course and well built gym
body too. Always cool, prepared for anything,
anytime, quiet in actions .He is a hardcore fan
of “chikki” .Most secured 28 NOC cadet during
group reporting’s. ”Jukebox” Almost knows
every Hindi and English song.

He hails from the city of Chandigarh and as the
city is known for its jolly nature of residents,
so is he among his coursemates. He always
takes initiatives and participate in activities
be it camps or anywhere else. He is always
constituent in not coming on time for musters.

Cdt Amandeep Singh

Kistipati Ajay Raghava Sharma
A telugu guy with humor and weird face
expressions. Everyone thinks he is intelligent
and calls him scientist. He maintains proper
appetite by eating whole day in the cabin and in
class. Above all he is a good person with some
good qualities which are yet to be discovered.

He is always cheering, happy and confident. He
responds well in all recreational activities. He
has a straightforward approach towards every
walk of life, moreover manages everything
“systematically”. He mingles with every type
of person easily. He runs well and has good
stamina.

Cdt. Mohit Awasthi

Moosa Haleem

Cdt. Mohit Awasthi was a stud in cross country.
His short stature in no way restricted his long
strides in cross country to secure for him a
good enclosure. A PT stud but situps were a
hurdle in each of his attempt. Studious and
disciplined chap, obedient by the book, this guy
used to follow every instruction.

One of our foreign cadets from Maldives who is
very calm and composed in nature. He is a good
swimmer with good PT standards and is also
excellent in drill. A cadet with good practical
skills and knowledge but still seeks assistance
during theoretical studies.
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Cdt Nishant Singh Yadav

DAREDEVIL
SQUADRON

An extraordinary person with good swimming
skills, a PT stud, especially in push-ups, loves
juice shop more than anything in the academy.
Great mariner, beast type body builder and a
black belt karate champion

Cdt Amit Jain
A man of great spirits. The sleeping bag of the
course who never liked to stand in front during
the musters. Good in volleyball and academics.
Having a sweet tooth especially for a brownie..

Cdt Neil Philip
The OG of the course. An excellent freestyle
swimmer and a better football player. He loves
eating after strict pipe down. The extraordinary
being of the course who loved drill was
something to remember him for.

Cdt Sarthak Negi
Highly motivated, disciplined, simple and silent
chap in the squadron. Makes sure task assigned
is understood and accomplished. Good athlete
and the only one to pass DST in first attempt.
He has a hidden talent in dance.

NOC (Reg & Ext)
Cdt Sumeet Sunilrao Ragit
Stud in swimming. With a good memory, he is
able to pick up things easily. A good runner and
a jolly fellow who always remains in both josh
and hosh. Sleeping during study period was his
field of expertise.

Cdt Prasanjeet Gupta
Famous for running cross country between
India and Bhutan everyday while in school.
Showed great determination to conquer his
knee injury to do well in cross country. Terror
type Senior who was respected and looked up
to by all his juniors. Always kept a cool head
and Level mind.

Cdt Abhishek Trivedi
A simple hardworking and dependable guy.
Jolly by nature and always ready to help course
mates. He is always a nice company to be with
and is a really good swimmer. A fun loving
fellow and a quick learner.
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Cdt Deepak Yadav

Cdt Prince Gupta

An amazing volleyball player and a quick
learner. He is brilliant in academics and has
a certain liking for biscuits. Drill is his biggest
nightmare. Always the first person in musters.
The always-play-it-safe guy of the course

Cdt Lokesh Rathee

A josh type cadet with good academic skills. A
brilliant character who enjoys running, showed
his character by pulling other during crosscountry. He makes difficult time easy with his
great sense of humor.

Cdt Prashant Bhalla

A very interactive and active cadet with great
volleyball skills. Always ready for the next
obstacle with a smile. A strong team work
believer. His attitude and positive vibes were
the characteristics which distinguished him
from others.

Always ready for reporting. An excellent runner
and the most improved cadet of the course. A
quick learner who adapts to situations within
no time. Known to be the sleeping bag of the
Course. Everyone liked him for his ever jolly
mood.

Cdt Manish Singh
A defence brat. A vey helpful and co-operative
person. Easily passed his PT and swimming.
Never had any problem with others. The
training captain of the course. Mesmerized
everyone with his poetry and knows how to
hold the crowd.

Cdt P Sanjay

Cdt Vyshnav Vasanthakumar
An amazing tabla player who is equally good
with a guitar. Always determined to accomplish
his goals. An all rounder is the least what we
can say about him. He is an academic stud too.

Cdt Amit Kumar

This mallu boy was a multitasking genius. The
platoon commander of the course was excellent
in PT and swimming. Demo handwriting and
maintains the division order. A good hockey
player who bravely faced any reporting after
every hockey match.

Very cool minded and reliable person with a
heart of gold. The water supplier of his flank.
Good in swimming and helped others to
improve. Cross country was his biggest enemy
but still managed a good enclosure on the final
day. INA resort was his favourite place.

Cdt Anshul Gupta

Cdt Anupam Kumar

Good in academics and swimming. Selfmotivating personality. Always keeps his cabin
neat and clean. Shares a very good bonding
with all course mates. A fun loving course mate
who Always kept everyone having a smile on
their face.

Good in PT and enjoys running. He loves eating
with a special liking for mango lassi. Keeps
everyone smiling with his sense of humour. A
very simple and humble guy and always kept
everyone high on josh and hosh.

Cdt Sangam Sharma
A tall, dark and athletic personality hailing
from delhi. Always high on josh and famously
Known as “aag ka gola” for his volleyball game.
Keeps others motivated with his great sense Of
humour. A Bakhshi cup gold medalist who kept
our head held high.

Cdt Saurabh Verma
A true dedicated motivator and a quick learner.
Always stand tall for what is right. Team player
who always takes course mates along. Always
calm and good at making decisions. His will
power sets him apart from others.
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Cdt Ayush Kaushik

Cdt Adi Venkatesham

Thanks to change of course, this Indore type
had all his fundas clear which helped him in
becoming an able guide and elder brother.
Brilliant in service subjects, he was often
credited with running the entire division and
holding course mates together

A funny and carefree soul from the hilly parts of
Lucknow. With his sense of humour he always
kept his course mates in unison. Dweller of a
very unclean room but has one of the cleanest
hearts. Always found with a smile on his face

Cdt Sidharath Khajuria

Cdt Shikar Singh

He is a happy go lucky soul from the beautiful
hills of Jammu. His calm and composed nature
always helped in keeping the course together.
His PT skills will leave you in awe but his cabin
state will leave you in tears.

This navy type was the pt stud of his coursewith
excellent arm power and ultimate josh. A Caring
and keen mentor for his under studies. He was
often found hoping about being scc But will be
remembered for being a good og.

Cdt Diptanshu Sharma

Cdt Sonali Kohli

This Navy-type was born with a golden spoon
as he was among the best in soft skills in the
entire academy and led the squadron to victory
in both Declamation and quiz. A jolly and a
calm person who always set an example for
juniors

She is good in general knowledge and fond
of reading news papers and novels. Always
thought out of the box and performed good
in each sector and each task given to her. She
always performed excellent in academics .

Cdt Surbhi Jadon

Cdt Gajraj Singh

A very hardworking cadet who is good in
academics. She is the true definition of “Nari
shakti”, Always gave her best particularly in
drill and parade and always strives to take
additional responsibilities. Was the platoon
commander of the course.

This NCC type born leader whos acted both as
platoon commander and section commander.
Secured his term with good performance
in cross country and PT but always fell
asleep in front of books. Everyone loved his
uncontrollable urge to smile.

Cdt Sukshith

Cdt Shivani Karri

Ultimate josh machine of the course who
was always motivated during ragda sessions.
hifi in drill and good in PT, everyone enjoyed
his Mangalore accent but he always took it
sportingly. Known for receiving photo albums
via mails.

One of the most promising naval officer and a
definite anchor winner. She likes to swim and
is Extremely talented which she proved by
showing her skills in azimuth. She is an expert
in all Indian classical dances.

Cdt Ashutosh Malik

Cdt Baraka Samwel

This jaat Thanos mastered the disappearing act
and ensured training well. Proved his mettle in
camps with full josh. Considered both stern
and chill by juniors, he was loved by all his
coursemates. Hated muster and shaving equally

Tanzanian boy who runs like a leopard.
Has good experience in firing. He is a good
companion and motivator. Best partner to run
with in camps. Best foreign cadet of INA as per
his coursemates with excellent PT standards.
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Cdt Ganesh Balaji Godamgave
Ganesh is a kind hearted soul who lives his
best in the things he does. A greater singer who
always lifted spirits up in the toughest of times.
His positive thinking is contagious and affects
us all to think similarly. Ganesh always looks
for self-improvement and give it his all when
need be. All in all he is a very cheerful person.

Cdt Pranav G Yeole

EAGLE
SQUADRON

Pranav is a very self-disciplined cadet, he took
on challenges optimistically. He is known as
‘demo cadet’ in our course. He motivates his
course mates to perform exceptionally well
and lead by personal example. He is also cross
country stud of our course. He is always high
on josh and ready for extra path and strives for
perfection.

Cdt Bommana Abhilash

Abhilash is one of those who is always ready
to go an extra mile to achieve something letter.
Being not so good in ODT skills in first term to
being good in all PT aspects shows the amount
of effort he put in improve. This positive
attitude creates a positive vide all around.

Cdt Debjyoti Chakraborty
Debjyoti started his term as a cadet with low
physical standards, but his self-improvement
shows that he is always ready to work hard to
achieve something greater. He is smart and a
great thinker and his ideas have often proved to
be very worthy. He is caring and a good friend
and also a good singer.

Cdt Vivek Kumar Singh
The only NOC extended to go for the para
basic course in INA history, he is that guy who
upon being asked, how is the josh? Will shout
the loudest, “High Sir’’. A guy who settles for
nothing less than the best. A constant source
of motivation for his course mates and juniors.
Always calm and composed. Always looks
forward to a true Para, in every sense.

NOC (Reg & Ext)

Cdt Viswajeet Sanodia
His unique style of doing everything. Very cool
in the most difficult situations. A motivator who
motivates people in all situations. Kind hearted
with genuine character. A person with whom
at his feel comfortable and likes to share their
problems with him. Works smartly and trains
other in the same way. Influential character
on other through his way of speaking and
motivation. A team player with unique style
which makes him different from others.
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Cdt Shreyash S Hanchinal

Cdt Pranav Satish Karpe

Shreyash is a leader who leads everything from the
front. He has never been in the background regarding
any activity which was conducted in INA, May it be PT
or Academics. He was a part of academy football team
which showed its skills in Bakshi cup and gathered
applause from all around. He put in his efforts and
managed to get in a good enclosure. All around he is
a born leader, also he is a senior with ethics who sets
example for his juniors. He has been an ideal figure
for his juniors.

A jolly, enthusiastic and preserving cadet. He
never regret any failure instead works hard
to rectify the errors & improve himself. He is
an excellent swimmer and a good leader. He
motivates his course mates and also guides
them. He shares whatever he is good at with
his course mates. He is very good at sailing and
teaches his coursemates also about it.

Cdt Sarode Aashish Kantilal
This cadet has always been the motivator
of our course. He knows how to lift up every
one’s spirits even in the gravest of situations. A
“TERROR” for his juniors, Aashish never leaves
an opportunity to put them on back. Highly
enthusiastic person and full of josh, Aashish
always takes the first step in every situation.

Cdt Tongbram Bishwakanta Singh
His heart is as big as his name. He is a fun loving
person. He is an honest and sincere cadet.
He is good in swimming and PT. He is a good
learner and enjoys every moment. His jokes in
his accent are so amazing that it’s difficult to
control laughter. He is a very good footballer.

Cdt Paramjit Singh

Cdt Sumit Sangwan

A logical man of the course good at heart and
careful about other course mates. He is bold
at his decisions and he always motivates other
course mates and stand with them in all good
& bad times. He loves spending time with his
course mates. He is a cheerful soul and his
company is enjoyable & entertaining.

“Tough time never lasts but tough people do”
is the proverb that comes to my mind when
cadets think about him. He has improved
in each and every aspect of training and will
continue to do so. His attitude towards any task
makes the task simpler. He is a good volley ball
player and loves swimming.

Cdt Mrinalini Khanna

Cdt Ravinder Singh

Everything with her comes from the heart
goes directly to the heart. High on josh and
morale, an asset to the team. She is a fighter
and endeavours to conquer every obstacle in
her path. Known for her declamation skills and
is a keen learner. If you see someone getting
scolded for smiling too much, you will know its
her.

A calm and composed cadet , who is highly
committed to his duties. Ever so eager to help
his course mates. A great engineer fron NIT to
serve his mother land. He is full of josh and
jolly attitude. A true, determined cadet with
a never give up attitude. His company is very
entertaining.

Cdt K Sai Siva Ganesh
Cdt Guruvaran P

He is a hardworking soul very dedicated to
his duties. He looks smart in all the rigs. He
is obedient, punctual and sticks to his core
values. He is always ready to face challenge.
His positive attitude motivates every one and
encourages everyone to put in Ne work very
hard to achieve the target.

A former TCS employee, he uses his analytical
skills to make his life inside academy a tool kit.
A guy with an open heart and open mouth who
talks a lot and talks whatever there is in his
mind without hiding anything.

Cdt Himanshu Kishore

Cdt Mukul Tandon

He is a very good singer and smiles even in hard
times. He is a very jovial person, motivating
and focussed towards his goal. Fun person to
hangout, supportive in hard times. He is a born
Eagle. He has a cute smile and loves singing
songs. He takes his course along with him
united. He is a good leader.

An exceptionally fit cadet with jovial nature. He
has the power to motivate the group and lead
in difficult situations. He shares great bonding
with all the course mates. Hence, called
‘’binding force of group”. He always has smile
on his face.
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Cdt Brahmjot Singh

Cdt Sujit Das Gupta

Man of his words, mentally focused and
physically tough. His motto during training was
“No pain No gain” Always honest and simple.
Straight forward with his replies. Always calm
and composed under stressful situations.
Good in all sports but with higher thinking and
inclination towards football.

Well motivated, hardworking and disciplined. He
excelled at outdoor activities and academicss in
a short period of time becoming a jack of all traits.
Never backs down from a challenge and makes sure
its done with style. He is a good footballer. He has a
great self confidence.

Cdt Sairam Madamala
Very good athlete and a very good footballer.
He is a good learner. He is very calm, composed
and fun loving person. Entire Squadron is fan
of his signature dance moves. He is a versatile,
smart and active cadet and very fast in doing
any work. He takes life as a challenge with a
winning attitude and achieves target with his
optimistic approach.

Cdt Inder Mohan Singh
An enthusiastic Khalsa with pure officer like
qualities. Always follows his goal and knows
his way to achieve it. On time for musters with
positive attitude, high morale and making
report for 28 NOC. His smile is full of josh and
gives a boost to all other coursemates.

Cdt Ankit Kumar Mishra

Cdt Mangesh Lokhande

A man with a reserved nature, he was seldom
seen smiling. Down to earth cadet, committed
towards his work and duty. A good volleyball
team player with an exceptional ability to
smash the ball hard. He was one of the best
runners of our course. He was also good at
academics, his notes were always up to date
and was a keen learner.

An optimistic person who believes in himself.
He gives more importance to the value of his
coursemates. A good team player, instilling
confidence and determination in everyone.
Maintains clear plan and works it out. A
knowledgeable and witty who follows and acts
according to the fundamentals.

Cdt Merin Koshy
A girl with a strong will, calm, composed and
focussed. She does all her task perfectly and is
always focussed on improving bit by bit till she
achieves her goal. She is extrovert, helpful and
caring person. She takes all the task and put in
100% to achieve the task completion. She is a
preacher of hard work, sincerity, honesty and
courage.

Cdt Rishabh Joshi
His nickname is “Maasaab”. He is the most
cheerful and loving guy of Eagle Squadron. He
gets into troubles with his smile and get out
of all the troubles with his smile. He handles
tough situation with ease and comfort and sail
over them with his cheerful character.

Cdt Shubham Johar
He is famous for his sleeping in academic
classes and he is the one you will look out for
when you will need something (food especially).
His gutsy nature helped him overcome all the
hardships of the academy. He has an optimistic
approach towards life. He enjoys every moment.

Cdt Siddarth Shankar Nayak
Tough and intelligent cadet who is ever ready
to perform his duties non stop and with full
efficiency. Always supporting and motivating
his followers. He is the most dependable person
on and off action. Always keeps on cheering up
the group. He knows very well how to keep a
group from parting.

Cdt Mohammed Imad
Foreign cadet from Maldives with highest
morale and strong attitude. Ready to do any kind
of task. He shows tremendous improvements
wherever he goes. Always calm and composed.
Every time analyses the task and then moves
forward. He has a high hopes for himself and
his coursemates and is loved by all.
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Cdt Ramchandra Barkur
An inspirational leader Cdt BARKUR has been
an inspiring figure in 27 NOC-EXT course for
both his course mates and his juniors. The
ability to remain composed and a thorough
understanding of his surroundings makes him
an informative and reliable person. A good
spirit and even better physique makes him a
popular among his course mates.

FIGHTER
SQUADRON
Cdt George T Joseph

A very sober from the outset, Cdt George is
one of those people who take great pains to
become a perfectionist at what he does. His
attitude to help others makes him very valuable
for his course mates. Also, a person who has
a very amicable nature, Cdt George can blend
easily into any group and work in it.

Cdt Akansh Srivastava
One of the most intelligent guy in his course,
Cdt Akansh has one of the best memory
prowess, Cdt Akansh has shown his mettle in
service subject. He is known for his excellence
in seamanship and expertise in knot making.

Cdt Prashant Sharma

NOC (Reg & Ext)

Cdt Prashant is one of those guys who works
very hard on his physical training and ensures
that he is always up to the required mark. So,
no wonder that he never fails to provide good
results in PT for the squadron. Cdt Prashant
performed equally well in service subjects and
X-country and therefore perfectly suits the
role as a leader and takes charge of difficult
situations.

Cdt vijayasarathy v.

Cdt Shine Htet Aung

Out of his many qualities he possesses, the
most striking of them is the smile on his face.
A lively characters, he in stills a lot of life
and energy in the course. His performance in
academics has been impeccable especially in
service subjects. Outside this he focuses a lot of
physical development and hence excels in the
field of physical training too.

This cadet from Myanmar had no difficulty in
blending with the squadron and always gave his
best in all areas of training. Despite a language
barrier he performed well in service subjects
and enjoyed good camaraderie with his course.

Cdt Satyam

Cdt Rajneesh Kumar

Cdt SATYAM is someone who would do
everything within his possibilities to provide
success for himself and for his course mates.
He is a good shot and is a brilliant performer in
the football, also a good contributor in sports
and extra-curricular activities he is a person of
varied talents.

He is a highly dedicated and motivated person
who believes in giving everything for his
squadron, he never loses his cool no matter
the circumstance. He is good in studies and his
urge to learn new skills makes him a thorough
professional.
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Cdt Sandeepan Das

Cdt Ishan Pant
A cool minded and an extremely charming
person who knows how to overcome difficulties.
He has keen interest of learning new things and
keeps the morale of his course high. He is very
good in service subjects too and has made his
name in the field of singing.

There are no doubts about Cdt Das’s abilities
in the field of PT . He ensures that he trains
regularly, trains hard and also encourages his
course and fellow cadets to train with him. He
is an excellent runner and his love for food
equally matches his running skills.

Cdt Akshat Bisht

Cdt Soorya Jagdish

He is a very potential cadet fillet with josh. He is
the PT Stud of his course, moreover he is very
cooperative and gives his active participation in
all group activities like camps, games etc. He is
friendly and helps others in need.

Physically fit, mentally alert and emotionally
balanced person. He is the PT Stud of his
course who has done equally well in the fields
of swimming and Drill. He is good in service
subjects too.

Cdt Siddharth Sankar
Josh type person with extremely good Drill
and amid useful person with zest to take up
responsibilities. PT 1st attempt, and the leader of
his Platoon in drill shed, He is not only a good
Orator but excels in service subjects, a perfect
example of Jack in all trades.

Cdt Ayush Kumar
He displays a good attitude towards training.
Improved every day. Football player, dedicated
towards life and becoming a pilot.

Cdt Sushmita Nath
She is very genuine cadet, who is flexible and
adaptable to all kinds of situations and can
mix around with people very easily. She is cooperative and gave her active participation in
camps, games and other activities. She is a
good singer and decision maker.

Cdt Mrinal Mahendra
He is good in technical knowledge and is a
fast learner. He sharpens his tools in INA.
He performed well in games, camps and in
squadron activities.

Cdt Sahil Bahri

Cdt Sumedha Mishra

He is a very helpful and hardworking person
who always gives his 100% in all fields. He has
shown a lot of improvement since he joined the
academy. The value and respect he portrays
speaks about his upbringing.

She is friendly and co operative and gives her
active participation in all group activities. She
discharged her duties to the best of her abilities
in the camps and games and performed well in
all fields. She has a great interest in improving
herself in outdoor and co curricular activities.

Cdt Kreeshma R

Cdt Ashish Kumar

A great athlete and extremely agile and active
personality, she is one of the best lady cadet of
the academy in ST-19. She has performed well
in all fields and earned gold medal in athletics.

He has a never give up attitude and always
has a smile on his face. He is a good swimmer,
physically fit and mentally strong a perfect
combination for a pilot. He is a leader of men.
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Cdt Rajneesh Man

Cdt Moninder Pal Singh

He displays a never say die attitude. He takes up
challenges and completes them with maximum
efforts. He likes to work towards improving
of personality. He carries a positive attitude
towards all the problems which gets him going
along.

He knows how to handle every situation with
a calm and composed attitude. He helps his
course mates in every possible way. He is
punctual and self dependent, he is emotionally
attached to his family which is his strength.

Cdt Akash Rawat
A motivated and cheerful cadet who likes to
take lead from the front. He is goal oriented and
stays determined and focused to achieve them.
Cleared all his mandatory and higher tests with
flying colours He is good in studies too which
makes him one of the best in his course.

Cdt Avkash Rawat
He bears a positive attitude and is a keen
learner He is a kind and humble personality. He
is a good runner and helped his course win the
Novices Cross Country.

Cdt Siddharth Sankar

Cdt Alsal A

Josh type person with extremely good drill.
He is a useful person with zest to take up
responsibilities. PT 1st attempt, and the leader of
his Platoon in drill shed, He is not only a good
Orator but excels in service subjects, a perfect
example of Jack in all trades.

Cdt Aman Jugran

He has a lively attitude and can adapt well with
the situation. He has a reputation of helping
others. He is determined and focused about
his works accordingly to achieve his goal. He
has shown great improvement in his Physical
standards.

Cdt Nishant Negi

A confident young cadet who has a good
command over vocabulary, He excels in sports
and studies as well. He always bears a positive
attitude and takes keen interest to learn new
things. He is seen as a leader of his group.

He is a responsible and reliable young cadet.
He displays ‘can-do-spirit’ and has a strong
character. His liveliness keeps him as well as
the group motivated. He is very good in service
subjects and gives his all in training and other
squadron activities

Cdt Sooraj Balachandran

Cdt Manish Nath

He is a quiet and a kind personality of his
course who is always helping his course mates
above himself. An able navigator and studious
person, he is good in volleyball and puts in all
for squadron.

He is full of enthusiasm and confidence. He
likes to learn new things and is good at it. He
is a team player and puts in maximum efforts
to get any job done. He is responsible and can
be relied upon.

Cdt Ravindra Gangwar
He is a known as the MARCO of his course
because of his physical fitness. He proved his
mettle in camps by leading his team from the
front. He is a jovial person and keeps a smile on
his face in all circumstances.

Cdt Abhishek Mohapatra
A cool minded cadet who takes control of any
kind of situation. He has interest in learning
new things. He is a very good footballer and has
a charming personality.
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Sitting (L to R) 1. Lt Cdr Kewal Bhatt 2. D/C Lijo K John

3rd Row (L to R) 1. Mid Pradeep Patel 2. Mid Amit Raj 3. Mid B Sai Krishna 4. Mid Kripa Sindhu Patel 5. Mid Ankit Gaur 6. Mid Ajay Kumar 7. Mid Kamaldeep Singh 8. Nikhil
Singh Chaturvedi 9. Mid Abhishek Kapoor

2nd Row (L to R 1.) Mid Ayudh Roy 2. Mid Vikasdeep 3. Mid Akash Dabral 4. Mid Aman Yadav 5. Mid Prateek Kumar 6. Mid Sarvajit Ghosh 7.Chris P John 8. Samarth Limaye 9. Mid
Vaibhav Chaudhary

1st Row (L to R) 1.Mid Randeep Chahar 2. Mid Aekansh Matul 3. Mid Shubham Singh 4. Mid Himank Pathak 5. Mid Yogesh Sharma 6. Mid Bobby Skariah 7. Mid Yagyavalk Singh 8.
Mid Mohit Phogat 9. Mid Deepankar Yadav

96 INAC X
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Sitting (L to R) 1. Lt Cdr Kewal Bhat 2. Dy Comdt Lijo K John

3rd Row (L to R) 1. Mid AAmit Kumar Singh 2. Mid Shubham Mukerjee 3. Mid Ankit Patel 4. Mid S Sreenath 5. Mid Jeet Gopal 6. Mid Srihari 7. Mid PR Teja 8. Mid
Utkarsh Baru 9. Mid Suraj Akoijam 10. Mid VK Rai

2nd Row (L to R) 1. Mid Agilan T N 2. Mid Patha Sarthy 3. Mid SK Singh 4. Mid Avyakt Mishra 5. Mid Vibhor Upadhyay 6. Mid Amogh Musle 7. Mid Ritwik Dey 8. Mid
Deepkant Sharma 9. Mid Rishi Raj Tripathi 10. Mid Ojas Kulkarni

1st Row (L to R) 1.Mid Anushil Kumar 2. Mid Akshay Yalegaon 3. Mid S Reddy 4. Mid Saksham Saxena 5. Mid Shashi Kumar 6. Mid Lulu Lorembum 7. Mid Fahim
Khan 8. Mid Pranshul Srivastava 9. Mid Sourav Kondal

96 MSc. Course
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Sitting (L to R) 1. Lt Cdr Kewal Bhatt 2. D/C Lijo K John

3rd Row (L to R) 1. Mid Kushagra Dimri 2. Mid Shubham Sharma 3. Mid Vijesh MP 4. Mid Manasvi Rana 5. Mid Rishabh Verma 6. Mid DMVC Dhanasekara 7.
Mid Mohammed Danish

2nd Row (L to R 1.) Mid Manwinder SIngh 2. Mid Mohammed Parvez 3. Mid Amitan Vats 4. Mid Abhimanyu Sharma 5. Mid Abhishek Tiwari 6. Mid Mudit Sety
7.Bazil Singh Virk

1st Row (L to R) 1.Mid KKKA Kannangara 2. Mid Nived K 3. Mid Mohd Amjad Khan 4. Mid Rahul 5. Mid GIDS Gammanpila 6. Mid Shekhar 7. Mid Vikas Kumar

96 INAC E
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Sitting (L to R) 2. 1. Lt Cdr Kewal BhattD/C Lijo K John

2Ndrow (L to R) 1. Mid Irrfan Khan 2. Mid Amit Bhardwaj 3. Mid Midhun Raj K 4. Mid Arpit Mahajan 5. Mid Amal John Mattam 6. Mid Kilamsetty Vikash

1st Row (L to R) 1. Mid Vishal Sharma 2. Mid Pramod Kumar 3. Mid Shiva Attry 4. Mid Ashish Kumar 5. Mid Shubham Kumar 6. Mid Shivam Bhardwaj

96 INA Course - L
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1st Row (L to R) Lt Neelmani Chaudhary, Lt Cdr Pushpender Tyagi, Lt Cdr Rajan Sharma

4th Row(L to R) Cdt Jerome Denzel Philoe, Cdt Harsh Abhilash Thakur, Cdt Divyank Rai, Cdt Kishore Kumar Nandipati, Cdt Neeraj Kumar Verma, Cdt
Rahul Roy, Cdt Mukul Hariharan Cdt Vishal

3rd Row (L to R) Cdt Vishal Kumar, Cdt Vishal Shah, Cdt Mahesh, Cdt Abhishek Kumar Singh, Cdt Vijay Pratap Singh, Cdt Nischay Bhargava, Cdt
Vidyasagar, Cdt Yashasvi Jaiswal, Cdt Saket Kumar Soneji

2 Row(L to R) Cdt Arvind Manikandan, Cdt Sebastian Thomas Radegonde, Cdt Alima Siddiqui, Cdt Anupama Gupta, Cdt Yannam Meghana Reddy, Cdt
Shreya Agarwal, Cdt Deepak Chopra
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2nd Row (L to R) Cdt Akshay Malik, Cdt Bimal Ranjan Behera, Cdt Navvivek Singh Thakur, Cdt Subham Sugyan, Cdt Vikrant Rana, Cdt Onkar
Hadke, Cdt Micky Kumar Singh

1st Row (L to R) Lt Neelmani Chaudhary, Lt Cdr Pushpender Tyagi, Lt Cdr Rajan Sharma
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4th Row(L to R) 1.Cdt Sanchit Patiyal 2.Cdt Kshitijnoor Singh S 3. Cdt Ashutosh Kumar Singh 4.Cdt Vansh Chaudhary 5. Cdt D S Bhati 5. Cdt DTV Manoj 6. Cdt Utsav Piyushkumar
Chamapnery

3rd Row(L to R) 1. Cdt Adarsh Kumar 2. Cdt Kiran Karajangi 3. Cdt Harshal Patil 4. Cdt Rajesh S Oak 5. Cdt Vishal Kunte 6. Cdt Abhineet Gupta 7. Cdt M Wahiddudin 8. Cdt Aman

2nd Row(l to r) 1.Cdt Mandanna K P 2. Cdt Avinash Mishra 3. Cdt Navya Gorijavolu 4. Cdt M Sravan Kumar 5. Cdt Afnan Sheikh 6.Cdt S Kanishka 7. Cdt A K Jaiswal 8. Cdt
Snigdha A

1st Row (L to R) 1. Lt. Vipin Khantwal 2. D/C Gaurav Verma 3.Lt Mohit Dahiya
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Standing (L to R) 1. Cdt RS Karan 2. Cdt Varun Tripathi 3.Cdt Aman Sharma 4. Cdt Abhijit 5.Cdt Tushar S Panwar
6. Cdt Nayan Dubey 7. Cdt Hrithik Chauhan

Sitting (L to R) 1. Lt. Vipin Khantwal 2. D/C Gaurav Verma 3.Lt Mohit Dahiya
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4st Row (L to R) 1.Cdt Deep Singh Sodhi 2. Cdt Avinash Kumar 3. Cdt Akash Mohit Kumar 4. Cdt Aneesh Kumar 5. Cdt Kishtypaty Ajayraghav Sharma
6. Cdt Jerin John 7. Cdt Amandeep Singh
3rd Row (L to R) 1.Cdt Kyaw Soe Aung 2. Cdt Vishal Madaan 3. Cdt Kunal Bansod 4. Cdt Rahul Rajpal 5. Cdt Amit Verma 6. Cdt Abhishek Kaushik 7. Arun Kumar
2rd Row (L to R) 1. Cdt Moosa Haleem 2. Cdt Kumudini Tyagi 3. Cdt Riti Singh 4. Cdt Shervani Supriya 5. Cdt Yugal Gautam 6. Cdt Manpreet Singh
Sitting (L to R) 1. Lt Himanshu Sharma 2. Lt Siddharth Naithani 3. Lt
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C

Standing (L to R) 1. Cdt Abhishek Kumar 2. Cdt Mohit Awasthi 3. Cdt Ama 4. Cdt Gourav Sangwan
Sitting (L to R) 1. Lt Siddharth Nethani 2. Lt Cdr Karthik Sachdeva 3. Lt Sunil Kumar 4. Lt Paras Sadothra
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Row (L to R) 1. Cdt Saurabh Verma 2. Cdt P Sanjay 3. Cdt Deepak Yadav 4. Cdt Prince Gupta 5. Cdt Vyashnav Vasanthkumar 6. Cdt Siddharth Kajuria 7. Cdt
Lokesh Rathee

7. Cdt Manish Singh

Sitting (L to R) 1. Lt Rp Singh 2. Lt Shashank Mishra 3. Lt Anurag Pandey

2nd Row (L to R) 1. Cdt Anshul Gupta 2. Cdt Anupam Kumar 3. Cdt Baraka Samwell 4. Cdt Abhishek Trivedi 5. Cdt Sarthak Negi 6. Cdt Amit Kumar7. Cdt
Prashant Bhalla

rd

4th Row (L to R) 1. Cdt Sumeet Sunil Rao Ragit 2. Cdt Amit Jain 3. Cdt Adi Venkatesham 4. Cdt Neil Philip 5. Cdt Sangam Sharma 6. Cdt Nishant Singh Yadav
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Sitting (L to R) 1. Lt Anurag Pandey 2. Lt Shashank Mishra 3. Lt Anurag Daima

5. Cdt Prasanjeet Gupta 6. Cdt Ayush Kaushik 7. Ayush Kaushik

Standing (L to R) 1. Cdt Ashutosh Malik 2. Cdt Diptanshu Sharma 3. Cdt Gajraj Singh 4. Cdt Shikhar Singh
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4st Row (L to R) 1.Cdt Guru Varan P 2 Cdt Inder Mohan Songh 3. Cdt Sumit Sangwan 4. Cdt Mangesh Lokhande 5. Cdt K Sai Siva Ganesh 6. Cdt Paramjit Singh 7. Cdt Pranav Karpe

Sitting (L to R) 1. Lt Akhil Kumar 2. Lt Ankush Jasrotia

2nd Row (L To R) 1. Cdt Mukul Tandon 2. Cdt Sairam Madmala 3. Cdt Merin Koshy 4. Cdt Mrinalinni Khanna 5. Cdt Mohmed Imad 6. Cdt Sujit Dasgupta 7. Cdt Himanshu Kishore

3 Row (L To R) 1. Cdt Ravinder Singh 2 Cdt Ankit Kumar Mishra 3. Cdt Tanudeep Kaur 4.Cdt Rishabh Joshi 5. Cdt Shubham Johar 6. Cdt Bhramjot Singh 7. Cdt Siddharth Shankhar Nayak

rd
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Sitting (L to R) 1. Lt Akhil Kumar 2. Lt Cdr Ashwini Bura 3. Lt Pankaj Bhatt

6. Cdt Vivek Singh 7. Sarode Ashish Kantilal

Standing (L to R) 1. Cdt Vishwajeet Sanodia 2. Cdt Ganesh Godamgave 3. Cdt Abhilash Reddy 4. Cdt Pranav Yeole 5. Cdt Shreyas Hanchinal
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7. Cdt Aman Jugran 8. Cdt Rajneesh Kumar

8. Cdt Rajneesh Maan

4th Row(L to R) 1.Cdt Alsal A 2. Cdt Ayush Kumar 3. Cdt Ashish Kumar 4. Cdt Akash Rawat 5. Cdt Mrinal Mahendra 6. Cdt Nishant Negi 7. Cdt A Mohapatra

3 row(L to R) 1. Moninder Pal Singh 2. Cdt Surya Jagdeesh 3. Cdt Sahil Bahri 4. Cdt Ravindra Gangwar 5. Cdt Manish Nath 6. Cdt Avkash Rawat 7. Karanbir Singh

rd

1st row(L to R) 1. Lt Pratyush Rawat 2. Lt Cdr TM Joseph 3. Lt Ashish Ojha

2 Row (L to R) 1. Cdt Ishaan Pant 2. Cdt Shine Htet Aung 3. Cdt Sumedha Mishra 4. Cdt Kreeshma R 5. Cdt Sushmita Nath 6. Cdt Suraj Balachandran

nd
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2nd Row (L to R) 1. Cdt Ramachandra Barkur 2. Cdt P John Patrick 3. Cdt Adishesh Mishra 4. Cdt Soham Upadyaya 5. Cdt D Rohanesh 6. Cdt
S Aditya 7. Cdt Vijay Kureeya

1st Row (L to R) 1. Lt Ashish Ojha 2. Lt Pratyush Rawat 3. Lt Siddarth Negi
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master chief

speaketh
Respected Sir,
All Officers, instructors of Indian Naval Academy and all trainees of passing out
courses, future leaders of Indian Navy, Coast Guard and friendly foreign Navies of five
Nations, a very good morning to all of you. I take this opportunity to stand before you
to bid farewell to all the passing out courses. I on behalf of all instructors and training
team of the Indian Naval Academy, congratulate each one of you for successfully
completing INAC B.Tech, MSc and Naval Orientation Course and at the same time wish
you all a very successful and satisfying career ahead.
I want to take this opportunity to share my experiences, which I have gained through
a long span of 35 years spent in this beautiful service, the Indian Navy.
A ship is not only a fighting unit but home to a group of people who unite to achieve a
common goal under the guidance of their leader. When this culture is created onboard
a ship, that spirit always brings glory. The men manning the ship remain the same, but
performance of a fighting unit changes as per the leader’s guidance present onboard.
So, the true leader (Officer) drives his team to achieve any goal. India’s Missile man, the
former President (Late) Dr APJ Abdul Kalam said and I quote, “Let me define a leader,
he must have vision and passion and not be afraid of any challenge, instead he should
know how to defeat it”, unquote.
I want to convey to you that, a leader onboard a ship always believes on his eyes not
ears. When you are leading a team for accomplishing a job always Go, See and Believe.
This practice will help your team achieve success and prevent any type of untoward
incidents which may cost lives. I would also advise you never lose your cool especially
during crises and adverse conditions. I have experienced that composure of a leader
and an officer under trying times and moments of peril always boosts the morale and
confidence of the men. Your team of men can then overcome any adversity thrown at
them.
I remember in my early days when Midshipmen were borne onboard ships, they
would go to every part of ship, asking questions and taking notes in their dairies. From
the MCBM to every Engine Room Watch Keeper and even the Hygienists, every member
of the ship’s company was asked questions. The Midshipmen would endeavour to
understand the functioning of every equipment and the task of every sailor. To be able
to understand and lead, one has to understand the role of his men. These are the ethos
of our service and this is what our training endeavours to achieve. I urge you all to
understand that your role as a learner is far from over. While you will be leaders, you
will also continue to be students of this art called ‘leadership’. At the same time you
will also be instructing your followers to be good leaders as well. You must also learn to
obey orders without flinching. A good follower makes a good leader.
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After passing out from here and on completion of your further training, when you get
the responsibility of your respective departments, you will head a Divisional System. You
will be assisted by a divisional MCPO/ CPO in day to day work and a good link between
you and your department will help you maintain fighting efficiency and organisational
amicabiliti. I advise you to follow the divisional system in true spirit so that you know your
men and their capabilities.
Let me quote from Divisional Officer’s Handbook “Your role as a Divisional Officer is
just as important as your primary role in your Ship, boat, squadron or unit. You should
regard it as a great privilege to be entrusted with leading your people, shaping their careers
and helping them deliver to their full potential. You must give your divisional duties high
priority and take pride in knowing your people as well as you can. It is fundamental to
good leadership. Your personal face-to-face engagement with your Division is crucial to
making your men feel valued and part of a winning team.
Ladies and Gentlemen, before I conclude, I would once again congratulate each and
every one of you on successful completion of your training and wish that you take our
Navy and Nation to greater heights. As you conduct yourself as future leaders of the Navy
we pass on to you, a Navy that we have nurtured through our sweat, blood and toil, please
remember to run it with thorough professionalism, lead with exemplary conduct, create
efficient, cohesive and combat worthy teams, and last but not the least, strive to be an
excellent officer, a thorough gentleman, an astute physically fit and mentally agile warrior.

“Hamara jhanda islie nahin fahrata
kyoki hawa chalti hai!
ye har us shoorveer ki aakhri sans se fahrata hai
jo uski raksha me apne pran nyochhaawar kar deta ha
Jai Hind
Azad Singh, MCPO I GI (W)
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song
Oh the INA is where the Navy’s born
It has taught me how to weather every storm
It has taught me how to lead
I have learnt the Navy’s creed
And I proudly wear the world’s best uniform
Oh the INA is India’s pride and joy
And it beckons every Indian girl and boy
To salute the white ensign,
It is yours and it is mine,
It has taught me how to shout aloud “Ahoy”!
Iss INA mein hua mera janam
Isne bhar diya hai mujhme itna dum
Aayae aandhi ya toofan
Mein khada hoon seena taan
Ab to aage hee badhenge ye kadam
Hahn INA hai bharat varsh ki shaan
Iski mohar hai bani meri pehechaan
Yeh hai meri kaamna
Dushmanon ka saamna
Karne ka mile ham sab ko poora gyan
It’s from INA that come our country’s best
Every alumnus can face the toughest test
We will chart our course anew
And we promise this to you
We will keep you safe without a pause or rest
Oh the INA is where the Navy’s born
It has taught me how to weather every storm
It has taught me how to lead
I have learnt the Navy’s creed
And I proudly wear the world’s best uniform
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